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2014 President’s Report 
 

Another season has come & gone. The season seemed to rush by until the last few rounds that seemed to drag on with 
the wet weather.  I would like to start by thanking the Committee for once again stepping in to keep this club running. 
Without the commitment of the Committee none of us would be able to get onto the field. A lot of time, effort & frustra-
tion goes into trying to get all of our teams on the field. We had a few new faces on the Committee this year & hopefully 
we will be able to retain them to lessen the workload. 
 
A big thank you must go to all our Sponsors. Doesn't matter if you sponsored the whole club, our Cubs or our elite teams. 
With your support we were able to supply training equipment & match day needs to all our teams. We appreciate your 
dedication & support. 
 
Every team needs staff to keep it organized & to get it on the field each week. Without the dedication of the coaches & 
managers this would not have been possible, so I would like to thank you for all your efforts. If you wish to pursue your 
education as a coach further, we would greatly appreciate that & we will assist you in finding out about coaching courses 
& continue to support you where possible. 
 
This year we were able to introduce back into the club, Elite Football. With the introduction of the Men's Super League 
Squad & the Ladies Premier League Team. 
 
Congratulations must go to Danny Browne & Stephen Collins in getting the SL squad together. The SPL Squad was built 
from a mixture of a few experienced players joining PHFC for the first time & some of our very own juniors that played in 
our successful U18's last year. While it will take time to create a successful squad on the field, we need to persevere with 
the reintroduction of elite squad football.  
 
Vince Scarcella must also be congratulated for the way he was able to get a Ladies Premier League Team together. The LPL 
Team was a combination of our very own successful U21's teams of the last few years plus a couple of fresh players joining 
PHFC for a taste of what it is like to be a Tiger (Tigress).  A midweek Presidents Cup trophy win & a GF appearance and win 
in their first year was a great reward for some very hard work put in by the coaching staff as well as the team. 
 
Congratulations to all who participated in the reintroduction of ELITE FOOTBALL back into PHFC, & thank you to the com-
mittee for supporting both these concepts. 
 
To the all the players, I hope you all enjoyed your seasons. A successful season doesn't necessarily mean you won the GF, 
it could be as simple as you were able to improve your football skills & thus making you a more confident player. 
"Every journey starts with the first step." 
 
To the parents & carers of the juniors, thank you for taking the time helping get the children on the field each week, their 
smiling faces makes your efforts worthwhile. 
 
To the supporters of the all teams & those that frequented the canteen & BBQ we all appreciate the support. 
 
To all the people of Pendle Hill Football Club I would like to say "Thank You" & I hope to see all again next season. 
 
If you want to be apart of the running of this great club come to the AGM on the 3rd November at 7:00pm at Toongabbie 
Sports & Bowling Club. 
 
Regards, 
Paul Farnhill 
PHFC President. 
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2014 Vice President Report 
 

My role is to look after Small Sided Football, Cubs to Under 11’s.  The purpose of small sided football is to revo-
lutionize and create the right playing environment (play for fun) for young players with an emphasis on partici-
pation and enjoyment without the importance of winning. 
 
Thank you to all coaches and managers for volunteering your time and energy each week to assist in the devel-
opment of these young players. Without your assistance our children would not be able to play football.  Thank 
you to all parents for bringing your child along each week. Thank you to all the kids who came along and en-
joyed their year of learning and developing a love for the game of football. 
 
SSF referees was implemented again this season where the younger players do a special referee course ena-
bling them to referee SSF games and to determine if they like refereeing and would like to join GDSFA as a full 
field referee.  Thanks to all the boys who were a part of this program. 
 
2014 saw approx 75  boys and girls 5 years and under  enrolled in our CUBS program. Thank you to Super 
League and Ladies Premier League for their assistance in this program along with the parent helpers each 
week.  Also huge thanks to Brenda for the cubs photos. 
 
Vanessa Carrett 
Vice President 
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Pendle Hill FC Sponsors 2014 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WESTPOINT BLACKTOWN 

8678 4360 

Blacktown City Hot Water 
Sale, Service and Installations 

Emergency 7 Days 

Phone - 9627 5447 

 

http://www.google.com.au/imgres?start=204&sa=X&hl=en&qscrl=1&rlz=1T4NDKB_enAU574AU574&biw=1680&bih=727&tbm=isch&tbnid=ozDssyEhnUvy6M:&imgrefurl=http://openclipart.org/detail/7511/faucet-by-johnny_automatic-7511&docid=NvAk6tmCT1KFyM&imgurl=http://openclipart.o
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2014 Pink Ribbon Report 
 

Over the last 3 years PHFC community has assisted in raising approx $27,000 in much needed funds for Pink 
Ribbon and breast cancer research.  Thank you to all involved in this. 
 
2014 saw PHFC hold a Pink Ribbon Gala Day where players from all ages came together to play football and 
raise money.  Thank you to all participants on the day and special thanks to the GDSFA referees who gener-
ously gave up their day to be match officials for senior teams.  Also huge thanks to Trent Drinnan and Benji 
Scarcella for refereeing all junior matches and giving up their day to this cause.  A huge thanks to Julie and her 
crew for running the canteen and my family and friends for cooking BBQ all day. 
 
Ladies Night In aka Sparkle In Pink sold out this year allowing 200 women to come along and have a fun filled 
night of shopping and dancing in aid of this cause.  Special thanks to Steph King and Sam Strahan for their enor-
mous  assistance in organising this great night and all stall holders and companies who generously sponsored 
this event. 
 
Please support the following businesses who showed enormous support of our functions throughout the year. 
 
 Bungaree Butchery     Els Café – Winston HIlls 
 Cooks Plumbing      TLC Health and Fitness 
 Mad Mex – Norwest and Blacktown   Zammits Quality Kitchens 
 Ronnies Discounts – Winston Hills   Suttons 
 Anytime Fitness Blacktown    Hair By Angela 
 Next Appointment     Bodicraft - Toongabbie 
 Featherdale Wildlife Park    Jaynes Cakes 
 Baiada Poultry     Body Shop 
 Jenolan Caves     Mumma Ts Candles 
 Power house Museum    Keep Sweatin 
 Summer Glow Spray Tans    Total Beauty Network 
 Pancakes On the Rocks                                                     LVMH Perfumes and Cosmetics 
 TLC Health and Fitness    Penelopes Pooch Parlour 
 Porters Liquors – Toongabbie   Factory Direct Spectacles 
 Lauren Degan Photography  
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2014 Perpetual Awards Nominations 

 
Each year Pendle Hill Football Club has perpetual awards which are awarded for outstanding  

achievement in the following categories; 
 
 

Junior Goalkeeper of the year 
Senior Goalkeeper of the year 
Junior Sportsman of the year 
Senior Sportsman of the year 
Junior Sportsgirl of the year 
Senior Sportsgirl of the year 

Life Membership 
Club Person of the year 

 
Nominations for these awards can be put forward by any member of the Pendle Hill Football Club and then the 
Clubs Management Committee has the difficult task of determining the winners for the year.  They are always 

closely contested awards with many nominations, and often difficult decisions need to be made.   
 

Pendle Hill Football Club Committee would like to congratulate the following Club members who were nomi-
nated for awards in 2014 

 
 
 
 Zoe Etchemendi Chelsea Cooper 
 Krystal Ruhr James Thompson 
 Joshua Armstrong William Kelly 
 Ben O’Brien Trent Drinnan 
 Ethan Kelly Akshayan Puvichandran 
 Jake Edgecombe Matthew Hopkins 
 Lachlan Foley Kyle Puffett 
 Josh Puffett Bryan Gilkes 
 Maddie Walsh Courtney Stewart 
 Erin Mcqueeney Nicola Weiss 
 Rob Jones Greg Pollard 
 Joe Mandato Todd Douglas 
 John Simmons Jan Conway 
 Gurjot Singh 
 
 

Congratulations to all of our nominees in 2014 
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Under 6 Teams 
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Under 6 Teams 

 

Six Victory was a great little team with just four children who were always there to help each other out. They 
had a great commitment and were the only team out of the 6s and 7s to have everyone show up and keen to 
play soccer on one very wet Saturday morning. 
 
Felix was a little soccer star who would never give up and always managed to get from one end of the pitch to 
the other at great speed. Olivia was a great little tackler who could get the ball off the opposition and sneak in 
a few goals. Isaac was good defender and would stop those loose balls to prevent the opposition from scoring. 
Madison was also a good tackler and really enjoyed training and the shark drill. 
 
Six Victory improved as the season went on and came to work together as a team and pass the ball to each 
other. It was a great season and thanks to Six victory for your commitment and enthusiasm. 
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Under 6 Teams 

 
Tom - really took a liking for defence. He loved tackling the opposition as 

much as the sausage sandwich after the game. 
 

Jake - amazing skills with the ball and demonstrated being able to score 
from anywhere on the field. What most impressed me was his ability to listen 

to an instruction and apply it on the field. 
 

Olivia - took pleasure in training and learning new skills. She really 
enjoyed teaming up with Ruby for that girl power. 

 
Ruby - was always very positive and cheerful making her a pleasure to train. 

With continuing improvement she will be on her way to take after her mum on 
the soccer field. 

 
Sam- worked very hard and developed his soccer skills throughout the year. I 

was most impressed with his sportsmanship. If an opponent went down hurt he 
was always first to give them a hand up. 

 
I really enjoyed getting to know all the under 6 players. I look forward to 
being involved again next year. I would like to thank all the parents that 

assisted during the year. 
 

Scott Bailey 
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Under 6 Teams 

To my players, Nick, Zac, Angus and Joshua…what a great bunch of kids.  I hope you had as much fun as I 

did week to week, learning new skills, meeting new friends and learning the game. 

Thank you to all the parents for their dedication, week to week in turning up, even in the rain… 

It was a pleasure to help you train and play each week and I hope to see you all come back next year. 

Coach – Nicole Platts 
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Under 6 Teams 
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Under 7 Teams 
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Under 7 Teams 
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Under 7 Teams 

 
 
This year I had the pleasure of coaching under 7 glory. The team was made up with Tolge Ozluk, Chelsea 
Olguin, Ashwin Jeyakuma, Emily Simmonds, Jake Shelley and Mario Calderon. 
 
I would like to thank all the players for being such an amazing bunch of children. I had a lot of fun working 
with you all. All the players have such great potential and were not scared to just get in there and have a 
go. 
 
Emily showed an amazing improvement from the beginning of the year and ended the season of with 2 
goals. 
 
Tolga and Jake were our main goal scorers and work great together up front. Both have a great passion for 
the game. 
 
Chelsea also showed great improvement from the beginning of the year and works well in the goals. 
 
Marco is our cheeky player who like to have fun. He has excellent ball skills and is great at defending.  
 
Ashwin is also a great defender and was excellent at getting the ball off the other team. 
 
Every member of this team demonstrated great skills and worked excellent as part of a team. 
 
Good luck to all you of you for next year. 
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Under 7 Teams 

 
At the start of the season we had a team who had never played together before as well as five players who 
had never played before. Add to that a coach who had never coached soccer before, it was going to be a 
learning curve for all members of the team. 
 
It was very easy to see how enthusiastic the team were about learning soccer and how well they could lis-
ten for 6 and 7 year olds. All team members had bucket loads of energy which was helped by the endless 
supply of treats on the sideline. By the end of this season it was great to see how strong and well bonded 
the children were as a team. 
 
We had some great games with many length of the field goals and all players turned up and tried their best 
every week, even in some of the wet weather we had over Winter. 
 
To all the players in the team I would like to thank you for your attitude to training and games and for the 
way you entertained your family each week with your skills on the soccer field. I am sure that many of you 
will spend years to come putting on your boots and having a run on the field as you are a very talented 
group of players. 

I would also like to thank all the families of the Under 7 Wanderers who turned up every week to support 
our team and provide yummy refreshments at the end of each game. I know by the look on the children’s 
faces they sure loved getting together and sharing some snacks. 

Players: 
 
Aria 
 
Amalija 
 
Elizabeth 
 
Catherine 
 
Jarred 
 
Dylan 
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U7 Wanderers (cont) 

 
Jarred (aka Super Striker) – Jarred was a stand out player during the season and scored at least 2 goals in 
every game, he bonded well with a team full of players he’d never met before and was an asset to the team. 
 
Aria (aka Non Stop) – Aria spent her entire season running after the ball and for someone who has never 
played the game seems to be a natural at soccer. 
 
Amalija (aka The Striker) – Amalija was another player who had never played soccer before and became a 
very strong player she tried very hard during the season and never gave up. 
 
Dylan (aka The Defender) – Dylan was unstoppable when he was defending our goals, he would block every 
ball that came his way and improved tremendously throughout the season. 
 
Elizabeth (aka The Quiet Achiever) – Elizabeth took a while to get going but never looked back once she did. 
Always challenging for the ball and tried hard each week. 
 
Catherine (aka The Speedster) – Catherine had a great 1st season of soccer and her confidence grew every 
week, she was solid defending and also great at attacking the ball. 
 
Thanks very much to all of you for a great season and hopefully we’ll see you all again in 2015. 
 
Your Coach 
John Williams 
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Under 7 Teams 

As the 2014 season draws to a close, what a season we all had. Every game was played hard and most im-
portant we all had lots of fun.  Throughout the year, we played some great games, scored some fantastic 
team and individual goals. Our defence was strong and stable when called upon.  We would like to thank 
the players as there spirit and sportsmanship throughout the year made it enjoyable to coach the team. 

ASHLEY - Never stopped running for the whole game, who encouraged all his team a great team player, 
and kept improving with every game. 

AARUSH - A great defender who was almost impossible to get past, a great tackler who will put fear into 
many strikers in the years to come. 

DANIEL - The player in the team that had plenty of flare and ability of a player of the future, a great passer 
of the ball. 

PRITHESH - Playing his first year of soccer, enjoyed every game and never stopped trying. 

THOMAS - The everywhere player who popped up everywhere from defence to attack, was strong in the 
middle of the park, is a born midfielder. 

TASMAN - The 'T' Train a natural striker, would never give the ball away without a fight and scored many 
goals through determination. 

To sum up a great bunch of kids to be involved with and thanks to Scott for taking over when I was unavail-
able.  Onto the bigger field next year hope to see you all back.  Greg and Scott. 
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Under 7 Teams 

The season started with just 3 boys and then worked up to a team of 6.  None of the boys had played to-
gether, with only 2 of them knowing each other prior to starting this season. It did not take long for them 
to all become friends, celebrating a goal with a group hug or high fives.  All of the boys where keen to learn 
and throughout the season their skills improved, it was great to be able to help and watch their skills grow. 
They may not have always come out on top after every game, but they always had a smile on their face 
(maybe that was because they knew a bag of lollies from the canteen was coming!) 
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Under 7 Spirit (cont) 
 
Ethan – Ethan’s confidence grew each week. He consistently listened, trained hard and gave his all. This 
resulted in him being one of our highest goal scorers – even scoring a hat-trick one week. Awesome job 
Ethan! 
 
Liam – The ‘Hayne Plane’. Liam introduced Team Spirit to the ‘Hayne Plane’. After many a goal, the boys 
could all be seen (me included) doing the Hayne Plane. Consistently attacking, not afraid to take a shot at 
goal. Another of our highest goal scorers – Great job! 
 
Jacob – Jacob’s enthusiasm for soccer is contagious. Our left footer on the team, he was not afraid to go in 
for a tackle, often scoring a goal from out near the corner. Whether it be attacking or defending, Jacob 
gave 100% each week, always in the mix of play - Fantastic effort! 
 
Veer – Veer brought enormous energy each week. He was always right in the mix. His great attacking and 
passing provided lots of opportunity, often resulting in goals. An instrumental member of our team – Good 
job! 
 
Krish – Krish trained hard each week, his confidence building with every game. Krish was a great defender, 
we could always depend on him being in the right place at the right time, ready to tackle. An asset to our 
team – Terrific job! 
 
Achuthan - Achuthan jointed us late in the season. He threw himself into each game and gave his all. An-
other great asset to our team – Good effort! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A big thanks to the boys, they brought their manners each week and made Saturday mornings fun filled. 
Also a big thanks to the parents who came each week and helped and supported their children. See you all 
next year.  Thanks to Vanessa and the Committee for making soccer possible each week. 
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Under 7 Teams 

 
 
The u7 pride team were a great bunch of kids. Some played together last season but some new additions.  
Every week the kids had a lot of fun, dominated the soccer field scoring lots of goals and played their 
hearts out every single week. 
 
We were lucky, very reliable kids that all turned up every week, supportive parents that always supported 
the entire team week after week. Kids always keen to get a win even though scores really didn’t count.  
All the kids learnt what Team spirit was about and always gave the game 100%. The improvement every 
week was just amazing!  With  2 girls in the team, that didn’t stop us from taking on some of the “ all boys " 
teams. 
 
Aran- always a reliable and fast little player. He managed to score plenty of goals and gave it his all every 
single game. Always full of big smiles and such a pleasure you have again this year. Very fast and always 
wanted to be where the ball was. Super effort Aran. 
 
Jade- excellent defensive player and could always be relied on to stop the other team in their tracks. Cer-

tainly improved significantly from the start of the season to the end.  Jade was always there to get that ball 

back up the right end of the field and managed to score some great goals. Always gave her 100% effort 

every single game. Jade played the season always putting in everything she had and always there to help 

others in the team.  
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Under 7 Teams 

 
 
Iziya – well “Izzi” as we called him was a late starter in the season coming from another team but as our 
team does we embraced him with open arms and he was the player to always watch. Star quality soccer 
player and never let us down every week. Fast, keen and always there to chase and scored most of the 
goals of the season. Such a delight for the team. Soccer is certainly his game!!  In the attacking and also 
defending he never let us down. He was certainly a strong link in the team each week. Had a great season. 
 
Hayden- Such a lovely natured boy and loves to have a chat. He started the year not quite sure of the game 
and always so caring of others (especially if someone got hurt) He improved so much from season begin-
ning to end and found his feet and learnt ball skills and improved his game. He then understood that soccer 
was about being a team and there was a whole team to help him. Certainly enjoyed the game and a team 
player. 
 
Brooke- The 2nd  girl in the team but she played every week just  like one of the boys. Protecting the goals 
and getting that ball up to the other end of the field, always there to backup other players and she chased 
the ball as winning and scoring goals was her top priority. Managed some great goals herself during the 
season.  Still the “bossy boots” of the team always telling everyone else what to do. And throwing the odd 
cartwheel and handstand in just to keep the girl culture going.  Team player and loves the game and all of 
her team mates. 
 
Rohan – very reliable player who gave all his effort every week. Loved the game, loved the chase and also 
scored many goals. He fitted in well with the team and played every week with all his heart. Great defender 
doing everything he could to stop the other team in their tracks. Great effort. 
 
Thanks to all the  parents of the team who every week demonstrated good sportsmanship, enthusiasm to 
all the kids and a pleasant and fun atmosphere.  All Parents can certainly commend themselves on their 
child’s success this season. We certainly dominated many games. 
 
To the kids…..you were all awesome. Played with smiles every single week and showed true team spirit!  
WELL DONE 7’s TIGER PRIDE 
 
By Tina Robinson and Helen Seghabi 
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Under 8 Teams 

 
Season 2014 was our first taste of competitive soccer with the boys now travelling in a home and away 
competition.  To say we had a great time would be an understatement, with Saturday mornings becoming 
the highlight of the week.  There was never any need to reinforce turning up on time as the boys were very 
keen to get a good warm up in before kick-off. 
 
We started the season a little slow but soon found our feet and produced at times some fabulous football. 
The boy’s development in their control and passing game was a highlight of the season. As the season con-
tinued the concept of playing in a simple 3-3 formation started to sink in and is a real positive to take into 
next season. 
 
We shared the responsibility of goal keeping and found that while it may not be the position we all love, it 

is another important skill that helps to make a good footballer. It also is a reminder that being part of a 

team is about putting the team before your-self. All the boys can be very proud of their efforts while play-

ing in goals, as each of you did a great job. 

Training was enjoyed with much enthusiasm as we all got to learn some new skills and practice our current 

skills. It was very rare that we didn’t have a full squad which is a great show of support from the parents 

but also a good sign the boys were keen to work hard at improving their game. 
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U8 Blue (cont) 

 
A huge thanks to Vicky (manager) for all her hard work off the field to keep us running smoothly on. Vicky 
you were fabulous and thanks for making my job as coach exactly that. Being able to just concentrate on the 
boys and what we were doing on the field was a real blessing. The ladies in the canteen I know also appreci-
ate that you had our parents organised to make canteen duty on time and in numbers. 
 
To the parents thank you for your continued support throughout the season. Thanks for getting the boys to 
training and games on time and thanks for supporting the team as a whole. Your encouraging words to all 
the boys and positive attitude even in defeat is encouraging in a time when too many parents take it all to 
serious and only focus on the negative. 
 
Season 2015 can’t come soon enough if you ask me and I hope to see you all back and ready to play. 
Coach – Gary McGee     Manager – Vicky Selleck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Firstly I would like to thank the parents - especially those that helped out when I was unavailable, Ivo, Mi-
chael, Kosta & Ash - for your assistance and persistence throughout the year. It was fantastic spending so 
much time with your precious little children. 
 
We all learnt quite a lot this year and some of us even learnt a little about football. There were some players 
who made great improvement who will love the game for many, many years to come. 
 
The results on the park varied and at all times, the players enjoyed their football no matter what the result, 

and we did have our share of victories. 
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8 Brown (cont) 
 
 
 
The spirit of this group of players and their enthusiasm for playing the game is something I will cherish for a 
long time, and who will ever forget the match played in the pouring and freezing, early morning rain at Eric 
Mobbs. 
 
I appreciate the effort of the parents to have in attendance at training and on match days, and thank Man-
ager Deb for all her assistance and making my job so easy. 
 
To the players, thank you for the great memories I have of our wonderful season in U/8 Brown 2014: 
 
Wyatt: Hard boy to keep down, though the opposition (and Wyatt) both tried. Really loves hard work and 
will improve with skills over time. 
 
Tom: Very skilful and creative. Has lots of energy and is improving with the use of both feet. Able to make 
long runs and create or score goals. 
 
Lukas: Learnt to read the game quite well, can defend or attack and will continue to develop with the con-
fidence gained from scoring a number of goals. 
 
Jett: One of the most improved over the season, always tries hard and will continue to develop with more 
experience. Was always fantastic as goalkeeper. 
 
Jacob: One of our younger chargers who really does charge. Loads of energy whether goalkeeping or not 
and will benefit greatly when he can achieve finer skills with the ball. 
 
Harry: A real hard worker who loves to get the ball more than most. Will improve out of sight as he grows 
with patience and gains more confidence from skills. 
 
Dylan: Quick on his feet and difficult for opponents to contain when he puts his mind to a task. Scored 
many goals. 
 
Daniel: A footballer. Talented, strong, skilful and a good mind for the game. Able to make long runs and 
will benefit greatly from continued practice of both feet. 
 
Antonio: Really had a great time both socially and playing football. Great asset to any side and will con-
tinue to make a difference when his focus is on the task at hand. 
 
Adelaide: Quiet achiever with fine skills and a deft pass. Will improve with confidence and aggression. 
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Under 8 Teams 

WOW, what a year!  Newly formed team but all players came together and played with great enthusiasm, 
game after game - rain, thunderstorm or sunshine! 
 
Our Team… 
 
Firstly - The goalkeeping position was shared around by all players throughout the year.  Goalkeeping is not 
everyone’s cup of tea, but there was some glimpses of true goalie champions, these being Andreas, Mia 
and Adam, thanks for your great efforts. 
 
Tyler – Always put 100% effort in every game, and especially at training, always willing to try new things 
and positions.  Sadly, had to leave us at the end of June. 
 
Jean-Luc – A great little fullback in the making, with confidence growing throughout the season.  Always 
brought a sense of humour to the team, a comedian to keep team spirit up… 
 
Andreas – Well, where do I start.  A fantastic little athlete, always willing to put in 100% in what ever posi-
tion he was put in.  Loved being in goals, and saved numerous ones.  But, put him on the field and he could 
defend, and attack, all-round great little player. 
 
Owen – A great all-round player preferred to play in the backs. A great player, getting more confident as 
the year progressed. Always at training, putting in 100% at both training and games. 
 
Georgette – One of three girls in our team, loved playing midfield or upfront.  Always chasing and tackling, 
never gave up on the opposition.  Always had a smile at training and game day. 
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8 Orange (cont) 
 
Aryan – A true champion defender, loved playing at the back.  Felt very comfortable in fullback position 
and took control of the other players in their positions at the back. Was a little out of sorts at the front and 
so was returned to the backs as soon as possible…Saved numerous goals until he had to leave us early 
July.  Our defence felt his loss. 
 
Lakshman – Where do I start. Regular at training and put in a great effort. Became more confident as the 
year progressed.  Seem to have timing issues getting to games, but was eager to get on the paddock when 
he arrived and put in 100% effort. Willing to try all positions, but can see with future seasons, he will get 
more and more confident. 
 
Havin -  A striker within a striker…a scoring machine, thought at one stage, he ran on batteries – just never 
stopped running! Always put 100% effort in at training and game day. Unfortunately, overseas travel with 
family, meant he missed out on quite a few games.  Really put a whole in our attack when gone. 
 
Mia – An allround great attacker and goalkeeper.  Always willing to defend against boys.  Scored numerous 
goals and worked well with our other strikers. Never stopped trying at training and game day.  Saved nu-
merous goals in great fashion, not afraid to mix it with the boys. 
 
Adam – A true player who never gave up on game day. A great defender, who loved to slide tackle.  After 
learning new ways of tackling, could take the ball off anyone.  Loved being in goals and saved numerous 
goals, even when no one would go in, Adam would always volunteer to goalkeep. Left us for a couple of 
weeks due to his parents wedding – Congratulations to your Mum and Dad! 
 
Ashlee – A timid player, who wasn’t afraid to get in the mix. Became more confident as the season pro-
gressed, as Ashlee joined us mid season, around May.  Learnt new skills when at training, that showed on 
game day.  Loved her smile, even though out skilled by her opponent, but never gave up trying. 
 
To all the parents who assisted in bringing the kids to training and game day, pat yourself on the back – 
great effort and without your commitment we wouldn’t have had a team.  To all the parents who helped 
with our rostered duties - ground setup, BBQ and canteen – great effort and thankyou. Thank you to Pierre 
for being roped in to referee quite a few games over the season… 
 
Congratulations, to all the kids who played in the Ermington Gala Day, a great day it was.  
 
A special thanks to Nicole, my manager, without you, I wouldn’t have been able to focus on the team.  You 
organised all the communications between the parents and paper work – greatly appreciated.  A special 
thanks to the U8 Brown players and a few other ring ins – who helped in our team when we were short.  A 
special thanks to Jake who stepped up from the U6 to play in our team when we were short at home and 
blew the opposition away with his ball skills.  
 
Well that wraps it up for another year, for all those involved in U8 Orange, I hope you enjoyed your season 
as I did, and hope to see you around next year. 
 
Coach, Anthony Thomas 
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We started this season with a group of boys who we're all keen to learn and play Soccer, our first few 
matches the kids focused on ball control and team work and by our fifth week it was starting to show with 
our first win. Once we got one in the goals more started coming our way.  
 
The next few weeks the team had a series of big wins and our little team glowed with pride as they mas-
tered new skill. the team did us proud as they faced each week with a positive attitude and a willingness to 
give it a go.  
 
The season ended for 9 Grey with a ball that just wouldn't get in those goals bit it was still a win in our 
hearts as they played their best having learnt  how to work as a team developed friendships and  gave it 
their best.   
 
Well done 9 Grey it has been a pleasure to be apart of such a 
great team. 
 
Jarred and Beck lee 
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We would like to congratulate all the boys on a fantastic season. We ended up winning 12 games, drawing 
4 games and only losing twice. This was a great effort as we only had 1 reserve all season and played a 
number of games with no reserves. A couple of highlights throughout the year was beating Rouse Hill at 
home in the second round after losing to them in round 1 and drawing the game against Greystanes in the 
very last minute. If the boys all come back next year with the same attitude and commitment to playing 
and training they will be very hard to beat in all games they play in U10’s. 
Individual player commentary below, 

 
Jayden Pearce – This was Jayden’s first season of soccer and you could see his rapid improve-
ment after each training session and game. Although playing all positions throughout the year, 
Jayden made the fullback role his own and he stopped many attacking raids from our oppo-
nents and consistently won the ball in tackles.  
 

Blake Murray – Blake covered all positions on the field well and his overall game and confidence 

really grew this season. He loved scoring goals this year, particularly with his lethal left foot. He 

took great delight in scoring more goals this season than his big brother and he can’t wait for 

next season to start. 

 

Dylan McMahon – Dylan is a little energiser that just never stops running. He shows no fear 

when tackling opponents to win the ball, then shows great skill and pace to beat defenders and 

this allowed him to score and set up many goals this season from all over the park. Dylan can 

play any position on the field equally as good. 
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Under 9 Green (cont) 
 

 
Ryan Gupta – Ryan had a ball this season, twice he scored doubles when playing out on the 
field, but more importantly when he was in goals he made some spectacular saves that regularly 
saved us from losing games. He showed no fear when diving to save balls and he plays with 
enormous courage. 
 

 

Hayden Blaga – Hayden is just Mr professional when it comes to everything he does, he gives 
110% whether he is in goals, playing fullback or up scoring goals. His attitude and will to win 
rubs off on the all boys and together with his great soccer skills shows Hayden will go from 
strength to strength next season. 
 

 
Blake James – Blake we believe started the year as a right footer, but throughout the season 
scored many amazing goals with his left foot. I must admit we are still not sure what his pre-
ferred foot is, which shows how good he is with both feet. 
 

 
Brandon Hogan – Brandon was another player who could play any position with the same skill 
and determination. He also saved some great goals when playing goalkeeper, but I think the 
best asset Brandon or any player showed all season was how upset he got when accidently col-
liding with an opposition player. The compassion and care Brandon showed towards to the op-
position player and how upset he got was first class and a great example to all the boys. 
 

Chris Kougious – Similar to Dylan Chris was a little energiser in midfield, his pace and skill just 
keeps improving and I am looking forward to seeing Chris on a bigger field next season and yes we 
are also looking forward to seeing Jim get him to all games on time next season. 
 

All our parents would like to say a massive thanks to Liam for coaching the boys, it is great to see guys like 
Liam giving back to the club by helping coach and develop the younger boys. The boys all love Liam’s sense 
of humour, although we think he scares the mums and dads sometimes with this humour.....also thanks to 
all the mums and dads who helped throughout the season with manager duties including organising pho-
tos, set up, canteen duties etc..... 
 
Finally it has been a pleasure for both Liam and I coaching and managing such a great bunch of boys who 
love their soccer, are very respectful to all parents and are keen to listen and learn.  We look forward to 
seeing you guys stick together and win lots of games over the next few seasons.  
 

Liam & Mark 
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At the start of the year 8 of our 9 players from last year returned which was very pleasing. In addition we 
were very happy to have Abbey and Olivia, from the U9 Girls, dual register with us to play when required.  
 
From the start of the season our team played as a team and were always looking to support each other 
both in a football sense and with words of encouragement. All of our players put in a lot of effort at train-
ing and were always looking to improve their skills. With the effort put in it was no surprise to see the level 
of improvement by all players throughout the year. 
 

 

Very attractive team 
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U9 Yellow (cont) 
 
When it came to the games all of our players were able to put into practice the skills or moves they learnt 
at training. The looks on their faces when they took a good throw, gave a good pass to a teammate, or 
when they scored or saved a goal were priceless. It was through their efforts that they were competitive in 
almost all the games they played. 
 
Some of the highlights this year included: 
 

 Everyone having their turn at goalkeeper without complaint – even though some would clearly pre-
fer not to. 

 Some world cup moves on display like running over the ball before someone else takes a free kick 
 7 out of our 10 players scoring a goal. 
 The improvement in each and every player from the start of the year to the finish. 
 The large number of goals that followed passing movements of 4 or more passes. 
 Zander trying to break the world record for the most headers in a season. 

 

  
 

The players in Under 9 Yellow this year were: 
 
Abbey – Abbey only played a few games this year, as she was also playing for the under 9 girls. In those 
games however she showed just how strong and determined she is by running hard with the ball and 
strong tackling 
 
Dominic – Dominic is a very strong runner with the ball and is very hard to tackle. In defence Dominic is 
rarely beaten and if the opposition does get past them he uses his pace to run them down. Dominic also 
scored 5 goals this year including a couple from long range 
 
Eddie – Eddie is like an energizer battery as he never stops running both in attack and defence. Eddie’s 
tackling was stronger this year and his attacking skills allowed him to score three goals. 
 
Luke – Luke is a very solid defender with a large clearing kick. Luke’s strong tackling continually wins the 
ball from the opposition and allows him to create attacking opportunities for others as well as scoring two 
well-deserved goals himself. 
 
Max – Max had a very strong season and was solid in defence and dangerous in attack. Max used his pace 
to advantage and his long clearing kicks were very effective. Max was also able to score four good goals. 
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U9 Yellow (cont) 
 
Melody – Melody yet again was a handful for opposition defences and used both her pace, skills and deter-
mination to score more than 10 goals. Melody was one of our most enthusiastic goalies and even played 
well in defence. 
 
Olivia – Olivia only played a few games this year, as she was also playing for the under 9 girls. In the games 
she did play Olivia was very strong on the ball and her determined tackling style meant she regularly won 
the ball from the opposition. 
 
Taylor – Taylor’s determination means she rarely loses a challenge both when tackling and when running 
with the ball. Taylor has one of the longest throws around and also managed to score a couple of goals this 
year.  
 
Toby – Toby continually surprises himself with how well he can play. Toby is a very hard tackler and this 
year showed how much he has learned by using his awareness of positional play to deliver good passes to 
his teammates. 
 
Zander – Zander continued to develop his effective tackling style and again showed good skills when pass-
ing to teammates in better positions. Zander heads the ball more in a game than most players in a season 
and scored four good goals. 
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U9 Yellow (cont) 
 
As with last year the most pleasing thing about our team is that they turn up each and every Saturday 
ready to go and full of enthusiasm. They work hard for each other on the field and are always looking out 
for one another. I say it many times but the smiles on their faces are impossible to ignore and bring lots of 
enjoyment to all of us watching on from the sidelines. 
 
I would like to thank all the parents for regularly bringing the players to training and games. The enthusi-
asm of the players on the field was matched by your enthusiasm on the sidelines. The looks on the players 
faces at the end of each game as you clapped and congratulated them was enjoyable to watch. 
 
Finally I would like to thank each and every one of you for allowing me the privilege of coaching your sons 
and daughters. It is very much appreciated and allows me to get to know, just that little bit better, a group 
of young individuals who are a pleasure to be around. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I hope the boys and girls enjoyed themselves as much as they ap-
peared to this year and I hope they all return to play soccer again next 
year. 
 
Stephen – Coach 
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U10 Division 1 
 

2014 was a good year for our 10/red side. We really just wanted this season to be about improving over 
the year and also enjoying the season and enjoying playing the game. We also believed the boys should 
play at the highest level they were capable of playing. So we placed them in the highest level and started 
training. After a slow start to the year we thought maybe we had made the wrong decision. But the boys 
trained well and the things we practiced began to show through in their play.  
 
As the season progressed , we started to get a few results and we were a lot more positive about the level 
we were playing at. During the season we entered the boys into the Barry Donnelly Cup at Greystanes, 
where the boys won 5 out of six games and were knocked out in the semis by a team from Marrickville. But 
the big turning point of the season was taking the boys down to Canberra for a week to play in the Kanga 
Cup. In 7 games, the boys had 2 wins, 3 draws and 2 losses against teams from all over the country and 
played very well all tournament as well as hopefully having a great time being away for 5 nights. The draws 
unfortunately cost the boys a semi spot but they played well and did themselves and the club proud.  
 
After coming back from Canberra they were a different side, playing with a lot more enthusiasm and pass-
ing . And to be told by a few opposition coaches in these last games how much our boys had improved and 
how much better they played was exactly the way we wanted to finish the season..  
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We want to thank all the parents for their support this season as we did a lot and without the support of 
the parents, we cannot do all the things we want to do with the team 

Luke Alderton-Started the season at right back but over the year was used on the left side and also up in 
the midfield. Very quick and tall, he was able to cause problems with opposition sides as well as cover a lot 
of territory in defence. Improved as the season went on 

Kalyan Anderson-Prasad- An aggressive left back, who was also used to cover centre back on more than 
one occasion. With more confidence in himself, he will develop into a very good defensive player 

Cameron Drinnan- Started as either left or right midfield, but was moved up to striker for a game and never 
looked back. Positional play was great  and the runs he made throughout our games showed this was his 
position. Scored plenty of goals and was amongst the most improved players in the team 

Rory Grieve- Started in the midfield but was pushed back to centre back and made the position his. His 
speed, aggressiveness and enthusiasm make him a natural in this spot and he save countless dangerous 
situations all season 

Matty Heyes- Very quiet, which isn’t a bad thing. Matty listened to everything he was told and would go 
out on the field and carry out instructions exactly. He improved every week which is exactly what we 
wanted of him 

Richard Imbun- Struggled with tight boots a lot of the season, which slowed him down a bit, but Richie’s 
slow is still as fast as most. Played up front and is a natural up the front. Learning to go straight to goal with 
his pace will see him score many more goals over the years 

Ethan Kelly- Reads the play very well and passes the ball nicely, holding our midfield together. Scored a few 
goals and set up a lot of scoring chances with corners and free kicks. With a bit more effort put in away 
from training, he will become a more consistent player 

Cooper McPartland- Started at the back but moved up to play more time in the midfield. Always willing to 
speak up and his use of both feet is an asset. Has a lot of skills on the ball which will put him in great stead 
for the future 

Jeremy Morgan- Great keeper and an asset to the team. We believe him to be amongst the best few keep-
ers in the comp and with more focus on keeper training will be a great keeper for many years to come if he 
sticks with it 

Hojean Park- New to the team, quietly spoken, but very skilful. While new, he quickly bonded with the rest 
of the team and fitted in nicely to our midfield. A little more confidence in himself and a little aggression 
with the opposition will see him amongst the strongest players in the team over the next few seasons 

Jackson Wells- Spent most of his playing time across the midfield and more than held his own. Sometimes 
enthusiasm saw him lose a bit of positioning, but this same enthusiasm saw him as a key part of the mid-
field, in both attack and defence 

Hopefully the boys all had fun this season and will all be back , bigger and better in 2015. Keep Juggling 

Thanks, Brian, Aidan, William and Rob 
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U10 Division 5 

Our season kicked off with some familiar faces back together in the same team with others who were new 
to the club and some first time players mixed in too. They settled quickly as a team and their enthusiasm 
was obvious.  

 

We started off rotating the boys through all positions and, with a team full of Number 10s, it took some 
time for everyone to find their natural position. That said all played well in whichever position they were 
assigned on match day. Throughout the season everyone was just as capable of stopping goals as scoring 
them, and stood tall when it was their turn to pull on the keeper’s jersey. 

 

There were some stand out games this year and as with any team the toughest opponents bring out the 
best in us all. It was an easy choice to award player of the match to each and every one of the team fol-
lowing a great contest at Fred Caterson Reserve. The commitment to the team was no more evident than 
at the Barry Donnelley Gala Day where we took on the best in the age group and performed admirably as 
a team and as good sports. Their positional and passing game lifted each week following on from there. 

 

Lead by our coach Luis Guajardo the boys matched their enthusiasm with an increased maturity that al-
lowed them to improve their ball skills, on field communication, and tactics this season.  Thank you Luis 
your time, energy and patience is very much appreciated. Thanks also to the parents who were so sup-
portive throughout the season especially Peter and Shane for your assistance at training and match days. 
Your commitment to the team and the club is appreciated.  
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Sebastian - A natural play maker with the skills to take on any player Sebastian often changed the game 
through his sheer determination. Although he no doubt set up more goals than he scored during the 
season this proved to be Sebastian’s biggest asset to the team. 

 

Jake - After a year away from football Jake might have been surprised by the pace of the game early on 
but that did not deter him from working hard on field. Always with an eye on the ball Jake took control 
of the midfield and was determined not to let the opposition control his space. 

 

Owen - One of the rocks in our defense and happy to run the ball into open space Owen worked harder 
this year than ever and was rewarded with an even greater enjoyment of the game. His well-considered 
approach to each match provided much needed confidence to the players around him.  

 

Raymond - One of our most versatile players Raymond is fearless and determined in any position. He 
never failed to make a difference on field and was always keen to learn and adopt new skills and tech-
niques. 

 

Evan - No doubt one of our most passionate players, which is infectious, Evan improved consistently in 
attack during the season. His insight and analysis of the game, high expectations of himself, and of oth-
ers (including me) was often just what was needed when it was time to lift our game. 

 

Adriano - Playing as an attacking midfielder Adriano seemed to always know where the goal was and 
demonstrated his skillful and inspirational style of play week in week out. Never losing interest regard-
less how difficult the opposition was, Adriano’s positional play also improved throughout the season 

 

Eli - In his first year of club football Eli proved to be another versatile player who always worked hard on 
field. With so much to learn in his first season Eli’s skills developed quickly and he never failed to inspire 
others with his high work rate and determined yet caring approach.  

 

Tashfin - Comfortable up front or patrolling the midfield Tashfin is a natural when it comes to team 
sport. Throughout the season his ability to read the play, control the ball, and beat the opposition’s 
players, gave him and the whole team time, space, and many opportunities.  

 

Jacob - As central defender and often the last line of defense Jacob is our rock. Although he leads the 
team from the back, when the opportunity presents itself he is quick to use his pace and skills to take 
on the opposition and attack their goal. 

 

Max - Hard working and tenacious, Max continues to fear no opposition and swaps easily between de-
fense and attack. At times it seems that there may be two of him in the midfield. Max’s commitment 
after a tackle to retain possession and look for a pass was impressive. 

 

Phillip - One of only three players from last year’s team and somewhat of a quiet achiever Phillip is 
steadfast in defense and nothing short of dangerous as center forward. Ever reliable and committed to 
the team Phillip has a positive impact on every game he plays. 

 

 

Todd Douglas 
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U10 Division 7 

Who could have guessed that football could be so full of drama and excitement! Well this team certainly 
experienced it all this season.  
 
Coach Steve took on the challenging task of pulling together a new mix of players, some of which had not 
ever played before. The originals Abinesh, Aksharan, Arshand Rhys were a known entity and we knew they 
would play well together. They were joined by an energetic bunch which included Amy,  Bianca,  Dy-
lan, Lojana, JJ, Joel, Sudhish and Tyler.  
 
At the beginning what they lacked in experience they made up for with an abundance of enthusiasm. They 
were also very inspired by the coach, their very supportive parents (according to player survey) and un-
doubtedly, the exciting world cup. As the season progressed, everyone's ball skills gradually improved. Each 
player gained confidence and soon/eventually everyone found their natural position (or the coach found it 
for them).  
 
Every week they bravely took on and overcame some exciting/curious obstacles. Unexpectedly, some of 
the other teams came with secret weapons. There was 'The Ninja', 'The Wall', 'Mighty Mouse' and 'Mr B'. 
Some even brought a howling dog to distract us (I'm thinking sabotage?!). Not deterred by any of this, our 
determined team took it all on in its stride and kept coming back for more. They even showed up in a 
downpour and had a go at a game of 'Aqua Football' (survey indicated 100% were glad they didn't stay in 
bed)!  
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U10 Division 7 (cont) 
 
We certainly made ample use of the ice packs for the knockdowns, bleeding noses and countless scrapes 
and bruises. Thankfully, the multiple broken bones were all acquired off the field, but they did affect the 
team. Luckily, we also had Anis (Arsh's dad) on our side. He took on the tough position of interim coach/
referee at short notice and did a superb job.  
 
Despite (or because of) all the distractions and obstacles, they evolved to became a real team. Some play-
ers loved going on the attack and some had an awesome instinct in defence. Overall, they were an incredi-
bly exciting team to watch. Their transformation was no more apparent than in their very last match, which 
they won 7-2. It was an outstanding result, too good to not recount into our player assessments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abinesh - an excellent team player. Having scored many clever goals this season, he made crucial passes to 
the goal scorers in this game.  
 
Aksharan - normally our goal keeper, with an incredible number of saves under his belt. Today proved that 
he has multiple talents by scoring 2 unstoppable goals. 
Amy - always smiling, always keen, always on the ball. Today she did a super job on the wing feeding the 
ball to the forwards.  
 
Arsh - our top goal scorer and a great leader. He started the season with a hat trick and ended it the same 
way. All his 3 goals were brilliantly executed.  
 
Bianca - very versatile and the most improved player this season. She finally found her niche in defence 
and cut off multiple attacks.  
 
Dylan - a natural defender to the point of being a game changer. In this game he outran many attackers 
and cleared the ball effectively.  
 
Lojana - full of energy, she never stops moving and is great at tackling. Dominated her position today and 
repeatedly took the ball forward.  
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U10 Division 7 (cont) 
 
JJ - fabulous ball skills and loves to score a goal. Had shots on goal today and got super close!  
 
Joel - looks relaxed but sure can put those goals away. After receiving a good pass, he scored the final goal 
to finish off this end of season match.  
 
Rhys - a passionate defender. He reads the play of the ball well, and today was the goal keeper for the first 
time. He did such a fabulous job he earned an unexpected large amount of money (at $5/save ) from his 
mother.  
 
Sudhish - a very strong forward, who missed a chunk of the season due to an injury. He was clearly happy 
to be back and showed it by scoring an undefendable goal!  
 
Tyler - a fantastically brave goal keeper. Again made some great saves in the first half and in the sec-
ond worked hard on the wing pulling off some nice passes. 
 
What a match. What an excellent team effort. Their performance made the coach and all the parents im-
mensely and justifiably proud. 
 
This season was nail biting all the way with some exhilarating losses, intense draws and absolutely cosmic 
wins. We simply couldn't have had a more entertaining season. 
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U11 Division 2 

The 2014 season saw us go up to Division 2 and had 5 new players join our team, Luke, Dom, Tom, Rohit, 
Tristan and Jarrod. It didn’t take long for us to become an awesome little team. Our aim this year was to 
prepare the players for the jump to a full size field next year. Every player in our team trained and played 
as a strong unit. 
 
Our results were 8 wins, 7 losses and 3 draws. We played some great games and scored some great team 
and individual goals. We ran our own Player of the Year Competition where each game players received 
points on a 3,2,1 basis. This year there were 5 players within 3 points with the winner being Dominic. Well 
done! 
 
I would personally like to thank all the parents for their ongoing support throughout the season. 
 
A big thank you to our manager Alison for all her hard work this year. A special thanks to both Glen and 
Kenny for refereeing our home games and thanks again to Kenny for helping out at training when I was 
unable to attend due to work commitments. 
 
I would also like to thank the Club and Committee for their ongoing work throughout the season. A special 
thank you to Vanessa Carrett who gave our team the opportunity to attend a skills training clinic and walk 
around ANZ stadium at halftime at the All Stars V Juventus game. This was an amazing experience and all 
the kids had a blast! 
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Under 11 Div 2 (cont) 
 
 
Matthew (Goalkeeper) 
Matty again demonstrated great ability in goals with some fantastic saves. His talk and communication 
with the fullbacks was great. Matty made an appearance on the field during one game and in the process 
scored an awesome goal. 
 
William (Fullback) 
Will played left back again this year. His defense was strong and he held his position well. Will also worked 
well with his other fullbacks and our goalkeeper. Will’s speed allowed him to make a few big runs down the 
sideline. 
 
Josh (Fullback/Halves) 
Josh was our main man at centre back this year. He also covered centre half. His ability to read the game 
not only saved us on a number of occasions but created some great chances for us to score. Josh himself 
scored some great goals this year. A total of 5 for the season. 
 
Luke (Fullback) 
Luke played right fullback and proved that size doesn’t matter with his great defense and ability to stay in 
position. There weren’t too many opposition players that got past him. 
 
Cooper  (Halves/Forward) 
Cooper also played a number of positions in the halves and forwards. Both Cooper’s defense and attack 
was solid. Cooper scored 8 goals and in one game scored a hat trick! 
 
Ben (Fullback/Halves) 
Ben played a number of important positions from centre back, centre half and both left and right half. Ben 
proved he can play both defense and attack with scoring 4 goals including a hat trick! 
 
Dominic (Fullback/Halves) 
Dom played both centre back and centre half. In attack Dom proved that he could score some great goals. 
He scored a total of 8 goals all season. Dom also won our Player of the Year Competition. 
 
Tristan (Halves/Forward) 
Tristan played both forward and halves this year. He has a lot of speed that got him past the opposition on 
a number of occasions. Tristan scored a total of 7 goals including a hat trick! 
 
Tom   (Halves/Forward) 
Tom was unlucky this year as he missed a number of games through injury. Tom also proved that size does-
n’t matter with his great ball skills and speed which often frustrated the opposition. Tom scored 2 goals for 
the season. 
 
Rohit   (Fullback/Halves) 
Rohit played on both left and right hand sides of the field in both fullback and halfback positions. Rohit’s 
defense was fantastic. Whilst playing both sides of the field Rohit held his position well. 
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Under 11 Division 2 (cont) 
 
Jarrod (Halves/Forward) 
Jarrod played both halves and forward this year. Jarrod was strong in defense and attack. He scored a great 
goal in one of our games and his celebration after scoring was the best!… delayed. 
 
Lily  (Halves/Forward) 
Lily played forward and halves forming part of our ‘Girl Power’. Lily’s skill and speed caused concern for a 
number of our opposition teams. Lily scored 2 goals this year. 
 
Georgia (Halves/Forward) 
The other half of our ‘Girl Power’. Georgia played both forward and in the halves this year. She is very 
strong in defense. Georgia showed some of the boys how to throw the ball in and over the top of players. 
Georgia scored 1 goal. 
 
Thanks again for a great season. I hope everybody enjoyed the year and I hope to see you all again in the 
Pendo colours in 2015! 
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U11 Division 5 

Congratulations to all of our players on a wonderful season! What a great season it was, made all the bet-
ter with a terrific group of kids in our team! Everyone was enthusiastic, showed plenty of determination 
and played the game in the right spirit which made it an enjoyable year for all involved. Our players 
showed plenty of grit too, as they could tough it out in a match and never gave up.  
 
This quality was shown early in the season, when in our second game we gave away an unfortunate own 
goal. Our players didn’t drop their heads, they kept at it and ended up taking the lead late in the match for 
a great win! Our third game saw us down two nil soon after half time, but the way our players responded, 
to change the momentum of the game and come charging home at the end with a draw was awesome! 
Another two minutes and we would have scored another!  
 
They all improved so much during the season too, both their individual skills and their teamwork in control-
ling and passing the ball around to keep possession, so a huge thankyou goes to our coach Danny from all 
the parents for all your efforts this year!  

A big thankyou from Danny and myself goes to all the parents, for all of your support during the year, get-
ting the players to training and the games every week, and for your encouragement of our team!  
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Athavan – very enthusiastic player with a heap of skill and determination. Was a key mid-fielder with his 
timing in defence but also had power to strike at goal when he made a break. Athavan was also one of our 
top keepers who saved plenty of goals.  

Cameron – a speed machine, Cameron can play up front and in defence, using his speed and excellent ball 
control to outmanoeuvre the opposition. Created some wonderful breaks with his combination with Faraz.  

David – a member of The Three Defenders, David had great skill in timing with his defence, charging in and 
intercepting the opposition’s pass to their striker before their striker even knew the pass was coming!  

Drashy – an excellent keeper and mid-field player, his cover defence was wonderful and he had the pace 
and skill to dazzle the opposition. A vital player in our mid-field who could easily set up an attack down our 
wing.  

Dylan – awesome skill in defence and great in attack playing forward. Terrific awareness of the game to 
know when and where to move in support for an attack, enabling him to set up quite a few goals with per-
fect passes.  

Faraz – the one they call Messi, his skill was unmatched by anyone else in the competition, and he was just 
as good when playing keeper also! Faraz has great ball skills, and would easily beat three defenders all at 
once, opening up the field with space to pass the ball. Lost count of how many goals he scored!  

Jerald – future Chelsea player, wonderful skill with the ball and knew how to work the ball around through 
passing and moving forward to receive it back again to start an attack! An excellent keeper who could save 
a shot no matter how hard it was kicked.  

Lachlan – a member of The Three Defenders, Lachlan read the defensive play required like an open book, 
with speed so fast he could have literally read a book and still had time to to save us with his defence!  

Mahak – exciting attacking player who can control the ball at speed. Could receive the ball mid-field and 
blitz the opposition with pace to attack their goal. Scored some great long range goals for us this year!  

Michael – a member of The Three Defenders, superb skill at coming in hard at an opposition striker and 
winning the ball off them in a blink of the eye, getting the ball to our mid field! With 100% determination in 
every game, the ball never stayed on our side for long when he was on.  

Shaunak – a determined player who never took a back step no matter which team we were against. He 
could come charging in fast in defence and win the ball to make a break in attack before the opp knew 
what was happening. A superb keeper who remained cool no matter how much pressure was applied.  

Tanya – the quiet achiever in the mid-field, knew the positional play required to create space and play 
smart. Terrific skill in linking with our strikers and performed some awesome runs forward with the ball 
also for some shots at goal.  

Tarun – a powerhouse whether defending or attacking, definitely a man on a mission when the ball was 
near him. Put everything he had into every game, with excellent skill and control when passing the ball long
-range.  

Thomas – a key defender and mid-fielder who was superb in hassling the opposition attack. Wonderful skill 
in clearing the ball out for us when we were in danger and saved some games for us with his determined 
effort in the final few minutes. 
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U12 Division 4 

Well what can I say! We had a fantastic season in 2014. It all began back in February when the boys came 
together from two separate teams, a huge squad of 16 players. A new coach and manager who met for the 
first time at training and absolutely no expectations other than to try and help these boys develop their 
football skills.  
 
We started off the season with five consecutive wins, which placed on top of the table. Our first loss of the 
season came against equal competition leaders Dundas United, a 0-3 loss and followed by a 2-2 draw 
against Wenty Waratahs. We were back in the winners circle come Rounds 8 & 9 a with convincing wins 
over 5-0 (Kellyville WHT) and 4-0 (Rouse Hill). At the half way mark of the season we had only dropped 4 
competition points. In the second half of the draw in Rounds 10-14 saw have L,D,W,D,D which saw us drop 
to third on the ladder. The last four rounds of the competition saw us with 3 consecutive wins and a forfeit 
and a second place finish on the ladder to Castle Hill United, who finished 3 points ahead. 
 
Overall the regular season saw us 18 games, 12 wins, 4 draws, 2 losses. The team was pumped for a meet-
ing with Castle Hill United in the Major Semi, but the wet weather destroyed our dreams and we were 
forced into a knock out semi final of 2v3, meaning we would face Dundas United whom we had not beaten 
all season. We trained throughout the wet at the local indoor centre in preparation for the semis. So it was 
off to Princess Park Auburn to face Dundas United.  
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Under 12 Div 4 (cont) 
 
It was a very tight game going from end to end, we attacked and drove the ball into the box and Dundas 
tried to clear a shot on target and it went into the back of the net for an own goal. We were up 1-0 at half 
time. Come the second half much of the same, but with less than 5 minutes of regular time, Dundas United 
put one into the goal 1-1. Extra time began and as we attacked and drive a ball into the box we received a 
penalty after a Dundas United defender's hand got in the way. Daniel Bailey stepped up for the penalty and 
drove it into the net, Pendle Hill winning on golden goal and booked ourselves a Grand Final showdown 
with minor premiers Castle Hill United. 
 
Come Grand Final day we were ready and confident that we could win this game. We had beaten them 
once and drew once this year. It was the two best teams in the GF and we had planned our strategy with 
military precision. 
 
The first half saw both teams setting a frenetic pace, Castle Hill United on the attack, then a counter attack 
by Pendle Hill saw our striker Jot run away with the ball and go one on one with the keeper to score in the 
6 minute. We were 1-0 up and very excited. To their credit Castle Hill United fought back and seemed to 
have the momentum of the first half and eventually scored in the 18 minute to take it to half time 1-1.  
 
Some tactical changes at half time saw us go back to a 4-3-3 structure. The second half of the game was a 
real arm wrestle with Pendle Hill having a couple of chances to close out the game but we did not capital-
ise. The game ended in regular time at 1-1. Extra time was on and all were set for an exciting finish. Both 
teams were very tired and Castle Hill got a break when they picked up a loose ball in the middle and 
pushed out wide, their forward took it to our players and his speed and skill saw him score a spectacular 
goal for them to steal the Championship 2-1. Our boys were fantastic, they fought hard and the game could 
of gone either way. It was truly an awesome Grand Final played in great spirit and sportsmanship. Admit-
tedly our boys were disappointed but they did the club, their parents and themselves proud.  
 
Charlie and I were extremely proud of their effort on the day. We would like I to thank each and everyone 
of the 16 players for having fun, believing in each other and developing into a great team that almost won 
the Grand Final in their first year of full field football. They have been a great bunch of lads and we look 
forward to 2015. 
 
I (Col) would like to thank the coaching staff, Charlie (coach), Carlo and Dave (assistants) and Matt (trainer) 
for their commitment and efforts in developing these boys into a team of footballers. I would like to thank 
the parents and supporters and I hope you enjoyed the year as it was truly tremendous and a great deal of 
fun. 
 
Pendle Hill U/12 Div 2 players: 
 
#1-Jake (Goalkeeper) - Jake is a truly talented athlete who is developing into a brilliant goal keeper. His spa-
tial awareness and coverage of goal square is second to none. He managed 8 clean sheets in the season. He 
has great hands and a brilliant clearance kick and proven himself as a fomidable goal keeper, who is im-
proving each game. He is courageous and determined. Good work Jake. 
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Under 12 Div 4 (cont) 
 
 
#3-Jacob (Defender) -A very solid and reliable defender on the left side. Jacob can be counted on to clean 
up any runaway forward or cover the back line if it is breached. His courage, speed and reliability is second 
to none you had a great year Jacob. He makes defending look effortless and is very brave. 
 
#4-Patrick (Defender)- Our first line of defence at stopper Patrick made this position his own with his ag-
gression and physical presence, causing concerns for opposition forwards. Patrick is a big game player 
and can be relied upon to step up against the hardest teams. His positional awareness in the centre of the 
pitch and his passing game has improved during the year. He also possess a big kick. Well done Pat we are 
proud of you. 
 
#5-Brad (Midfield)-  A very strong player in the midfield who reads the game exceptionally and tries his ut-
most at all times. Brad's positional play in the midfield has developed during the season to allow him to 
become a true playmaker in the team. Whether it's looking to pass or getting back to defend Brad is pas-
sionate, reliable and a valuable player in the team. A quiet achiever who is pleasure to coach, a thinker and 
very tactical. 
 
#6-Harry W (Wing) - A strong positional player Harry uses the wing to his advantage to get himself into the 
clear at all times to receive and pass the ball. Harry is always in the right place at the right time in attack. 
This was evident in a game against Kellyville White when he got the nickname hat-trick Harry after scoring 
three consecutive goals in one match. You are a pleasure to coach as you listen to instructions.  
 
#7-Daniel (Midfield) - What can I say about Dan the Man. Mr Perpetual Motion. This kid is everywhere on 
the field, his determination, energy and persistence is phenomenal. You possess a great kicking and passing 
game and you know how to find the back of the net. The highest goalscorer this year Daniel is an integral 
part of this team and is a natural footballer. You have had an outstanding season and the coaching staff are 
proud of you. 
 
#8-Davin(Midfield/Forward) -Davin you are a very naturally talented footballer, who possesses great at-
tacking skills. When you're on the ball you can be relied upon to get the ball downfield and it takes excep-
tional defender who can take the ball from you. You are hungry for the ball and are always looking to go 
forward to create chances for the team. Well done and keep developing those great ball skills. 
 
#9-Will-(Midfield/Wing/Forward)-Will you are truly and very versatile player who is extremely talented and 
is tenacious in both attack and defence always trying your best on the ball and looking to get yourself into 
a good position to receive or pass the ball. You also have the ability to sniff out of a goal. You're extremely 
reliable and read the game very well. A true team player. Keep it up mate, you always try your best. 
 
#10-Mikey-(Forward/Wing) - The youngest player in the team and the most fun loving character of the 
team. You're always looking for the ball and getting yourself into position to receive the ball and like a true 
forward looking to score goals. You have a good passing game and can read positional play to get yourself 
into goalscoring opportunities. Like a true striker you found the net on a several of occasions and have a 
great cross into the box. You have had a great year Mikey. 
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#11-Hayden-(Defender) - A fantastic defender who can be relied upon. Hayden made the position of cen-
tral defender his own. He is the most aggressive and tenacious defender in the team who gives everything 
and does not give up. He fights hard and tackles hard which makes most opposition players think twice 
when they come up against "the brick wall". You have the ability to shut down the best strikers and are 
truly reliable. Awesome season mate. 
 
#13-Josh-(Midfield/Wing/Forward) - A very versatile player who is always looking to get his team in a bet-
ter position. Josh tries his best at all times and as the year has progressed has developed a positional 
awareness to get himself into open space to receive an pass the ball. This is resulted in Josh scoring several 
goals in the latter half of the season. Unfortunately Josh broke his arm whilst training for the semifinals 
however he was an integral part of our team. Let's hope we can get to the grand final next year Josh and 
this time you can play.  
 
#14-Andrew (Defender/Midfield) - Another versatile player in our team who was called upon to play sev-
eral positions during the year. He did so and was always willing to do his part for the team. Andrew is a 
fierce competitor who possesses a massive clearance kick and is a real team player who would go out and 
give his best. His powerful kick had him being trained as a penalty taker for the final series. You have im-
proved as the year has progressed and will only develop more as the years progress. The coaching staff are 
proud of your development. Well done Andrew. 
 
#15-Jackson (Utility) - Jackson is the most versatile player in the team having played almost every position 
on the field including back up goal keeper when Jake was injured.  A truly passionate player who wants to 
give his best on every occasion. The motivator and half time talker Jackson has an uncanny ability to read 
the game. He has the ability to inspire his team mates with his fierce competitive nature. When he runs 
onto the ball he can make huge inroads into the opposition and is an impact player hence his nickname Fui 
Fui Moi Moi. Well done Jackson. We have enjoyed having you in here team. 
 
#16-Jot (Midfield/Forward) -John is an exceptional footballer who was developed during this season. His 
passion and enthusiasm to go forward with the ball is second to none. He is big and aggressive and his 
presence on the field is known to the opposition who fear him as he runs at full speed on the ball. Jot has 
the ability to make things happen on the field whether it be assisting with the goals or scoring goals him-
self. Jot you have had an absolute fantastic season and we are extremely proud of the footballer you have 
become. You give your best on every occasion. Great season mate. 
 
#17-Harry M (Wing) -Harry you made the left wing your position this year, your positional play ,your desire 
to receive the ball and to your team in good goal scoring position was evident throughout the season. You 
possess speed and skill on the ball and also have a reliable defensive game. Your enthusiasm and passion 
for the game is matched with your ability on the field. You have done yourself proud, great effort. 
 
#18-Caydern-(Defender)-A strong defender who has developed his skills as the year has progressed. You're 
never die attitude is what makes you a formidable defender. A real team player who has good positional 
awareness to secure that right side of the field in last line of defence. You possess determination and have 
a great throw in from the sideline which  cannot be matched and also a good clearance kick. Great year 
Caydern you give 100%. 
 
Regards,   
Colin Moore 
Manager 
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U13 Division 1 

 
2014 season was a big opportunity for the 13/1s to continue on from last year. A top 4 finish was a must 
and with a New Youthful Coach coming into the squad with new ideas and training drills the boys were ea-
ger to start training and get into some matches. Cain’s enthusiasm was evident from the start & the boys 
jumped into his training regime quickly. That was until fitness Tuesday started early in pre-season. This 
sorted a few of the boys out real quick but once again we were ready to pride ourselves on being the fittest 
team in the comp. 
 
Our team from 2013 only introduced 1 new player to the fold in Hoshie. He fitted in straight away & like 
always to Pendo team culture grabbed this group of boys & they bonded quickly again. As 12-13 year olds 
there was a different dynamic around training and games this year with plenty of Testosterone in the air. 
The boys were always keen to one up each other in training drills and regular cross bar challenges pre-
ceded most training sessions. 
 
The first round of the season started well with some big wins by the boys but a few close draws had us sit-
ting mid table. Out ability to score goals was tested and some 0-0 results would make it hard to finish top 
2. Our defence was outstanding in all games with Lachlan or GK showing his class with some quality saves 
to keep us in matches. 
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Under 13 Division 1 (cont)  
 
 
The second half of the season saw the top 4 start to break away & positions in the top 4 were changing al-
most every week the comp was so tight. Another couple of draws saw us struggle to get into the top 2 but 
the boys played some outstanding soccer towards the end of the season. The hard work at training and 
listening to Cain payed off with all players improving individually & as a squad our performances on the 
pitch were top quality. 
 
We made it into the top 4 with a close struggle finishing in 4th place on the back of 2 good wins and a draw 
in our last 3 matches. From here we would have to play Auburn who finished 1st. We hadn’t beaten Auburn 
this year & they deserved the Minor Premiership. This didn’t stop the boys going out all guns blazing in the 
Semi with Pendo dominating the first half but unfortunately unable to get the goal we deserved. The boys 
continued with a fast tempo in the second half but struggled to break Auburn’s defence. Auburn finally 
grabbed the break through with 4 minutes left after Lachlan produced the game of his life in goals to keep 
us in the match on several occasions. The boys didn’t drop their heads and went on the charge down field 
to try and grab the equaliser. We created several chance late only to be denied by the crossbar and keeper. 
Final result Auburn 1 Pendo 0 knocking us out for the season. 
 
All of the boys were disappointed with the result in the Semi but should all be very proud of their season as 
All the Parents, Grandparents, Siblings and especially Coaching Staff are. You guys have developed into a 
quality team of soccer players who have improved your own individual skills as well as the effort you put in 
as a team. It is the bond as teammates you will talk about for many years to come & Cain & myself are 
privileged to be part of this team (even if Cain gets smashed at training by a few of you). 
 
Hope everybody has a great summer season & enjoys your Holidays. From Cain & myself thank you to all 
the boys as well as your families. I truly believe we have the best team of kids & supporters in the Pendle 
Hill Club and that makes it all worthwhile. 
 
Damo: Captain of this gang. Damo is infectious at training and always playing a few jokes on the boys but 
when game day comes he switches on & is one of the premier defenders in the comp. 
 
Troy:  Had to play a couple of positions this year and as usual worked tirelessly. His game improved to-
wards the end of the season and Troy cemented a regular spot at centre midfield 
 
Bradley: Played left half & Forward again this year & started using his size & speed to his advantage setting 
up & scoring some nice goals. Bradley’s runs down the left wing created havoc for the defenders. 
 
Harry: Dominated in the midfield & matured into a real leader on the park. Harry’s combination with Matt 
D created plenty of goals & they had a running battle to be top goalscorer for the season. Over the next 
few years Harry should develop into a quality footballer who can play any position. 
 
 Reece: His ability to slot into any position made Reece a real asset to the coaching staff. Sometimes having 
top play full games out of his preferred positions. Reece never let the team down and did whatever job was 
asked of him. 
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Under 13 Division 1 (cont)  
 
Corey: Solid as a rock in defence Corey showed all strikers not to mess with him. Regularly crunching them 
in tackles. Many teams would send their main weapon down his side but that never worried him. A stand 
out was the semi-final where his shirt needed to be washed 3 times after tangling with the biggest kid in 
the comp for the whole first half 
 
Matt D: Made the Striker position his own with a strong work ethic. Matt developed his finishing skills and 
put away plenty of goals this year. With some commitment to training he will become an outstanding 
striker and be able to terrorise defenders as he gets older. 
 
 Akshayan: Mr Consistent! Akshayan always delivered at training and on the field. Payed many full games & 
usually had to deal with the biggest fastest kids. He never gave an inch & developed into a quality de-
fender. Quietly spoken Akshayan did his talking with his soccer skills. The only person I have ever met who 
comes to July training in a singlet & boardshorts! 
 
Matt H: Matty is our team livewire. Always involved in what is happening. He stood out as left back and 
used his ball skills to move the ball up the field when required. Always plays above his weight and never 
backs out of a challenge. 
 
Hayden: Moved into the mid filed this year and found his feet quickly. Hayden has developed good ball 
skills and knows when to take a player on or pass the ball. His support play is outstanding and he is always 
looking for the back of the net. 
 
 Lachlan: His game improved hugely this season. Lachlan is the hardest worker in the team always putting 
his body on the line at training and in games. His work inside the area improved as the season went along 
& culminated in an outstanding performance in the semi where he kept us in the match. Everyone who saw 
that game went away knowing Lachlan is ready to go the next step in his keeping career. 
 
Randy: Second season with the team Randy played a couple of positions but was most comfortable up 
front with Matt D. Randy is always applying himself at training to develop his skills and will continue to im-
prove over the next few years. 
 
Lucas: This year Lucas cemented himself in the midfield early on but due to some injuries was required to 
play some defensive positions as the season went on. He relished the change & came out of his shell with 
some solid defensive performances. Maybe a switch to then backs could be a permanent move? 
 
Hoshang (Hoshie): Our only new player this season. Hoshie came to us with NO park football experience 
and was very raw. He showed early that he was keen to listen & work on his game & fitted into the team 
straight away. Scored some nice goals & will develop into a strong attacking player over the next few years. 
 
Adam & Cain 
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U13 Division 4 

 
Out of the 14 players we had this year it was great to see 10 of the boys return from last year’s team. 
 
The team had a bit of an up and down season, but were competitive in the majority of their games and on 
their day were capable of beating any team in our division. One of the challenges the team had was the 
need to find goal keepers given our previously reliable goal keeper had moved overseas with his family. 
Whilst we had no one putting their hand up for the season it was pleasing to see a lot of the boys step up 
and do their bits in goals for the team on occasion. 
 
An enjoyable season with a good bunch of kids, we played the season with 14 players registered and I al-
ways  really enjoy working with a committed group this size as it meant the boys got as much game time as 
possible during the season which is what a club like Pendle Hill is all about. Having said that I think there 
was only 2 games when we fielded less than the mandatory 11 players 
 
Regardless of the results each week the team never gave up and always happily turned up to train and 
play. It would be great to see them all back next year for another great year of soccer. 
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Under 13 Division 4 (cont) 
 
The players were: 
 
Aiden: strong and athletic he never had a poor game, had quite a few stints in goals for us and never let the 
team down. There was plenty of times in a game when you could be excused for thinking there was more 
than one of him with the ground that he would cover. One of his memorable performances was against 
Newington when teamed up on their most threatening player he reduced his impact on the game effec-
tively winning us the game. 
 
Anish: one of the new players to the team. He fitted in well with the returning players and always gave his 
best on the field. Filled in well in as goal keeper a number of times and also managed a few goals for the 
team. 
 
Chris: Played strongly in centre defence for the bulk of the season, also filling in at goal keeper on a num-
ber of occasions. One of the smaller players in the team he is fearless in defence and always put his body 
on the line. Good speed which always saw him running down attackers if they broke through the line. 
 
Connor:  Had a good season for us playing in the midfield, up front as well as a half in goal keeper. He got 
quite a few goals during the season. Had a good combination with Ryan with a number of his goals finishing 
off some good work from Ryan. 
 
Jack: continues to improve year on year, with some good footwork being developed. Has settled into a De-
fensive midfielder role and worked really hard in both attack and defence throughout the season. Scored 
his first goal this season which was great to see. 
 
Jayden: Playing regularly in defence for us Jayden always competed well and had a strong season for the 
team. His clearance kicks have improved from last season and often was kicking the ball well out of danger. 
Never seemed to have an “off” day on the field. 
 
John: Another new player to the season, played well for us with a number of goals. Left midway through 
the season. 
 
Josh Ryder: Had a good season for the team playing on the wing for the bulk of the season getting a num-
ber of goals. Had a few games back in Centre defence as well when required by the team and played well 
there. Also had his first game in goal keeper for the team this season and performed very well. 
 
Josh Phillips: Great to see Josh back playing soccer after a season away. Another player who had his first 
couple of games in goal keeper this season and performed very well. Was cool under pressure and had 
good presence in the goal mouth. Played well also in midfield and up front for us getting a number of goals. 
 
Matty: Matty was back with the team for his second season and improved on his first season. Always lis-
tening and open to feedback Matty had a good season and would easily be the most improved player in 
the team. A good team player who always looked to encourage and support his teammates. 
 
Nathan: Another player who also improved over the season and finished the season strongly. Played 
mainly in left back or left wing, his left foot was an asset in this position and he used it well when required. 
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Under 13 Division 4 (cont) 
 
Ryan: The other new player to the team, covered a lot of positions (including goal keeper) as the team re-
quired and performed well in each one. Combined well with a number of players to get a number of as-
sists. Scored a great long range goal early in the season. 
 
Thomas: Had a strong season mostly in mid field scoring a number of goals, as well as hitting the wood 
work on numerous occasions Filled in well at goal keeper a number of times as well. 
 
Tim: Returned for us this season after an injury disrupted prior season. Tim improved a lot over the season 
and also filled in well on goals for the team a number of times. 
 
Another enjoyable season which seemed to end all too soon. Once again would like to thanks the boys for 
their efforts throughout the season and the parents for their support. Would like to especially thank Steve 
Gordon for his great support as Manager filling a void we had this season. Once again hopefully we will see 
you all back again next year for season 2015. 
 

U13 Division 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B/Row: Krishantan Senthurkumaran, Saren Surendra, Adrian Roberts, Aaren Sriskandarajah, Bailey 
 Mcloughlin, Mayuren Sasikumar.   
M/Row:  Pathmesh Rajeswaran, Vasilli Franada, Sophie Pollard, Pavani Subramanian, Elizabeth 
 Campbell, Josiah Lee, Sanjeev Vijeyaratnam. 
F/Row:  Senthuran Sundarakumar 
Missing:  James Aquilina, Scott Bradbery, Siddarth Pasupati. 
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Under 13 Division 5 (cont) 
 
Well we were all back for another year and and with a few new recruits we new it was going to take a few 
weeks to settle in. 
 
James Aquilina: A player who played midfield and forward, tried hard everygame, never stopped running. 
 
Scott Bradbery: A player new to the game, who improved week in week out, worked hard a good team 
player. 
 
Elizabeth Campbell: A new recruit this year from the girls comp and her passing and soccer brain was valu-
able to our team, worked hard all game. 
 
Vasilli Franada: Was the heart of the defence, again was one of the best defenders in the division, played 
once again with all the heart and passion. 
 
Josiah Lee: A player never been on the park before, he tried hard all year who improved 100% throughout 
the year. 
 

Baily Mclouughlin: Another one of our new recruits, who played fullback, was almost unbeatable at the 
back and many times got us out of trouble with his long kick. 
 
Siddarth Pasupati: Back for his second year 
and played everywhere from striker to goal keeper. Towards the end of the year took to goal keeping like a 
pro, looks like he has found his new position. 
 
Sophie Pollard: The coaches daughter which is always hard, but played the best football I have seen her 
plays, setting up many goals with her through balls and smart play. 
 
Pathmesh Rajeswaran: A player that improves with every game, playing outwide in midfied is never easy, 
but really excelled in this position. A player who never gave up on the ball of opposition team even when 
they got passed him. 
 
Adrian Roberts: Change of position this year to Striker where he placed pressure on opposition defence 
with speed and power, was our leading goal scorer, a great season all round. 
 
Mayuren Sasikumar: A player returning to us after playing in the higher divisions and it showed, one of the 
best passers of the ball in the team, scored a couple of great goals. 
 
Pavani Subramanian: Our centre midfield that could turn defence into attack, seemed to be all over the 
park, running the opposition of their feet and worked well with the other midfielders. Scored a great goal 
in the last game. 
 
Krishantan Senthurkumaran: The most improved in the team, could play fullback or midfield, was like a 
rock, his passing and defence was outstanding. 
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Under 13 Division 5 (cont) 
 
 
  
Senthuran Sundarakumar: Our first half goal keeper who excelled in between the posts. Would come out 
onto the field and many times put a goal away. A great all round player.   
 
Saren Surendra: One of our centre midfield team who possess all the skills in the game, a hard tackler, 
great passer and a real thinking player who goes until there is no petrol left in the tank. 
 
Aaren Sriskandarajah: One of the best man markers in the division, took out many of the better players in 
the comp with determination and skill, not an easy thing to do. Played most positions on the field a great 
asset to the team. 
 
Sanjeev Vijeyaratnam: Another one of our great defence who makes every tackle as solid as the last, had 
many attackers looking over their shoulder waiting to get crunched. A player who gave his all every game. 
 
 
There were many highlights of the year, but there was one game that stood out was a draw against the 
team that finished second, who gave us a bit of a touch up in the first round. 
 
In the end we finished 6th which was not a reflection of how the season played out. 
 
It was my pleasure to be involved with such a great bunch of kids who love to play soccer the way the 
game should be played hard and fair. To me was a privilege to be able to coach this team. 
 
 
Hope to see everyone back in 2015. 
 
Greg 
 
PS. Thanks to all the parents as well for their support and encouragement towards all the team, even on 
the cold winters nights.  
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U14 Division 1 

Was an interesting season this one, once the gradings were over we had players coming from 6 different 
clubs all coming together in to a tough Division 1 competition and we really didn’t know what to expect.   
 
Early on and we were getting some good results even though we weren't playing football the way we 
wanted to and the boys did take a while to gel together but having so many new faces and putting them all 
in the one team this was to be expected. 
 
As the competition went on we played some better football and the more we played the better we got.  As 
a team we also entered a few extra tournaments to give the boys more of an opportunity to experience 
different levels of football.   
 
The first one of these was the Football NSW State Cup open up to all the best U14 teams in NSW and a 
hastily organised trip to Wagga Wagga was on and even though we probably didn't get the result we 
wanted in Wagga Wagga a technicality meant we progressed to the next round of the tournament to play a 
strong Arncliffe Aurora side. 
 
This game was a close one and although we went down 2-0 it was a pretty good result considering we were 
in the game for a long time and Arncliffe went on to finish in the Top 4 teams in the State, so all told we 
weren't that far off. 
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Under 14 Division 1 (cont)  
 
The next tournament we entered was the GDSFA Thistle Cup and after two fairly easy wins in this Knock 
out competition we were due to play the Final against Auburn who were a tough side from our competi-
tion.  The game was a cracker with the boys having the better of general play and we eventually went 
down in extra time 2-1 but it was a great effort and a great tournament for our boys. 
 
Probably the highlight of the season was the Kanga Cup which is a 5 day tournament played in Canberra 
during the July school holidays against teams from all around Australia. The boys get an opportunity to play 
together and live together for 5 days and it is a great tournament to bring the boys closer together.  As far 
as performances went, it was a great tournament with the boys playing 5 games winning 2, drawing 2 and 
losing the 1 so we didn't progress on goal difference but it was an outstanding tournament where the boys 
learnt a lot about each other and themselves.  The highlight of the Tournament was a draw with Ringwood 
FC from Victoria, a team who had previously won all of their games as well as great come from behind vic-
tory over Broadmeadow Magic played in freezing, cold, rainy conditions.   
 
After the Kanga Cup it was back to the GDSFA comp and the trip away had improved the boys as a team 
immensely, they came back and played some great football and aside from the Saturday when they got 
back from the Kanga Cup (6 games in 5 days that week the day before) they lost to CHU 2-0 but they never 
lost another match during the regular season after their return.  So at the end of the 18 round season the 
boys had won 11, drew 3 and lost 4, not a bad effort from a team of new faces.  Coming into the semi finals 
and it was a sudden death game against Auburn and although the game didn't go according to plan and we 
found ourselves down 3-0 the boys never gave up and got it back to 3-2 and then created some chances to 
take the game into extra time but we just couldn't finish it off, still an outstanding performance the boys 
should all be proud of. 
 
So what did we learn about the season?, well it was a season of near misses, we weren't that far away from 
the best, we got beat 2-0 by Arncliffe who went on to finish in the final 4 of the State, we missed out on 
progressing to the semi finals on goal difference in the Kanga Cup, we got beat in extra time of the Thistle 
Cup final by Auburn 1-0, we got beat in the semi final by Auburn 3-2 and Auburn ended up taking out the 
competition.  So we are not that far off, and when you consider we had a lot of new faces the boys had a 
great season. 
 
A big thanks to the people who helped out all season, to Brian for doing all the paperwork, to Shaun and 
Rory for helping me out with the boys when needed and a big Thank You to all the parents for getting the 
boys to training on time and to the indoor courts at the last minute during wet weather and also for allow-
ing them all to travel to Wagga Wagga and to Canberra to play in Tournaments.   
 
I hope the boys had a great season had a lot of fun and improved as footballers and men as well.  I know 
that I enjoyed coaching the boys and for the main they were a very good bunch that listened and did what 
they were asked to do to the best of their ability which is all that I can ask.  They are not that far away and I 
would really like to see the boys return again next season where we can have another crack at it. 
 
Cheers boys, 
 
Thanks 
Vince 
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U14 Division 2 

This year saw a combination of last years div 1 and div 3 players combine. Due to a lack of players in this 
age group all three teams had only two reserves. At the start of the season we had one big obstacle at 
training FIFA and XBOX! At training this is all the kids talked about, they actually thought they could pull off 
all the slick moves!!  Inconsistent was the best way to describe our season, as we struggled to put the 
lower placed teams away but pretty much lifted for the teams at the top. Although we didn't make the 
semis this year we had a great season with a fantastic bunch of kids on and off the pitch. 
 
Kanga cup 
Kanga cup saw our team go down to freezing Canberra and compete in the shield. Our first game there was 
ice on the pitch and the fog was that thick you were lucky to see the other side of the field! We won or 
drew most of our games until coming up against Central Coast Mariners Academy. We played our morning 
game and won that, but then we had a four hour wait to play the Mariners. We were taught a football les-
son getting flogged 8-0. Semi finals saw us playing the Mariners again the next day but today was different 
we were one game away from the grand final, we spoke about commitment and playing for each other. We 
lost that game 2-1 with a last minute shot hitting the cross bar to level. The team walked off the pitch satis-
fied as were all our parents that made the trip down what a turn around. The Mariners coach asked to ad-
dress our team after the game and congratulated our team on the turnaround. He also conceded we were 
the better team and they were fortunate to win. All in all a great experience for our team. A big thanks to 
Brian and Vince for organising the whole trip. Jim & Rory for driving the busses and the washing nazis for 
keeping all the kids clothes clean. To all the parents that attended it was a big turnout from our team. 
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Under 14 Division 2 (cont) 
 
 
Juiliano - A very good player probably the most technically talented player in the team, Juliano holds the 
ball up very well in the centre of the park. 
 
Cooper - Unfortunately Cooper's season was cut short due to a broken wrist seeing him miss the middle of 
the season. Cooper showed great skill playing midfield or fullback. Cooper is a committed team player al-
ways willing to follow coaches instructions. 
 
Chelsea - Chelsea's season went to another level after the pink ribbon tournament. We knew Chelsea had 
the ability but this is where she found her position in the team. That position was the terminator! 
Chelsea played hard not letting any of her opponents push her off the ball. If you ask any of the boys in the 
team who is the toughest player they will all say the the same thing, Chelsea. 
 
Dale - Dale is a very versatile player. He has this ability to read the game very well. Dale played the majority 
of the season at sweeper and proved to be a very formidable opponent to beat, he is also a very handy 
goalkeeper to have as backup. One of the highlights of the season was witnessing Dale score a goal from 
inside his own half during the Kanga Cup !!! 
 
Chane - Chane has some very good ball skills and is a player that is hard to contain, match this with his 
speed and you have a good footballer. Although Chane didn't score as many as he would of liked, he did 
finish some great goals. 
 
Rhys - Rhys proved to be a bit of a suprise packet this year, after not having played football for the past two 
years. He played well at fullback showing some good skills and a great turn of speed. Rhys also played up 
front at times and scored some good goals and bagging a double in our last game. 
 
Barry - Barry came to Pendo this year after playing for Merrylands.  Barry is the happiest boy I have ever 
met, so didn't take long to gel with the team.  A very enthusiastic player that does his best and what ever 
he's asked. Watching his tenacity when playing his former team mates ( who remained undefeated & even-
tually won the comp ) was one of the highlights of the season. 
 
Harry -  Harry would be the fittest player on the team, he is one of those players that never gives up he 
runs, turns, chases everything down.  He shows great determination and keeps going until the final whistle. 
 
Dellan - Dellan is a player that every coach wants in his team. With his determination and speed of Usain 
Bolt, we were were always confident that when he turned to chase a player down that he would always 
run them down. To finish the season on only one yellow was impressive. 
 
Jamison - Jamison had a solid year in goals, he has this ability as all good goalkeepers do to pull of some of 
the greatest saves against the odds. Jam is a very goog all rounder who played well when out on the field 
scoring a cracking penalty. 
 
Jack - Jack really stepped up this year, I would say the best football I have seen him play, he brought ball 
control into his game this year and dominated at left back. Jack also played a few games at sweeper and 
finished the season in the midfield scoring his first goal and I would say the best goal this season. 
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Under 14 Division 2 (cont) 
 
Ben - Ben was our utility player this year playing up front scoring some very good goals, but it was probably 
his ability to defend that saw him play his best football. Ben was put back into defensive mid position and 
this really strengthen our defence. 
 
Mitch -  Mitchell played up front this year and gave his all every game. Mitch put 100% into everything al-
ways putting pressure on the opposing defenders. 
 
 
Finally,  we would  like to thank all the players for their efforts on and off the field. It's been a pleasure 
coaching you. Your attendance at training was very high and the way you guys 'gelled' during the season 
was a credit to your character. A very special thank you to all the parents, who ensured the team always 
had a terrific fan base at every game ! This season wouldn't of been possible without your support. A spe-
cial thank you to Karen Conroy, the owner/proprietor of Smartclean for supplying the team wth polo shirts, 
ensuring we looked like a team each Saturday.  
 
Hope everyone comes back in 2015 to do it all again! 
 
Thanks 
Matt, Jaffa and Grant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our first Kanga Cup game in Canberra played in minus 5 degrees on a rock hard iced field. 
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U14 Division 3 

Another year has passed and it has been a pleasure to be associated with this team.  
 

Alex ABELA  Saketh DHARBMULLA  Jesse ARCHER 
Cameron EVERTON  Luke CASE   Marcus EVERTON 
Liam GARDE   Aditya IMANDI   Harsh KADAM 
Joseph KIM  Sean KWAK   Joey MOON 
Sagar RATHI   Paarth SHARMA   Kristian VRLJICAK 

  
I will not comment on each player as we consider them to be equal. Firstly we welcomed back the players 
from last year and a warm welcome was given to the new players for this year. The players that had not 
played the game before we trust you enjoyed yourselves. 
 
We started the season with a win and then throughout the season we had a mixed bag with wins, losses 
and draws. The same as last year you upset a team on your last  game as Lidcombe Churches arrived at 
Binalong with the hope of putting another high score against you. You all put in 100% and kept the score to 
a 3 nil loss. 
 
Finally Paul and I were very pleased with the season. Thank you all for your effort throughout the season 
and also a special  thankyou to your parents who ensured you attended training each week and also at-
tending the games. 
 
Again thank you all.   Paul and  Jim. 
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U15 Division 2 

2014 had us starting the season in the Under 15’s Third Division.  The first couple of games had us dominat-
ing our opposition to the point of no contest. I asked the team if they wanted to stay in this division and no 
doubt win the competition or step up a division and be challenged. Unanimously they all agreed to step up. 
So after the first four matches of the season we entered into the under 15’s Second Division.   
 
Our first match against Castle Hill had us 2 goals down after 5 minutes of play. I was questioning myself and 
thinking what we have done. Was this a taste of the season ahead?  To the team’s credit and a “quiet” little 
chat at half time the team held their composure and gained confidence to come back and win 6-3.  
 
The next week’s game was against the outright competition leaders at the time Regents Park at our home 
ground. This was possibly our best game all year and we showed what we were capable of achieving when 
we play clever football. We ending up winning 3 nil and upset our competitors who thought we were an 
easy Third Division squad.  
 
Confidence was high at this stage and it carried into our next round game against Rouse Hill a team that at 
this point hadn’t won a game. We lost 1 nil. 
 
These two games would sum up our season. When we were hot, we were “red hot” and when we were not 
we were “ice cold”.  We drew games that we thought were going to be easy and were unlucky in others. 
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Under 15 Division 2 (cont) 
 
Statistics at the end of the competition season proved that we were the best team. We had the most goals 
scored by far (Best Forwards), the least goals scored against (Best Defence). Overall in the competition 
Pendle Hill 15.2’s were the BEST team without a doubt. 
 
We finished fourth in the competition although we missed out on 4 games, (top effort) so this meant we 
drew Regents Park who finished first in our semifinal.  We played in what could only be described as atro-
cious conditions which were extremely muddy and with constant torrential rain. Under the circumstance 
the team played brilliantly, passing, holding possession creating multiple opportunities in front of goals and 
playing the majority of the game in their half. Unfortunately we could not find the back of the net. 
 
In this game the ball would skid one time and hold up the next in a newly created puddle. The match offi-
cial had held up the game at one point contemplating whether to call the game off or to continue to let the 
teams play.  In the last final minutes we conceded a penalty that I still do not know why. Unfortunately 
they scored and won the game. This was the end of our season. 
 
I am not biased in saying that you were the better team that day and re-iterate that the match statistics 
prove that Pendle Hill 15.2’s were the best team all year. The guys were just unlucky on the day. 
 

The Players 
 

Bradley Ruhr  - Goal Keeper  
Best goalie in this division.  Miracle full body stretched saves that saved us from defeat on more than one 
occasion. Gutsy, strong, agile, fearless in diving at opponent's feet and when he is running at them you can 
sense their fear. 
 
Brodric Perna - Sweeper and Captain  
Never give up attitude, runs all game, talking and coordinating his team throughout the entire game all 
season without fail. Powerful left and right boot, strong and fast on the ball. His wisdom is beyond his years 
and he has a commanding presence.  His positivity and focus are inspiring. 
 
Jack Andrews - Stopper 
Jack excelled in his role as Stopper. That is exactly what he did, stopped opponents from striking.  Strong, 
determined, hard working, constantly marking his player out of the game. A real pleasure to coach and I 
rarely replaced him. 
 
Joshua Day - Defender 
This was Josh’s first season, great defensive skills, and great vision in marking, strong and fitted in well. He 
played matches injured against Doctor’s order so as to not to let his team mates down. He supported them 
even when he couldn’t play; he was the first player to arrive. Josh improved with every match and has a 
grandfather with a wealth of football knowledge who I learnt a few things from. Thanks for the pointers. 
 
Omar Charif - Defender 
Strong, fast, rock solid in defence, great in the air, a threat to his opponents who rarely got around him. 

Man of the match a few times this year. Another real pleasure to coach.  A great player with a great atti-

tude on and off the park. All the best in the future. 
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Under 15 Division 2 (cont) 
 
 
Ryan Birtles - Defender 
The most improved player this year. Athletically gifted, strong, great work rate all game, never tired.  Chas-
ing and catching players weekly, great with the high balls and a good strong boot. Ryan never backed out of 
any tackles, he put his body on the line to prevent goals match after match.  Good luck champion with your 
swimming and I hope you make the Olympic team soon. Big thanks to your Dad who helped with training 
when I couldn’t be there. 
 
John Maxwell-Owhochuicwu - Midfield 
This was John’s first year with Pendle Hill Tigers and he slotted in well with the boys. He can dribble bril-
liantly and can easily shoot with skill with both feet. John is a versatile player who can play any position in 
the team. 
 
Ruth Marscham - Midfield  
Our “Pocket Rocket” and the best female player I have seen in this age group. Ruth has skillful feet and is 
great at passing she never backs out of any tackles; I learnt this the hard way at training and still have the 
bruise on my leg to prove it. Ruth you could definitely play in the highest female division and be scouted to 
play in the Women’s League here and abroad if that is what you want. 
 
Nathanael Falzon - Midfield 
Fast, skillful, great vision when applied. You made plenty of breaks down the line and were instrumental in 
setting up goals for your team mates and unlucky not to score on many occasions.  An outstanding team 
player and contributor. 
 
Peter Oddy and Joshua Armstrong - Mid field  
I have placed you guys together for a reason; you were both a major factor in our success this year in domi-
nating the midfield. Josh on the left and Peter on the right. You both dropped to assist in defence when 
needed and pushed up in attack when required without me telling you to. You both have scored incredible 
long range goals from free kicks and running play. You both are skillfully gifted with your feet and a can 
juggle a ball all day if required. You are not selfish in front of the goal and when you both scored match 
winning games, you did this so humbly. Well done to both of you and you both scored my man of the 
matches on many occasions. 
 
David  Iskander  - Midfield 
The most skillful dribbler with the ball in the entire team.  Always a real pleasure to watch your control and 
fancy feet. You turned players inside out every week without fail and gave it your all.  I can play you in any 
position without complaint and you always give it your best.  
 
Joel Perera - Midfield 
Fast, strong, skillful, cool head in front of the goal. I had you playing on the left side which didn’t faze you. 
You were responsible for scoring many goals and assisting in many others. You never backed down and 
were determined all year round. 
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Under 15 Division 2 (cont) 
 
 
Antonio Carrozza - Striker and Co-Captain 
It’s always the hardest when you are the coach’s son and at times I was hard on you in front of the team, to 
set an example - sorry for this.  You’re a great strong player with fantastic vision, excellent dribbling skills 
both left and right feet and to be honest you have shown me a trick or two this year. Your corner kicks 
were inch perfect and you were responsible for many goals this year and many more assists. 
 
Mohamed Jalloh - Striker 
Newcomer to the team and this year’s “Best Player”, unbelievable solo goals and a constant threat to de-
fenders every week. I have lost track of how many goals you have scored this year. You are a Superstar 
game winner with natural abilities. Fast and strong on the ball, absolute pleasure to watch and one of the 
reasons we have the highest amount of goals this season. You have the skills and fitness to play profession-
ally in the future if you want. You are a great humble person on and off the field. Never change. 
 
All Parents 
A big thank you for entrusting me with your children and putting up with my ways. Your support has been 
fantastic and your kind words throughout the year are unforgotten.  
 
Celeste Carrozza – Team Manager 
Thank you so much for helping me throughout the season on and off the park. Always making sure that we 
had the players cards, first aid kits and keeping me in check  on the side line.  
 
I would like to finish off by saying; I couldn’t be prouder as a coach by the effort and enthusiasm of all of 
the team.  We had a near perfect attendance to training all year and when you couldn’t make it you would 
always notify me of your absence. You never doubted or asked why I had you doing certain drills; you just 
did them with full confidence and for this I thank you. 
 
They say “when you become a 
teacher from your students you 
will be taught”.  This is true. I 
have learnt more from each and 
every one of you this season 
than I have taught and for this I 
am immensely grateful. 
 
I truly hope that you will all al-
low me the honour of one more 
season as Coach as I believe we 
have some unfinished business 
to take care of in 2015.  Go the 
Tigers! 
 
 
Coach Rob Carrozza  
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U15 Division 4 

After just missing out on making the Finals last season most of our players returned and a few new faces 
joined as well.  All the boys gelled from the start of the season.  We pretty well had all positions on the 
field covered except we did not have a goalkeeper!! 
 
Darcy and Luxshanan volunteered to share the job which worked out very well.  Both boys did an abso-
lutely fantastic job making it very hard for the opposition to get the ball past them, they both excelled in 
their new position improving every time they took the field and making some spectacular saves in the   
process. 
 
Our fullback lineup was rock solid consisting of Thomas, Justin, Jake, Damien and Nick L, they were always 
backing each other up, making life hard for the opposing teams and really frustrating the forwards of our 
opponents.   
 
They were very well supported by our talented midfield made up of James, Michael, Nick D, Nathan and 
Jamie.  These boys moved the ball around with so much precision making it near impossible for the opposi-
tion to get hold of the ball.  The executed their job in a ruthless fashion destroying opposition midfields and 
leaving them in awe, giving our forwards plenty of ball and it was here where we won most of our games. 
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Under 15 Division 4 (cont) 

Our front line which included both of our goalkeeper Darcy and Luxshanan and also Prenab and Jett were 
very hard to contain.  They attacked relentlessly every game finding the net with their free flowing finesse 
and really gave it to opposing teams.  I am sure some fullbacks out there are still having nightmares. 

The whole team worked really hard at all our training sessions and with all of their hard work came the re-
sults on the field.  We had a good first half of the season keeping hold of third position on the table but it 
was during the second half of the season that the boys really hit their straps.  We kept wining every week 
and getting closer to the leaders and it all came down o the last game of the comp for the Minor Premier-
ship.  We needed to win to pick of the Minor Premiership and the boys produced a ge, of a game winning 
the game 2-0.  How good was that!!!! 

We then played our semi final, wining that 4-2 which put us into the Grand Final and facing the team that 
were scoring goals left, right and center duiring the season. 

The boys played extraordinarily!!! 

It was a hard fought match and the boys cam up trumps 2-1.  What a great feeling it was for everyone in-
volved with the team.  I even noticed a couple of tears from some of the parents. 

Of course there is much more involved that what simply happens on the field. Having a good manager 
really helps a lot but we had a GREAT Manager in Suzanne.  Suzanne made my job so much easier, always 
sending out messages, making sure we were at the right place at the right time, organising team events 
and also helping out on game day.  Many thanks Suzanne. 

I would also like to thank Darren for looking after the boys while I was on holidays, he really did a great job. 

I would also like to thank the parents for coming to the games every weekend and showing their support, 
that really helped the boys got the extra distance.  There is also the committee members that I would like 
to thank for putting in lots of hard work and making it possible for everyone to enjoy the game we all love.  
I think I have said enough for one year but if it all had to be summed up in one word it would be 

SENSATIONAL 

WESTPOINT BLACKTOWN 

8678 4360 
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U16 Division 1 

 
Coach: Barry Falkner, Manager: Darren Hudson Assist Manager: Cameron Donaghy 

 Statistician: Dave Alderton 
 

Players: Glenn,Vishal,Tim,Michael,Aaron,Alex,Keegan,Jared,Petar,Jake,James,Daniel,Joel,Arbin  
 
We always knew we had the makings of a great team, just had to prove it, and with 8 of the original players 
it was important that the other 6 new members would not only gel well with team, but have the same pas-
sion the others had already. So a formidable team was formed, with new blood Jared, Michael, Keegan, 
Vishal, Arbin and or course our Goalie Jake joining the 16/1’s. 

From the start we headed onto preseason training with the focus on core strength and fitness in which the 
boys endured at our friend Andrew’s personal training gym. He put the boys through a range of some 
tough boxing and conditioning work. A weekly workout that they carried out through the season and 
proved to be our secret weapon, having the team all relatively equal in their speed, agility and strength not 
to mention mentally prepared as well. This and a combination of some terrific coaching skills from Barry 
Falkner proved to our competitors that the Pendle Hill 16/1 Boys were going to be the team to beat in 
2014 and saying this stayed on top of the ladder for the entire season. 
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Under 16 Div 1 (cont) 
 

 

During the season the 16/1’s played in the State Cup beating Quakers Hill Jnrs, Bankstown Spears only to 
go down in the 3rd round to Condells Point. 
 
In June they competed in the Sydney Youth Cup, playing against elite Academy sides and 40min halves. 
Overall finishing 3rd on the table out of 5 teams in the 18/16’s group the boys were 1st against the rest of 
the 16yo teams with the only two teams above them being a majority of 18yo’s. It was a terrific opportu-
nity with the boys improving with each game and taking away with them some learning’s they were to put 
into place for the remainder of their regular weekend competition. 
 
Come the Grand Final and a grudge match it was against Parra City under terrible conditions and at times 
torrential rain. The Pendle Hill 16/1’s were out to give it their best and they certainly did. Although into the 
first 5minutes nerves got the better of us and led to an error giving Parra City first blood at 1-0  it was the 
persistence and dominance from our team that led to a perfectly executed cross by Jared onto Tim’s head 
that put us back in the game at 1-1.Despite a further 20mins of extra time the result was still the same and 
unfortunately we went down in Penalty shoot outs at 5-4. 

On a personal note I would like to congratulate the 16/1 boys for their sportsmanship, passion, dedication 
and the ability to work together. Not only as a team without arguments or segregation but as a unit, one 
that I have enjoyed managing and Barry with coaching, not to mention the enjoyment you all have pro-
vided to everyone who watched your games each weekend. 

There was no one stand out in the team as you ALL were equal on the field. However I will say that with 
every great team needs a great Keeper and without the commitment our Goalie Jake has shown this sea-
son we would have easily been in a very different position .You have been awesome Jake and by far the 
best Keeper in the competition. 
 
In saying this 13 wins,1 draw,3 losses and a controversial forfeit showed the determination of the team to 
win the Minor Premiership, which they did by the second last round. 

CONGRATULATIONS and thank you for a wonderful season and most importantly GOOD LUCK in the  
Champion of Champions !!  
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U16 Division 2 

Well done to the boys for a great season. We were very much a new group of players, very quickly develop-
ing into a competitive team. Going into our first trial game with 8 registered, building to 12 in time for the 
start of the season, meant everyone was going to have to show up and put in each week. 
 
Whilst trying to find everyone's position to best contribute to the team was challenging, everyone put in a 
great effort wherever they were asked to play on the field. The team was competitive from the outset and 
built strongly on that start. It took a number of games but we eventually found everyone's niche position 
and the combinations and teamwork started to develop. Leading into the semi-finals, the team had gone 
10 games undefeated (7 wins and 3 draws) which was an outstanding effort from where the team started. 
Unfortunately knocked out by the ladder leaders in the 1 v 4 semi-final, but not without another stirring 
performance, falling just short at 4-3. 
 
All the boys should be proud of their efforts throughout the season as should their families. Its not always 
easy for boys of this age to work together for each other in a team environment but this was not the case 
for our team. The never say die team spirit they showed throughout, whether it be late goals or desperate 
defending, was a great indication that the boys were playing for each other. 
 
A big thank you to Brian for managing the team, his mobile phone taking a hammering with all the texts he 
was sending out to get everyone to the right place at the right time. He was a great help for me as the nov-
ice coach, letting me concentrate on coaching whilst he did the organising. Cheers Brian. 
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Under 16 Division 2 (cont) 
 
A thank you also to the all the parents for their support, to the team, Brian and myself. Whether it was 
match official or helping out with our ground duties, your assistance was appreciated. And whilst they 
probably won't admit it themselves, I'm sure the boys appreciated you being at the games. 
 
I do hope all the boys have enjoyed their season and are proud of their efforts. Whilst it may have been 
good to make the grand final, to get as close as they did from where they started was truly a pleasure to 
watch and experience with them. It took a real strength of character to achieve as much as they did. I be-
lieve all the boys have shown improvement throughout the season and as the coach, that is all you can 
ask. Boys, there is a lot to choose from out there but I think you can still get a lot out of football. For as long 
as you enjoy playing the game, I hope you continue to do so. 
 

The Players 

 
Patrick Goalkeeper - put in many very solid performances with some great saves, including several one on 
one challenges, to keep us in games. Showed confidence not only in taking on the role but in his own self-
taught ability. 
 
Josh Right back - solid defender with pace. Closing down speedy opponents and making timely intercep-
tions, whilst gradually building to push forward. New to competitive football but learnt fast and contrib-
uted always. 
 
Nick Centre back - definitely improved this year, especially his positioning and reading of the game. 
Timely challenges together with great backing up ensured opponents never had an easy time of it.  
 
Aidan Centre back - the rock around which our defence was built. Many a timely intervention on the 
ground and in the air. Pushed up at corners and free kicks,  scoring some vital goals off his head. 
 
Mohey Centre back / attack - able assistant to Nick and Aidan in the centre of defence. Mohey improved 
markedly as the season progressed especially in his work rate and reading of the game. 
 
Brad Left back / midfielder - A great team contributor, filing many roles through the season. Defended 
solidly, ran all day, and turned defence into attack with quick transition and accurate passing.  
 
Will Right midfield / attack - found himself playing some unfamiliar roles, eventually filling one of the 
wide midfield or attacking positions. Scored a couple of needed goals when put forward and handy crosses 
from the wing. 
 
Suren Centre midfield - proved himself to be a central midfield general  putting in some quality perform-
ances at both ends of the field. Showed good skill on the ball and passing ability. 
 
Sahil Centre midfield - very adept across the midfield but eventually formed a great partnership with 
Suren. Improved his defensive effort, provided some incisive passes and cross for our attackers and scored 
from distance.  
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Kartik Left midfield - a newcomer to competitive football, Kartik had a steep learning curve but took to it 
with determination. Did everything that was asked of him  and improved out of sight. A pleasure to have 
on the team. 
 
Tim Left back/midfield - used his prodigious left foot at corners and free kicks to create a number of 
goals as well as having some cracking shots of his own, including a great curling free kick to score in the 
semi-final. Solid defensively. 
 
Corey Striker - our target man up front, leading the season goal scoring chart. Put in a great effort each 
game, chasing down through balls and chasing down defenders whenever needed. Both a scorer and crea-
tor of goals. 
 

Connor Striker / midfield - Worked well up front with Corey up front. Also contributed to the midfield both 

in attack and defence. Showed good skill on the ball as well as solid contributions to the overall team ef-

fort. 

Andrew Martin (Coach) 

 

 

 
LEAGUE WINNERS AND GRAND FINAL WINNERS 

14 wins, 4 draws, and just 2 losses. 
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On a personal note I wish to thank everybody that is involved with the team especially the players.  It has 
been a pleasure to coach the boys and watch them interact with each other.  I honestly believe that the 
advantage we have over a number of other sides especially when the chips are down is the way the boys 
get on with each other compared to certain sides who if they fall behind start arguing amongst themselves 
we as a team don’t and that is telling.   
 
We had a very rusty start to the season due to the team losing 4 players from last year with 3 players going 
up to higher grades and one player not coming back this season with one replacement (Steve).  Basically 
we had a team of 12 with no goalkeeper to start the season but as usual holidays and injuries intervened 
and for the first couple of games we played short.  But it was pleasing to see the boys even when we were 
playing short give it their all and even frighten the opposition with their intensity of play (The Merrylands 
game in the second round was a perfect example where we got to 2 all with 10 minutes to go with 9 play-
ers but our legs ran out).  Overall our two losses came in the first half of the season.  Round 9 we wel-
comed Jack our goalkeeper into the side. 
 
The second half of the season saw us go through undefeated with a mixture of some excellent football with 
periods of downright ugly football.  But we never gave up and our results in both the Semi Final and Grand 
Final is a testament to the way the boys played and stuck together to get a well deserved result. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Overall it was a fantastic season and we are Pre-
miers.  A big thank you to Bruce for assisting with 
the coaching duties and Colin as the manager who 
efficiency cannot be understated by keeping every-
thing running like clockwork.  It was certainly a chal-
lenge to keep a bunch of 16 year olds focussed on 
the job but one I relished.   
 
We look forward next year to another chance to 
enjoy our friendships on and off the field and give 
the premiership another good shake. 
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U18 Division 1 Blk 
 
The success of a team is often measured by how they finish within a competition, but for our team this 
could not be further from the truth. Although the side did not make the semi finals, it is not a true reflec-
tion of how well we performed. The team honoured the name of the Pendle Hill “Tigers” Soccer Club with 
their commitment to training hard each and every week and bringing this hard work into their matches, 
where our ”never die’’ attitude prevailed.  
 
The team experienced a number of highs and lows throughout the season. The major high was knowing the 
only team that outplayed us went on to win the competition, and also the fact that the minor premiers 
were unable to beat us throughout the season. The coaches from both these sides took the time out to 
mention how impressed they were with the passion and competitiveness displayed by our side. The lows, 
obviously, were the injuries to Josh and Eric G.  
 
While it is easy to sit back and ponder “what if” and “if only” when looking at why the team didn’t advance 
further in the competition, at the end of the day we have no regrets. The team’s positive attitude and spirit 
made the season enjoyable and reinforced the reason why we play the game in the first place- to have fun.   
The players created some great memories for the season and this is a snapshot of the impression they left 
with me. 
 
Jake (c): An inspirational leader both on and off the field displayed through his commitment and perform-
ance with a defiant attitude. He is highly respected by his peers.   
 
Josh:  The player who is the vital cog to a successful team. Gives 100% in effort and attitude and lifts the 
players around him. He gives his all for the better of the team. 
 
Matt: The sponge, he soaked up the blame for goals that went in but the true story is he was the hero that 
saved so many and kept us in the game more often than not. You would be hard pressed to find a better 
keeper in this competition.  
 
Nicholas:  A true motivator with nothing but encouraging comments to his team mates and led by example 
with his efforts on and off the field. 
 
Andrew:   A player that sets such a high standard week in and week out. He endeavours to see the success 
of the team over his own personal performance. 
 
Lauren:  The ultimate competitor that never stops trying. Her skill level and workload are superior and she 

would be the first to be selected in any team.  

David: The quiet achiever who makes himself known to everyone by his actions on the field. He scored 
some fantastic long range goals that were vital to the team’s success in a number of games. 
 
Mert: A player with a source of talent and underlying skills that is on display each time he steps out onto 

the field. Definitely found the back of the net on numerous occasions. 
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Under 18 Division 1 (cont) 
 
Adam: A champion of a player and person on and off the field that gives his best efforts to everything he 
does. He did give me a scare but just fell short of his tally of 10 goals (the TASER isn’t that special of an 
event anyway) 
 
Eric A (Tiny): He is a player that only knows one speed (very fast) and had no hesitation in sacrificing his 
own welfare to benefit that of the team. He is a very exciting player to watch in action, who tries to win 
every challenge in front of him. 
 
Jesse: Jesse has the fighting spirit that drove the opposition crazy both whilst attacking and defending. Al-
though things didn’t always go his way, he never stopped trying, which is a commendable trait. 
 
Marcus: A tenacious spirit demonstrated in defence and he always brings passion and commitment to his 
game. This had an influence on the performance of the players. The games he played against Holroyd & 
Greystanes were evidence of this. 
 
Amir: The Prince of the soccer field who was required to play in many positions throughout the season. He 
exceeded in everything that was asked of him and always got the job done. 
 
Eric G (The Big G): Eric has an unusual knack of being in the right place at the right time and constantly 
asked questions of the oppositions defence. He is eager to do his best in order to see the team succeed.  
Vaughn:  He always tried to get in the oppositions face and put them off their game. He achieved every-
thing asked of him and is a solid player that has plenty of potential to offer.  
 

      “Follow your beliefs and don’t give into yourself.” 
                                                                  Wayne Bennett 
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U18 Division 1 White 
 
 
With this Year being the World Cup Year the boys seamed very keen leading into the first game, as it 
turned out we played the eventual minor premiers with only eight players on the field,unable to see the 
second half of that game which was the case in a few games this year I hear they fought all the way to the 
final whistle. 
 
That sets the scene for the rest of the season with a lot of the boys having prior engagements with an im-
portant year for most at school and some of them working part time it was hard to fill a team. 
With a team of mixed ages 16,17 and a few turning 18 this year it took a while for them to gel but they did 
while picking up a win along the way. 
 
Just to compete was a big accomplishment as we come up against some tough opposition, although win-
ning wasn't there main priority, just to play on the weekend kept them happy! 
 
As a coach it was an enjoyable experience for me although it was hard to put some of the boys out of their 
natural position as most of them preferred the midfield but we needed players in other positions so I had 
to mix it up as they arrived for the game. 
 
Overall I think the boys had an enjoyable season and with all the skill I had witnessed should be back again 
next year weather it be in the 18's or all age there should be some success in the near future. 
 
I would like to thank Rob Jones as Manager for his help throughout the season and also the coach from the 
16/2's for the loan of a few of his players and also like to thank Aiden and Connor for backing up for us 
through out the year. 
 
Thanks for the season and hope to see you all playing next year! 
 
Gary Sera 
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All Age Men 6 Black 

 
Jeremy Bennett Lucas Brown Tim Combe 
Luke Doyle John Flaherty Ashley Garrett 
Clifford Hayes Andrew Johnston Michael Johnston 
Chris Kurp Steven Kurp Jeffrey Palise 
Steven Palise Jeffrey Pike Roberto Puepke 
Arian Qorraj Lee Sakowski Daniel Watson 
 

All Age Men 6 White 
 

 David Baker Luke Barnett Nathan Bouquet 
 Cameron Carrett Scott Conway Daniel Graham 
 Christopher Ings Joshua Ings Matthew Lorenc 
 Joshua Neville Trevor Norton Andrew Sinclair 
 Joshua Veerhuis Nathan Veerhuis Brad Watts 
 

All Age Men 9 Black 
 

Benjamin Antoniolli Chris Bateup Mitchell Birtles 
Matthew Brodie Anthony Child Brandon Conceicao 
Cagdas Dogan Cameron Ellis Nurie Gulbahce 
Cliff Harper David Harry Rocco Losurdo 
Jason McBride Patrick McCreanor Luke McNaught 
James Parkinson Jared Rolfe Gavin Thomas 
 

All Age Men 13 
 

Cavinash Chelliah Arish Dutt Nicko Kosasih 
Elferious Koutzas Billy Koutzas Jared Lee 
Jeivishnu Prithiviraj Michael Reardon Arsalan Sajed 
Jeremy Thomas 
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AAMen 7 Blk 
 
Louis Baron Jacob Bersais Adam Burden David Buttigieg 
Lawrence Casser Stefan Corera Russell Dawson Brendan Enright 
Glenmore Gomez Theo Goundoulas Rob Henretty Vishua Patten 
Daniel Raz Justin Salmon Steve Sammut Treven Spiteri 
Marc Vassallo 
 
2014 had big expectations after our grand final win last season. (For those late to the party we had lost to 

Winsto 3 times during the season without scoring a goal, but won the final 5-2 with a cracking perform-

ance).  

 

We had retained our winning squad from last season with the addition of some new blood in the form of 

Rob, who initially rocked up to help fill the numbers for the trials but proved to be too good & the initial 

loan deal was made permanent.  

 

With high hopes for the season the fight for positions was on and what transpired was a season of ups & 

downs, with low numbers for some matches & more than our fair share of season ending injuries. 

 

We ended up finishing comfortably 4th but the reshuffle of the finals series & a clash with Cassar's bucks 

party meant our SF against team #1 was difficult but the 9 players there put in a great performance & did 

themselves proud. 

 

Adz & Russell did an admirable job in goal through the season & also rotated well through the defense, 

whilst our regular defensive line of Butters, Theo & Stef always punched above their weight before Theo's 

season was ruined by a dislocated shoulder & Stefan did his medial ligament in his knee. 

 

Our central midfield set of Marc, Cassar, Steve & Trev weren't afraid to get their hands dirty whilst our 

wingers of Raz, Rob, Fish & Jacko ran their guts out all season, each bagging a few goals in the process, with 

some goals being much more impressive than others. 

 

Up top Baz, Vish & Louie had the responsibility of scoring the goals with each snagging their share, but all 

had injury interrupted seasons which didn't help.  

 

Our season goes to show if we wanted to retain our title from last season we all needed to give a little 

more commitment as we weren't too far off the pace. Bring on 2015.  

 

Thanks for everything this season Paul. It's much appreciated. 

 

Cheers 

Russell  
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AAMen 7 Wht 
 

The Mighty Pendle Hill 
Senior 7’s. (Timless or is 
that Timeless) 
(Some might say there are 
two senior 7’s but one is 
DEFINITELY mighty than the 
other.) 
 

The year started with the 
hope and promise of all age 
13’s, the only reason that 
most of the team came 
back to play this year. But 
for some reason, were put 
in senior 7’s. 
 
At the start of the season we had 16 players and were “turnin down for watt”, turning down players, “yeah 
we got heaps of players”, with the likes of Jason playing and Pete coming back in a couple of weeks Rohan 
the new super star and this super back Bullock. But with Jas missing the season due to contractual obliga-
tions, the model career taking off you know, Peter suffering a big tear of the Heartliage only to be struck 
down later in the year. Pat had big academic year, finishing his Phd”, he barely made it the games this year. 
Dalton missed most games this year from moving interstate, he could only come when the three connect-
ing trains were on time, if the trains didn’t come, Dalton didn’t come. That left us 11 players most week 
that left us struggling every week, that’s including “the cone”. 
 
At this point of the year we are in a rebuilding point, and I’m going to put the call out now.  
 
#1. The Puff. We all know that you have been horribly treated by the people you call mates in your super 
league team, you train before we get to Binalong and you are still training after we leave and you only won 
two games this year, we put in half the effort and won just as many games as supper league. I’ve seen the 
way you look at us training, I know deep inside that you just want to come home #COMEHOMEPUFF 
 
#2. The Amyl Camel himself. DJ PRKR, Mathew. You played a trial for us and you loved every minute of it, 
the black and yellow suits you much better than red and black, and you’re not even the best club that wear 
red and black. If say red and black everyone thinks wanderers, no one would even think “Kolts”, but if I say 
Black and Yellow, everyone thinks of the mighty Pendle hill teams. Just think about how it would further 
your Music career. Toongabbie Sports and Bowling club are looking for a resident DJ. Its ok I’ve pencilled 
you in for next year. 
 

WITH NO FUTHER ADUE THE BOYS IN BLACK AND YELLOW FINE, THE TEAM THAT CANT HOLD A LINE, WITH 
NO MIDFIELD, OR FATE WAS SEALED, THE LADS FROM PENDLE HILL  ARHH. 
 
(Editors Note:  this AAM7 Wht report has been edited, well cut to pieces actually, for reasons of tact, 
censorship, legality and probably everything else, if you want a full copy see Marco!!!) 
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AAMen 9 White 

I’d just like to thank everyone for a fun and rewarding season. After winning the comp last year and moving 
up a division it was never going to be easy. Unfortunately this season our team came down with a severe 
case of the travel bug, and along with work commitments we struggled to get a team on many occasions 
(as evident in our 2014 team photo below). So congratulations boys on making the finals and falling just 
short of the grand final. Hopefully we can improve on this next year.  
 
Now to look forward to our end of season paintball day! 
 
 

Alex Ruspandini Nathan Clarke                                  
Ashneil Narayan Nathan Cross 
Cesare Surace Ron Rungsaroj 
Daniel Lovarini Sammy Au 
Daniel Parkinson Steven Best 
Hamish Mishra Stuart McCreanor 
 Justin Coyne Tom McCreanor 
 Kasozi Livingstone Troy Delaney 
 Michael Howe 
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AAMen 10 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The team of 2014 has done it again. This time not only winning the toilet seat for the third year in a row 
but securing our first toilet lid for the minor premiership.  I am extremely proud to be a part of this team 
and very thankful for all the effort the boys put in during the season. I can honestly say if it were not for 
this team I wouldn’t be involved in the game. 
 
What we have learnt over the years in this team is that being mates should always come before winning 
and most importantly that effort, commitment and teamwork will always outshine individual skill.  
 

Season Highlights: 
Minor Premiers Grand Champions 
“PLD’S” ripper own goal Gators penalty kick 
Shane and Ranga missing tap ins Joeys Celebrations 
Ranga’s Grand Final goal Nathans semi-final free kick  
Jake splitting Kyle’s nose open at training Good times at the pub (too many to list) 
 

Thank you for the good times on and off the field I look forward to many more seasons ahead, and          
remember don’t be so reckless! 
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AAMen 14 
 

The year started with two separate groups of players ( the new players and the old players ), coming to-
gether to enjoy in a season filled of soccer ( or should I say Football?? ) on a Saturday afternoon. This was a 
mixed bunch of blokes with half the team never played along side each other before. From having heaps of 
players at the start of the season to barely having enough to make the field, I would say they played really 
well.  I can say they didn’t lose all their games (LOL), there was some very close games throughout the sea-
son, wether it was ending in a draw or losing by a few or even winning. But I can say “ Hey you guys didn’t 
get the wooden spoon”. Having won 3 games this season is a better result then last. Never really having a 
set Keeper made things interesting. They started with having Henry and Trent sharing the role at the start 
of the season throwing Parko, Roy and Jason in the mix as well, they even had AJ in there giving it a go as 
well. There were great plays and great games and a few tempers on the field, but it wouldn’t be a game of 
mens football without the tempers. A huge thank you to Marco, Jason, Vince and Roy to putting their 
hands up when needing a ref. (which was hard to come by this season). Without those guys I don’t think 
they would of played that many games. Also a big thank you to our co-captain Rob for bringing the after 
game drinks =). They may have had some players play hung over or maybe still drinking but they manage to 
get out on the field and have a go (with the odd time or two to run off the field to throw up, but hey lol!!! ).  
 
Thank you to each and everyone of the guys on the team for making my job a little bit easier, but really 
you’re all grown men wasn’t that hard to manage you all. We have players who are moving on to new 
teams next season and others that will stay and others that have put their boots up, but no matter what 
each and everyone of you do in your next journey, good luck and all the best. 
 
 
Madel 
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Over 35 Division 2 
 

TEAM:  
Richard McIntyre, Cec Evans, John Sustek, William Morris, Rob Carrozza, Trevor 
McNeilly, Adam Matlawski, Ian Salt, Matt Robinson, Greg Pollard, Sam Batshon, 

Damien Sydenham, Rob Grieves, Ivan Grieves, Simon Hunter, Akinola,  
Andrew Golgini, Dave Smith. 

 
(Sorry boys no photo, but if anyone has seen our team you might know why) 

 
 
Most of us returned for another season, at the close of grading we only had 12 players, so we were placed 
in Division 2. We ended up with 14 to start the season and a few signed up a few games in. Although we 
had 18 on the books, we played most games with maximum of 12 to 13 players. 
 
We welcomed 6 new players into the squad this year, and it took us a few games to settle in as a few of the 
early results did not go our way, and we knew his would make it hard to make semi's. 
 
This year was a up and down season with us hovering around the 4th/5th position for most of the year and 
a few injuries and results in the last few rounds didn’t go our way and we ended up finsihing 5th. 
 
This year wasn’t going to be our year, oh well sometimes you have those years, we still all enjoyed most of 
the games. 
 
The beers were cold and we all enjoyed the post match post mortem after each game. The usual talk of 
retirement was tossed about again but a few months off always changes that. 
 
Thanks to all our supporters throughout the year, hope to see you all back for another year, see you all in 
January. 
 
Congratulations to Adam whom this year became a father with a future Pendle Hill Tiger in the making. 
 
See you all next year 
 
Greg 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Blacktown City Hot Water 
Sale, Service and Installations 

Emergency 7 Days 

Phone - 9627 5447 

http://www.google.com.au/imgres?start=204&sa=X&hl=en&qscrl=1&rlz=1T4NDKB_enAU574AU574&biw=1680&bih=727&tbm=isch&tbnid=ozDssyEhnUvy6M:&imgrefurl=http://openclipart.org/detail/7511/faucet-by-johnny_automatic-7511&docid=NvAk6tmCT1KFyM&imgurl=http://openclipart.o
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Over 35 Division 4 
 
 
 

 

NAME COMMENTS 

ASHRAF MOHD PLAYED 3 GAMES – ALWAYS INJURY ISSUES – SUPAGLUE – MARKS 
REALLY WELL! 

BADLU NAILESH TEAM CAPTAIN – SOLID CENTRE BACK – READY FOR A BBQ AND 
DRINKS ANYIME 

CHANDAR RATNESH SHOULD BE IN THE ARMY – ALWAYS LOOKING FOR A FIGHT! EVEN 
WITH OWN TEAM 

CHETTAIR MINIAPPA ALL SPEED NO DIRECTION! LOCAL MAILNGA LOOK ALIKE! 

DAU DENG COMON REF, PLEASE GIVEME A CARD! I KNOW WHAT IM TALKING 
ABOUT! 

GOSAI PARMOD INJURED BEFORE SEASON- THE SERGANT MAJOR WHO KEPT TEAM 
ORDER 

KHAN AYUB – 
(COACH) 

ALWAYS, KEEN TO TRAIN – FIRST TIME EVER WINLESS ALL SEASON – 
PUT UP WITH HEAPS FROM A BUNCH OF GUYS WHO HAD OTHER PRI-

ORITIES THAN TO WIN! 

KHAN SHER 
(MANAGER) 

GLAD THE SEASON WAS OVER! MANAGE A TEAM AGAIN ? DON’T 
THINK SO! SUPPORTED THE CLUB, THE TEAM AND MANAGED ALL 

THINGS PHEW!!!! 

KHAN ZAREED ZOLA OF THE TEAM SOLID MIDFIELD 

KUMAR JITENDRA THE BEST AT MAKING GOAT CURRY! 

KUMAR SUNIL HAD A NEW BORN MID SEASON – MISSED FEW GAMES – TIGERS SUP-
PORTER! 

LAKE DAVID TRIED AND TRIED, JUST SOME ONE KEPT MOVING THE GOAL POST 
EVERY GAME, BEST STORIES WERE AFTER THE GAME HOW IT GOT 

AWAY ALWAYS! 

MANDRI RADHA CIGI START , HALF TIME, IF HE COULD DURING THE GAME! FIRST TO BE 
TIRED! 

NADAN LOG DEFESIVE PLAYER - GOOD MARKING 

PADDY PARNESH BUNTY – LEFT TO FOCUS ON GOLF AND ONE DAY TO BEAT TIGER 
WOODS! 

WAINE PAUL GO GO GADGET! SAVED SOME MANY GOALS – BUT LET FEW IN AS 
WELL 

PRAKASH ASHWIN PEACE MAKER! LETS JUST PLAY THE GAME GUYS 

PRASAD DANNY ALL ROUNDER 

THIEP JAMES ANOTHER NEW FATHER, CAN THROW THE BALL LENGTH WISE 
(ALMOST) 
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Over 35 Division 4 (cont) 
 
 
Overview: 
Jerry, Paul had played 35/6 in 2013, so Jerry entered a new team with the club. He was coach, and con-
vinced me to be the Team Manager. We were under the assumption that we would be in Div 6 at most 5. 
He was also the Coach of his daughter’s team in 2013 with Joe, and they were runners up last year. Jerry 
and Paul were Runners up in 2013.  Div 4 was allocated so we gave it a go as agreed by most in the Team 
 
MAD MEX BLACKTOWN owned by me and MAD MEX Norwest owned by Jerry sponsored the following 
for the Club: 

 PHFC Club Sponsor 
 Pink Ribbon Gala Day Sponsor Jersey etc... 
 Over 35/4 Team Sponsor. 
 Voucher Sponsor for Trivia Night. 
 Discounted Meal Voucher/ Movie Deal for Super League Team. 
 Sonny volunteers Ref on Pink Ribbon Gala Day where we entered a Team as well.  

 
Fair to say we got off to a rocky start with regards to a few things, but all was resolved as we moved on.  
Most at the Club were very welcoming, and we have created some very good bond and working Relation-
ship with some in the committee, Like Brian Kelly, Vince, Marco, Rob Saba, Vanessa, and Steve. 
 
The Team Review: 
Jerry having played State League during his time and as one of the most passionate Soccer Players, wanted 
to create a Team that was purely Family Driven and mates enjoying a good yarn after the game. It got off 
to a great start but loosing weekly was very demoralizing. We had pre-season Training, few games as well. 
As it got colder hardly anyone Turned up for Training apart from few diehard! This lead to unfit players.  
 
The team Morale suffered as the likes of Jerry who are Passionate about the game were let down.  We of-
ten struggled to start with 11. We lost all games played. Finished bottom of the comp. Few Yellow Cards, 
No red Cards. One Serious Injury Pre Season. Forfeit 2 games v Rouse Hill.  
 
Overall: 
Outside Games the lads always had few drinks, BBQ and Curry etc… most Saturdays. Winning is not every-
thing, but really who cares who comes second! We rewarded as Sponsors of the team every single player in 
the Team with a Trophy for being part of the Team, paid for by both MAD MEX. 
 
It has been a great Season, enjoyed it and based on allocation we would like to be part of this club and con-
tinue our Sponsorship with the Club. Our Sincere Thanks to all that made us so welcome. Thanks PENDO! 
 
Sonny Khan. 

 

(Editors Note: Pendle Hill FC would like to say a big thank you to Sonny and his team especially for his 

sponsorship of the Club with Mad Mex.  We hope to continue to have both his team and Mad Mex on 

board next season). 
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Over 35 Division 6 White 
 

A big thanks to all the boys, it was privilege to have a chance to play with you all this year.  
 
As what started out with a trial match, so many weeks ago against Parramatta City in which we sa-
luted.  Congrats to Rob Jones for being one of our scorers, our 2-1 victory encouraged our confidence as a 
team for a positive year ahead. After a few celebratory drinks we were informed that this team had never 
won a trial match; suspicions where then aroused… 
 
In our first few games we were finding it hard to gain some cohesion, but reflecting back it seems that once 
we had sorted out our supply of post match refreshments. The new additions to the already established 
nucleus  of the team may have been the problem of and  solution to both areas. 
 
Early into the season Micky M was unfortunately brutally taken out in which resulted with an injury of a 
broken collar bone. As a true soldier he made a recovery for return of our final game. Cheers mick lets 
hope you haven't retired to soon.  
 
As far as goal scoring this year we had quite a few boys get their names on the scoring sheet. Non more 
than Rakesh who took this years title of golden boot, but who knows what could of been with a lot of 
missed opportunities. Special note to Steve our no1 keeper who saved nearly all of our own goal chances, 
and we all know there was a few, also his aggression in goal to maintain his clean sheet even breaking legs 
when needed. A big shout out to Raj who was tireless in his player manager role of the team, then helping 
out the club by going to ref other games. 
 
A whisper has it that there are a couple boys leaving this year; Zero thanks for your efforts all year and 
micky. sorry I couldn't have played with you boys longer.  To the new boys this year lets hope we can step 
up and fill their rolls for next year. 
  
A big Thank You to all the team members for their participation throughout the season, with our new team 
members we have created a force to be reckoned with for 2015. 
  
Clean Sheet Steve... 
Suresh 
Rakesh 
John Flood 
Micky Matthews 
Mal  
Karl Boland 
Nic Boland Beer supplier 
Gary e 
Zero 
Raj 
Woodsy 
Craig 
Martin 
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Over 35 Division 6 Black 

 
A great year enjoyed by all, in no particular order: 
 
Paul Vassallo 
Paul started the season on fire then  hit a speed hump in the form of a 6 week suspension and very very 
unlucky... You be the judge grabbed an opponent by the neck shaking them many times then gave the ref 
some FREE advice...Paul was sorely missed during his suspension the team won 5 and drew 1...upon Pauls 
return we won 2 lost 2 drew 1???....Paul did step up big time in the grand final converting a penalty which 
drew us level and lifted the team and we went on with it from then. 
 
George Karavatakis 
George was in tears before the Grand Final it was raining heavily and George had spent a fortune at the 
hairdressers on his tints and streaks and the rain was going to make a mess of his beautiful hair....of course 
after the game when we had a team photo George stood directly behind a group of players and could not 
be seen???Its all GREEK to me. 
 
Shaun "WINDSCREENS" Obrien 
Our marquee signing and Ian Schubert could not stop us getting Shaun under the salary cap...Shaun was a 
real team player filling in wherever required and a top bloke to cap it off...was a bit under the weather on 
grand final night celebrations...kept calling Steve Collins...George? 
 
Boris Staric 
Boris signed up paid his rego and probably paid 60 minutes all year but turned up to support the team and 
it was great to see him there Grand Final Day...Boris was sorely missed by all of us especially BK... Beer Kitty 
which was down about $350 from last years total. 
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Steve Collins 
Great to send Steve out a grand final winner in his last game,a great bloke Steve hardworking government 

employee and a jack of all trades,his form on the field was sizzling...off the field the only sizzle was a couple 

of fingers courtesy of the Pendo BBQ. 

Scott Thurston 
Scott made a comeback after a break of 7-8 years and proved a inspired signing...a goal in round 1 followed 
by some classy performances including 2 goals in the semi final against Rouse Hill...Scott works for Woolies 
however some of his performances had Aldi written all over them... 
 
Michael Cromer 
 Mr Perpetual Motion just never stops running and running and running and running...amazing fitness and 
without Michael we don't win the comp...does not say much but a leader by example and like anyone in 
HILLTOP is a top bloke. 
 
Tony SUPERCOACH Checchia 
Tony took over the rains after Steve Collins had led the team to the wooden spoon last year...Tony told 
Steve he was sacked via a text message...hard at first as Tony had to get us away from the long ball British 
style under Steve to a Eve Longaria style( sexy football )....some of the football we played was amazing 
stringing together 2 sometimes 3 passes in a row...I can just hear Les Murray mumbling JOGO BONITO.. 
 
Wayne Depares 
Wayne was rapt over the grand final as it was his first ever grand final win, 
Another who was very upset over the rain on grand final day as the windscreen wipers on his goggles were 
not working...luckily the rain stopped and Wayne had a great day and night. 
PS...breaking news wipers have now been repaired. 
 
Steve Campton 
Having known Steve for over a decade I have never played with someone who can play through the pain 
barrier like Campo...his season was stop start due to injury and on Grand Final day we replaced him after 
25 mins as Steve looked gone but as he has done so many times he comes back on and plays on pure guts 
and courage scoring the goal to put us ahead 2-1....no one deserved the grand final win more than 
Campo..top bloke just like his old man who we all met on grand final day. 
 
Mario Trifiro 
Former Pendo junior returning after last playing in 2006,set the mark high early with a couple of candidates 
for goal of the year with a couple of crackers in round 2 v Guildford and round 8 v Holroyd Rangers...after 
round 8 his form went like a good skier...all DOWNHILL. 
 
Gregory Allen Cook 
Cookie our goalkeeper the best keeper in the comp and proved a very settling influence on the team with 
his calm easy going on field nature...never caught up in any niggle or verbal diarrhea with opposing play-
ers...Cookie is a real character but when it's game time he is deadly serious and gives a lot of confidence to 
the whole team but especially the defenders with his goalkeeping. 
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David Freedman 
David again provide quality crosses and service from his right midfield role, and as usual each year put a 
free kick over the wall into the top corner verse Winston Hills in round 9.... forgot to bring Coke Zero to 
games in rounds 6-8-13-17 and 18....has been given a final warning. 
 
Steve Turk, 
Tough defender who registered then bought a PUB and only started playing in around round 6....hard as 
nails on the field...missed the semi through injury and then made the decision on the Wednesday before 
the grand final that he was out of the grand final...a lot of players may have rolled the dice and tried to play 
in the grand final but Steve put the team first...says it all about the character of Steve. 
 
John Giacca, 
Used to be our keeper but in recent years been playing on the field as a striker target man...did the job well 
this year except for one thing...he never hit the target...nudie run at Bernie Mullane on October 4 for those 
interested...Johnny always gives 100% and was fresh as a daisy on grand final day.....wonder what the rea-
son for that was?? 
 
Emmanuel "Mouse" Raviolos and Anthony Raviolos 
 
The Raviolos brothers returned after a year off in 2013...had very similar years started the year very well 
then both got injured in the second round but made there comebacks in the semi verse Rouse Hill…        
Anthony had not played for 6 weeks and Mouse for a similar period but despite the lack of match fitness 
they slotted back in as if they had never missed any games at all and had great games in the GF win over 
Guildford County...they also provided us with our number one supporter this year being there father who 
rocked up to support the team...hope Mr Raviolos enjoyed the year the team certainly appreciated his sup-
port....ok who is the better looking more talented player....ANTHONY ....Everyone knows that the older 
brothers are always better looking and more talented...look at the Checchia brothers for further evidence. 
 
Marco Checchia 
The comedian of the team...had himself in stitches on grand final 
day, great to win the grand final with a top bunch of 
blokes...certainly a day I will never forget it was bloody emo-
tional for me....on a serious note can I say. 
 
 
On behalf of the 35/6 Blacks thanks to everyone who makes Pen-
dle Hill FC the best club in Granville..From the President Paul to 
the committee volunteers coaches managers parents players 
supporters...it was a great 2014 hope to see you all back in 2015. 
 
 
 

Minor Premiers and Grand 
 

Champions 
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Over 45 Division 1 
 

4th in the Competition 2014 
 

Coach: Bryan Gilkes                   Player/Manager:  Richard Baker 
   

 
 

 

 

 

 

     P W D L GF GA   PTS    

    18  7 2 9  31  31   23 
 
   
 

PLAYERS:  
 

 Richard Baker Greg Fuller Bryan Gilkes 
 Bill Gurney Huseyin Guzel Richard Halliwell 
 Steve Henry Martin Hobbs Jeff Knapp 
 John Larkin Anthony Lee Paul Lovarini 
 Roger McNaughton Wayne Parker John Simmons 
 Michael Stokes Grant Sutcliffe Andy Tracey 
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Richard Baker (The Marquee): Second year back on the park from his playing retirement and occasional 
tournament and charity game.  The Football Coordinator of the Mighty 45’s, the brains of the team and 
player extraordinaire.  Scored many goals and assists at training where his magic was clear for all to see.  
Just a pity this doesn’t happen in a real game where all he did was make a nuisance of himself!  Perhaps his 
best effort was against Kellyville Black in the Round 9 game when the twin champions up front (Turn and 
the Marquee) were weaving their magic and with the help of the mid field generals of Taxi and the Maes-
tro were giving their keeper a work out.  The crowd was going wild every time Turn or the Marquee 
touched the ball.  Also against Greystanes in Round 2 Turn was given some great balls via some deft 
touches from the Marquee.  Refereed a few of our home matches as we often never got a black and white; 
got called a cheat in Round 17 against Greystanes for giving a penalty to Empty who did an Olympic diving 
display when he got a little nudge.  Alas the Marquee is a former legend, the mastermind of tactics, has 
literary excellence to spare as the team report writer and is a superb clerical assistant to the team.  Did his 
best to fill out the paperwork, organise team selections, bring on the magic water when his one of his 
charges was injured and handle the interchanges when needed.  In his declining years he can referee much 
better than he can coach and play.  He had to referee several games due to the lack of official referees at 
our games this year.  He thanks you all for allowing him to take the park from time to time and all your en-
couragement at training when something he does actually comes off.  He still enjoys putting back into the 
game what it has given him for nearly  61 years of participation as a player, coach, manager, referee and 
referee’s assessor at both grass roots and State League levels.  Guys who else could better look after you so 
well and turn up for every training session than this useless old ex-player?  Thanks for some great memo-
ries over many years.  Apologies for the long literary piece on the Marquee but as the winner of “Best Hair” 
award last year he deserves his say. 
 
Greg Fuller (Empty):  This is his second year with the team and he has improved from last year 
with careful training and mentoring from the Marquee.   Man of the Match awards in Round 6 and Round 
17 and winner of the “Gold Boot” Award with the most goals in the season – a total of 8 goals scored by 
the pocket dynamo.  4 goals were scored in Round 18 against Kellyville White was a top effort from our 
very own team gnome.   Empty constantly yelled at the referee, when we got one, when he got a nudge, 
fell over or lost the ball but it always fell on deaf ears.   Who can forget his joust with the Greystone’s 
keeper in Round 17?  They certainly were not the best of friends on the day.  His low centre of gravity 
made it difficult for the opposition to see him at times and he often confused then and his team mates be-
cause he popped up everywhere making a nuisance of himself.  Empty continues to fit in well with the 
team and still has many a friendly joust with the Marquee at both training and on the park.  .  
 
Bryan Gilkes (The Mullet):   A special goal keeper who kept a clean sheet on two occasions this 
year Round 5 and Round 7).  He shared the duties this year with new team member Anthony Lee and only 
let in 15 goals this year but this is due mainly to better opposition that has stepped up this season and 
some poor defending.  As always he made some excellent saves keeping us in the game on more than one 
occasion.  He was man of the man on one occasion – in Round 1 against Castle Hill.  Gets annoyed with 
himself when he lets in goals but usually they are never his fault.   He is very quiet off the field but once he 
is on the field he is a different person and his aggression often shows when discussing refereeing decisions 
or team mate’s passes to the opposition.  Keep up those fantastic saves and many thanks for your help 
with organising the shirts to be cleaned and folded each week.  Bryan also did well on the field for the last 
half of the season and his extra pace and tenacity served us well.  Top performances all year mate. 
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Bill Gurney (Carbon):  Carbon arrived late to a few games this year because of coaching commit-
ments for North Rocks and missed training most weeks because he was also coaching a Ladies team.  Perry 
has yet to collect the fines from him for missing important official team events.  An integral part of the 
backline of the Mighty 45’s Bill is another hard working player who always plays the game hard giving the 
opposition no time to do anything.  They get the ball and Bill is right behind them not allowing them space 
or room to turn.  Has a great long throw and often has trouble in seeing the ball, his team mates and the 
opposition as his safety glasses sometimes get steamed up but he still managed to point himself in the 
right direction on most occasions.  A hard as nails player Bill suffered continuing annoying shoulder, back 
and other injuries this year.   Took a trip to the snow with the Maestro and still hasn’t paid his fines to 
Perry.  
 
Huseyin Gazel (King):   His second year with the team and a valuable asset he has turned out to 
be. The King has scored three quality goals this year; all in one match against Kellyville White in Round 3.  
He seems to rise to the occasion when he is playing against his old club.   Naturally he was man of the 
match in Round 3 and well derived it was too.  He has been known to do all the hard work of beating sev-
eral players and then passing to the opposition however, he makes up for this with some great crosses.   
Sometimes has trouble of getting back when he goes on a run but King has become a good addition for us 
and he continues to fit in well with his term mate’s style of play.  Thanks Huseyin for your efforts this year 
and we hope to see you back next year. 
 
Richard Halliwell (The Doc): Our resident Doctor who is noted for his enthusiasm and being an impor-
tant team player.  He is a very fit player and has stamina to burn.  Made some good runs during the season 
and put in some good crosses whenneeded.  Always friendly and helpful in supporting his team mates the 
Doc has been called upon a couple of times this year to administer his medical knowledge to injured play-
ers.  He is an important team player who is a super sub who replaces tired legs during the game.  The Doc 
had a few absenteeism days when he went missing in action supposedly on conference duty but there 
were also some romantic days off too.  Owes Perry some fine money for missing games and not turning up 
to other official functions and I am sure Perry will be contacting him for a payment shortly.  He is now back 
in training and hopefully will be fully fit to join us on the annual pilgrimage to Taree.    If not I will see you 
next year where I am sure the same fire and vigour will be there. 
 
Steve Henry (The Kaiser):  Answered our cry for help when we were short of player with inju-
ries and overseas trips and came back to his rightful place with the Mighty 45’s.  Solid as a rock in the stop-
per position, Steve was a power of strength at the back and often came forward with great skill and he slot-
ted right in as if he had never been away.  Steve scored a great goal against Kellyville White in Round 13 
much to the joy of the Hobo who yelled out with delight.     A gentleman off the park with defensive 
strength and a never give up attitude.  It is a pleasure to witness him in full flight when he goes on one of 
his runs leaving players in his wake and inevitably scoring from them.   The Kaiser is back! 
 
Martin Hobbs (Molly):  An important part of the Mighty 45’s backline Marty played in several posi-
tions this year but excelled in the full back position when Perry or Carbon was away.  Marty often thinks he 
is a striker, especially at training where he has managed to score a few.  However, we know it is not his 
forte although he did score a great lob of the opposition keeper in Round 5 against Baulkham Hills.  Some 
say it was nearly as good as Perry’s of a season before against the same team others say it was a fluke as it 
was an intended pass but we know it as the Molly chip.   
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Unfortunately he undid his good work the week after scoring an own goal in Round 6 against Castle Hill.  
Cancelling out ones effort from the week before should be a fine and Molly didn’t get anywhere close to 
scoring for the rest of the season.  Played with a combination of miss kicks and well placed balls Marty can 
always be counted on to entertain both his team mates and opposition.  The beauty of Marty’s play is he 
often doesn’t know what is going to happen so this really confuses the opposition and makes it hard for the 
opposition to get the ball off him.  Has had a few air swings and some say that he is entering Australia’s Got 
Talent next year but we know him as a legend who things he is a striker.  Did some damage to his ribs this 
year towards the end of the season.  Best known for his organisational skills in arranging trips for the team 
to the Hunter Valley and arranging for a great end of year do at his place where the team awards are pre-
sented at the Bridge to Bridge race.  Molly is an important part of the Mighty 45’s and I am sure he will 
continue to be a legend in his own mind. 
 
 Jeff Knapp (The Hobo):  Appropriately nicknamed as he was rarely seen at games arriving with any 
shoes and shocks on or with the Team Bag; he even brought a shopping bag on one occasion.  Once again 
he was up there in the fines status and received many this year, some not recorded; in fact I think the fine 
master was kind on him.  Jeff was always enthusiastic and fast on the wings where he played his best foot-
ball this season.  Still needs to watch his positional play at times and has scored one goal this year in Round 
3 against Kellyville White.  Jeff has energy and enthusiasm to burn and has had a couple of moments where 
he confuses the opposition.  He is always in the Football Coordinator’s ear about how the team should be 
structure; who should be where and who should be substituted.   He was over the moon when the Kaiser 
returned this year and did a little dance and yell when he scored in Round 13.  Well done Jeff and thanks 
for your very good efforts this year. 
 
John Larkin (Sparkles):  Returned to us this year for another go and we are really glad he did.  A 
magician on the field who can turn a game in the blink of an eye and often did this season.  Had some ma-
jor problems with his knee this year that kept him out for a few weeks but he returned to play with a new 
determination, especially towards the end of the season in the closing rounds and did a great job in the 
finals even though he was in pain.  HE held up the ball well and distributed it to his team mates running 
through.  He was the man of the match in Round 16 against Castle Hill.  John scored 2 goals this season; 
one in Round 16 against Castle Hill and a well taken penalty in the final against Castle Hill.  A very skillful 
player John dropped back to the midfield in several games and played blinders.  He provided some top 
balls to his team mates; unfortunately they didn’t always do the right things with them.  His individual bril-
liance is pretty to watch as he mesmerised opposition markers many times.  A very nice guy who always 
encourages everyone in the team, even the oldest and slowest player in the team (his manager The Mar-
quee).  Thanks mate much appreciated.  The old knees did last the season, with suitable medication, just. 
Some say Blacktown City are prepared to pay big money for him to return there next year but we know 
that he won’t go as no money in the world would replace the players he played with this year, the team 
spirit and the joy of scoring two important goals this season.  Thank you John and it’s a pleasure having 
your support and to call you a mate. 
 
Anthony Lee (TBA):  Came to our aid in our time of need when we had injuries and players 
away overseas or on other duties.  Played on the field for one match and then took over as keeper with 
distinction.   
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He kept us in the came in our catch up Round 10 game against Baulkham Hills.  Kept 2 clean sheets and let 
in 23 goals; unfortunately 7 of those were in the final against Castle Hill.  Not bad against formidable oppo-
sition.  Anthony is a quiet achiever who goes about his business in a workmanlike manner.  A nice guy and 
a gentleman who has fitted in well and produced some match winning saves.  His nickname has yet to be 
decided but ones like “The Cat” or “The Panther” seem to fit his exploits as a keeper and were nicknames 
of some of the more famous keepers around in the past.  Welcome to the Mighty 45’s Anthony and we 
hope to see you back next year. 
 
Paul Lovarini (The Maestro): The Maestro rarely has a bad game and has won one man of the match 
award this season and was close on many others.  Paul is an exceptional skillful midfielder who can always 
be relied on to have a good game and never lets the team down.  Paul has only scored two goals this sea-
son but he has set up many more for his team mates.  Paul often displays his individual brilliance and has 
not only his team mates but the opposition in awe at his magical skills.   His nickname is very apt because 
he is the Maestro, directing the play and players like a conductor in an orchestra.  Along with Roger in the 
middle they are generals of the team who set up many plays in every game.  Paul can always be relied on 
to perform well and support the team.  An all-round nice guy but do the dirty on him on the field and just 
watch the agro set in and the retaliation come back!  Had several run in with Irish Bobby from Castle Hill 
and came out the victor.  The Maestro coped more than his share of unnecessary punishment in some 
games but he took it all and dusted himself off and marched on.  Well done Paul, it has been a tremendous 
pleasure to witness your skills and goals this season. 
 
Roger McNaughton (Toey): Still known for his skills at toeing the ball and shooting high and wide.  
Roger scored only one goal this year but what a goal it was a fantastic header to get an equaliser against 
Greystanes in our Round 2 Catch up game.    He was the man of the match on more than one occasion this 
year.  He is the other mid-field general of the team.  When Toey is on the park he controls the mid-field 
with distinction.  He still continued to confuse the opposition with his tricky runs and swerves.   Roger has 
earned another distinction this year – making a save and doing his Achilles when acting as keeper in Round 
11 against Castle Hill.  A painful experience and hopefully he will be right for next year - perhaps a new title 
this year for Toey – “Master of the Achilles Save”?  The Marquee was going to enter it for the Guinness 
Book of Records.  Roger, as usual, had to miss a few games due to work commitments but he did some de-
termined work whenever he played; he had the knack of setting up other players.  Always the quiet 
achiever in the team, who reads the game well, Roger goes about his work rate in a businesslike manner 
and always gives 110%.  Has been known to pass into space where nobody is but it is always a pleasure to 
watch his skills from the sideline or on the pitch.  Once again a great effort Roger, you always give your 
best.  When Roger is controlling the mid-field the team always goes well.   
 
Wayne Parker (Taxi):  We have tried for years to get Wayne to play with us again and finally it 
was a done deal.  Some delicate transfer negotiations were carried out by the Marquee and the team man-
agement to secure his services. Wayne is a player of vision and the skill to put the ball where he wants and 
more time than not at the feet of his team-mates.  Wayne is mid-field player of distinction who fitted in 
well into the mid-field with Toey and the Maestro and was the most influential player in our team this year.  
Taxi is a fantastic communicator who always encourages and lifts his team-mates.  I especially appreciated 
his encouragement of this old fart when he actually did something reasonably good.  Wayne scored five 
magical goals this season and was “Man of the Match” on four occasions and runner up more times than I 
can remember.  He easily won the best and fairest award this season.  Watching him work with Toey, the 
Maestro and Sparkles was poetry in motion.  What a tremendous effort this year Wayne and welcome back 
to your spiritual home of Pendle Hill with the Mighty 45’s. 
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John Simmons (Perry):  Vice Captain of the mighty 45's once again and is the best communicator in 
the team always shouting instructions and encouragement to his team mates.  Perry has played with dis-
tinction this year and as always has been solid in his defensive duties.  Perry was a little more lenient with 
his fine collating duties this year probably because he made more money on his Vegas trip this year.  John 
celebrates 42 years with Pendle Hill FC this year and we go back a long way at the club (some 26 years).  He 
scored only one this year from the penalty spot in Round 17 against Greystanes.  Once again no goals 
scored with his head due to the fact his hair got in his eyes.  Perry wasn't heard often this season with his 
famous quote "Did I tell you about the goal I scored".  A little more subdued this year but watch out if he 
starts repeated that quote and walk the other way quickly otherwise you will be detained for hours.  An 
important part of the 45’s John took over as sweeper when Grant went walkabout in America and Canada 
earlier in the season and performed so well Grant had to play his way back into the team on his return.  
Perry’s legal services for getting players Red Cards over turned were not needed this year.  With Winston 
Hills back in Division 1 next year they well may be put to the test.  He was really fired up this year and it 
showed with his efforts in every game.  Thanks John for another top effort this year. 
 
Michael Stokes (Spider):  Still the undisputed "Spiderman"; the arms and legs continued to 
flow in several directions at once which always confused the opposition and usually his team mates as well.  
Nevertheless, Spiderman continued with some excellent work in the mid-field and making much needed 
defensive tackles.  Due to his 110% effort in every game the bench had trouble keeping up his water intake.  
One of the gentlemen of the team who fits into any position we put him (probably because he is so flexi-
ble).   He did not score this year but it wasn’t for the lack of trying.  Spider did a good job deputizing for the 
Governor whilst he was overseas with the most important job in the team - esky carrier, provider, mentor 
and medicinal liquid practitioner.  Still creating work for the Parramatta council workers in having to fill in 
holes he creates in the field after every game. 
 
Grant Sutcliffe (Governor): Grant is the Captain of the Mighty 45’s who won the toss more times than 
he lost this season.  Grant went missing for part of the year on an overseas trip to the USA and Canada 
when he decided that this was more important than his leadership duties.  Well his orders had come from 
a higher source (Deb) so he was excused in this case and not fined for missing an official function.  This like-
able sweeper had very solid workmanlike performances all season and on most occasions his defensive 
skills were exemplary.  He did pass to the opposition more than once but who can forget his goal line clear-
ances throughout the year.  Gets cranky with his team mates (especially me) on the field for not doing their 
job and then promptly stuffs up himself.  The likeable No. 4, I am sure, will be back fitter and stronger next 
year exerting his leadership skills on the Mighty 45’s.  Hopefully he will play the full season this year.  The 
Governor was handed back the entrusted custodian of the esky with its magic beverages contained therein 
(providing he puts enough in) and he did his usual fine job in this area, although, his able Lieutenant, Spi-
der, deputised well whilst he was overseas.    Grant is a good mate who puts up with me so he must be ok.  
I respect him both as a person and a player and he is another Mighty 45 who I have known for many years. 
 
Andy Tracey (Turn):  There can be only one Celtic Highlander, one who can walk 500 Miles in 
spite of swollen leg injuries for the latter part of the season.  He still can hold the ball up better than most 
and lay it off, with his trusty left foot to a player running through whenever he wants too.  Andy is a top 
guy and seasoned performer who just goes from goes from strength to strength in spite of his age.  Andy is 
known for his magic cry of “Turn” when his team mates have the ball.   Andy can play anywhere but is best 
up front laying the ball off to his striking partners in crime.  He always encourages and advises his team-
mates in the finer points of the game.   
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They say that everything mature with age and Andy certainly does.  With several seasons and Toohey’s Old 
(no preservatives) under his belt this likeable Scot continues to defy his age.   Andy scored three goals this 
year all in the last game of the season against Kellyville White – one with the left foot, one with the right 
foot and one with the head.  As you can see he is an all-round footballer still capable of turning the game in 
a flash.   Andy reads the game well and still has the knack of getting clipped in the penalty area and then 
taking several minutes to fall over crying “Penalty Ref”.   Andy enjoys his football and always encourages 
others especially old farts like me.  The second oldest playing player in the team, next to the Marquee, and 
what a combination they make together as part of the oldest strike force (130 years between them) at Pen-
dle Hill FC.  It was a pleasure playing up front with Turn, the greatest player Dunfermline Athletic F.C. has 
produced.  Andy you will always be able to walk 500 miles, sing The Rhythm of My Heart, and tell true sto-
ries. 
 
 
TEAM REPORT: 
 
The competition was a little more even this year with any team able to beat any other on their day with 
the exception of perhaps the bottom team.   The Minor Premiers, were as expected, Castle Hill United 
who won it easily.  Not a great season for us at all as but it wasn’t a bad season overall with us making 
the finals in 4th spot.  The addition of Wayne (Taxi) Parker was the difference for us this year.  His skills 
and vision gave us that extra something that perhaps was missing in the last couple of years.  The addi-
tion of Anthony Lee gave as the option of another keeper and allowed Bryan (The Mullet) Gilkes back on 
the field to cause some damage.  The return of John (Sparkles) Larkin, Steve (The Kaiser) Henry made a 
difference too and gave us depth.   

 

This team is a pleasure to watch when they put it all together.   When they play simple soccer and keep 
their shape they are champions and only had a couple of bad games all season.  The luck deserted us in a 
couple of games but the statistics speak for themselves in a big way this year us.  This bunch of legends 
in their own minds will always do well as long as they want to play together.  The nucleus of the team 
has been together for many years and that is why they are such a great team; they understand each 
other and what each is going to do.  Everybody has a job and they know how to do it when called upon.  
When you remain focused you are unbeatable in the competition.   

 

I am proud of their performances and efforts on the field.  It has been a pleasure and an honour to be 
associated with a great team.  I thank them for allowing me to be a very small part of their efforts.   I re-
spect all of them for their skills, encouragement and friendship throughout the year.  They understand 
how each play, their faults, skills, mate ship and that everybody has a job to do and knows how to do it 
when called upon (whether it gets executed is another story - true story)!  When you remain focused you 
are unbeatable in the competition.  Our Taree trip is next and I am sure you are all waiting for the Mar-
quee to emulate his winning goal of 2011.  Enjoy the off season and keep up those fitness levels. 
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Welcome back Kaiser 

 
Welcome back Sparkles 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Our real marquee player - Taxi 
 
 
Proof of John Simmons service to the Club 
(can you find him in the photo??) 
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Over 45 Division 1 (cont) 

Simmo doing what he Toey taking one for the  Golden Boot - Empty The Governor 
does best 42 years on. team. thinking 
 

      The replacement Governor  
 
 
 
 

 Turn in action 
 
     Molly concentrating. 

 
 
 
 
Cheers,  
Football Coordinator 45/1’s 
 
The Marquee 
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Super League  
 
2014 was the first year of putting this Super League squad together, so this season was always about laying 
the groundwork for Pendle Hill to have a competitive squad for years to come, and on that front it was cer-
tainly a success. A mixture of players came together this year including the majority of last year’s 18’s from 
Pendle Hill, some former Pendle Hill seniors, as well as numerous players who have had previous associa-
tions with Steven Collins. A host of other faces, some playing for the first time and others kicking the ball 
for the first time in a few years, made up the squad. 
 
A very talented Reserve grade finished just short of the finals spot with only 1 point keeping them away 
from 4th spot on the ladder. The side was made up predominantly of the younger boys as well as a few 
older heads, and they did themselves and the club proud with their performances during the season. 
 
Despite finishing bottom of the table, first grade had a pleasing end to the season, and after adjusting to 
the pace of the game at Super League level, the side was very competitive and showed great character and 
determination to finish the season strongly. 
 
Having the youngest squad in the league, it was very pleasing to see the improvement of all the players 
throughout the season, and with many players having to back up and play both games, it was certainly a 
big effort.  The highlight of the year was definitely the way all the boys and coaching staff came together 
and bonded as a squad, especially during the testing times that can arise for a team coming together in its 
first year. Win lose or draw, the spirit was always high amongst the squad and everyone enjoyed each 
other’s company on and off the field. 
 
Special mention to Coach Danny Browne for his extraordinary effort throughout the year to keep every-
thing running as smoothly as possible and always putting his players first, Crawley for helping to run the 
sessions whenever needed, and Vic Merhi for always putting his hand up to help out on and off the field. 
 
A big thank you to all the parents/family/supporters who came to watch on game day, it definitely made a 
big difference to the players seeing friendly and familiar faces before walking out on the pitch.  For all in-
volved I hope you enjoyed yourselves, see you all next year for what promises to be a big 2015! 
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Under 9 Girls 

 
A successful year, that had its ups and downs. Even though its non-competitive, sometimes it felt like we 
were playing for the world cup.  Everybody put in 100% effort every game and training.  It was a great feel-
ing to have majority of the team return from last year and was also great to gain a few new faces to the 
team, to bring a new dynamic. 
 
Our Team… 
 
The goalkeeping was shared around – being the majority of the girls least favourite position, it was some-
times a struggle to get someone to go in, except for Mia, Chloe and Cosette, who would always go in if 
needed, when no one else wanted to have a go at goals… 
 
Mia – A gun in defence and attack.  Always hanging around the front when goals were on offer.  Started 
passing to her team mates towards the end of the season, getting a real understanding of the game.  Also 
saved a number of goals when goalkeeping – a natural at goalkeeping, when you get her at the nets. 
Abbey – A confident and smart player who always put in 100% at training and game day.  Abbey could pot 
goals from anywhere and scored numerous in the season.  But, would also retreat and defend with confi-
dence. 
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Under 9 Girls (cont) 
 
Audrey – Well, where do I start…a shy young girl, who turned into a talented fast and exciting player to 
watch.  Audrey was a great defender, but could turn defence into attack in a click of a finger, her ball skills 
improved over the season.  Scored a number of goals, and with a bit of accuracy would of scored a lot 
more. 
 
Chloe – Whether or not, on or off the field, Chloe always had some support to yell to the girls, always put in 
100% and loved playing goalie. 
 
Cosette – Cheeky, smiling, always willing to try and get involved in training.  Each game day, Cosette grew 
more and more confident, and even though out skilled by her opposition, always gave chase and tried her 
best.  Watching her grow as a player, she has come a long way. 
 
Gemma – A very impressive fullback, who has great understanding of the game.  Always good for a laugh at 
training or game day. Gemma this year took on being a forward – taking her out of her comfort zone – and 
succeeded scoring numerous goals, and filling the role of striker very well. 
 
Kristina – A great forward who always put in 100% at training and game day.  Kristina’s ball skills improved 
week by week, and her talents were exposed as the season progressed, making her a very valuable player 
to the team. 
 
Olivia M (Goldie) – Another of our rocks in defence, Olivia was one of our 3 pillars in defence, as she was 
always difficult to get around…with not many opposition players standing over her.  Olivia has a great boot 
on her and was instrumental in quickly turning defence into attack.  If she can develop knowing when to 
kick or when to run, she will be a class footballer. 
 
Olivia K (Brownie) – Played and trained with a smile on her face.  Being new to the team, and not starting 
with the team until May due to overseas holiday struggled settling in early.  But, as the season progressed 
Olivia’s skills quickly developed and she soon became aware of the style of how the team played.  Olivia’s 
skilled and confidence improved, this evident as the season drew to an end. 
 
Piper – Another girl who, when she believes in herself, can show that she has all the skills required and is a 
quality footballer.  Piper played most of the time in the fullbacks and she has the ability to pass the ball to 
another player in a better position with great accuracy or takes the ball herself, creating many goal scoring 
opportunities.  Piper also scored some nice goals throughout the season. 
 
Stephanie – A princess in the making, but when it came down to business, Stephanie was always there put-
ting in 100%.  Could slot into any position she was put into, and unfortunate that on occasion unable to 
find the back of the net. Unable to get to training, you could see this with development of her ball skills, 
but in saying this Stephanie showed much enthusiasm towards the team and game day. 
 
To all the parents who assisted in bringing the girls to training and game day - great effort and without your 
commitment we wouldn’t have had a team. 
  
To all the parents who helped with our rostered duties - ground setup, BBQ and canteen – great effort and 
thankyou, couldn’t have done it without you. 
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Under 9 Girls (cont) 
 
 
Thank you to Clayton for being roped in to referee quite a few games over the season.  Congratulations, to 
all the girls who played in the Ermington Gala Day, a great day of competition. 
 
A special thanks to Nicole, my manager, without you, I wouldn’t have been able to focus on the team.  You 
organised all the communications between the parents and paper work – greatly appreciated. 
 
Well, that wraps it up for another year, for all those involved in the U9 Girls, I hope you enjoyed your sea-
son, as I did and hope to see you around next year. 
 
Coach – Anthony Thomas 
 

 

 
Pendle Hill Annual General Meeting 

 
3rd November 2014 

 
Toongabbie Bowling and Sports Club 

 
All welcome to attend…. 
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Under 10 Girls  

 
What a great year the team had. All the girl gave 100% and tried their best, having said this every game 
was played in the right spirit, regardless of the score or how the opposition played. We had a slow start to 
the season having a few girls never really playing before, but as the season went on all their skills im-
proved.  
 
The team developed as the season went on with each player developing as all round footballers. They im-
proved their ball skills, where they wanted to play and showed some great teamwork. The goal keeper po-
sition was shared around with each girl having their turns in goals.  
 
There were times that the girls didn’t want to be in goals as the jersey didn’t match their shoes. (what can I 
say?) There were times where we had a few girls put their hands up and offer to be keeper but other times 
they would rather be out on the field playing the game with the others. 
 
As a whole the girls played as a team, not as individuals on the field. They played some delightful games of 
football which was a pleasure to watch.  
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Under 10 Girls (cont) 
 
Our Team: 
 
Amelia – talented and free spirit little player. One of the first ones to put their hands up to be in goals. 

Works great as a team player and loves to play around with the rest of the team. I hope you have enjoyed 

your season and looking forward to seeing you again next season. 

Brooke - always a fun and bubbly girl who loves to play. Brooke has improved throughout the season and 
has made some great friends along the way. Always wanting to be out there on the field and gives it 110% 
on what she does. A great season see you next season. 
 
Chloe – can play anywhere on the field. Chloe has improved very much throughout the season and very 
confident enough to score goals. Fun and bubbly person always wanting to be in the game. Great season 
Chloe looking forward to next season. 
 
Elizabeth – another great player with beautiful manners. Elizabeth improved greatly throughout the year, 
she was always there when the ball was around, having scored some great goals this season. Hoping to see 
you again next season Lizzy. 
 
Eva – a power rocket on the field. A fierce competitor on and off the field. Loves to joke around with the 
other girls. She too has scored some great goals. She has developed more skills and has learned new roles 
and more position. See you next season. 
 
Katelyn – our silent player. Having never played before Katelyn improved throughout the season. Katelyn 
played great at the back and saved some goals. As the season went on Katelyn opened up more and en-
joyed her time with all the girls. 
 
Layal – another player having not played before, but she showed some great talent on the field. Started off 
as another silent player but as the season went on she opened up more and enjoyed herself. 
 
Lilly-Marie – one of our backs with a great kick. Lilly was a force in the backs. Another fun and bubbly per-
son that enjoys her time on and off the field. 
 
Sophia – one of our little pocket rockets. An all round great player. Started off with a good a season but we 
sadly missed her due to breaking her hand. But was glad to see that when possible she was there to cheer 
the girls on. See you next season Sophia. 
 
Tallara – an all round great player. Once she has the ball there is no stoping her. She too has also scored 
some great goals. Loves to joke around but has always got her mind on the game. Until next season, see 
you then. 
 
Tasmyn – our voice of the team. Always there to fire everyone up. A tough and fierce competitor, that 

showed some great skills. Tas maybe be loud but she shows some great team work on and off the field. 

And it’s always a laugh when Tas is around. See you next season Tas. 
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Zoe – last but not least we have our other little pocket rocket. At the start of the season Zoe was a bit hesi-
tant with the ball, but as the season progress so did she. For such a small person she too has a voice. It was 
great seeing her out on the field taking on girls twice her size. Great season Zoe and see you next season. 
 

Having our first training the girls were a bit lost as half the team didn’t know each other, but as the season 
went on and their skills improved so did all their personality. There were some big personality out there on 
and off the field. There were times during training when the girls didn’t want to do or that but we had two 
amazing coaches there to guide all the girls. It has been a pleasure to watch and learn throughout the sea-
son with the girls. A big THANK YOU to Jason and Kylie. Who without them we would all be lost. Both 
coaches were patient with all the girls. ( better them then me, as I too have a big personality). As a big 
thank you to all the parents for been there during game day and cheering the girls on. It has been a pleas-
ure to know each and everyone of you. Also a big thank you to all the girls who without them we wouldn’t 
be out there watching them all play. Hoping to see you all again next season. Until then!!!! 
Madel 
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Under 12 Girls Division 1 

 
2014 started with a group of girls who came together with a range of experience gained over the past cou-
ple of years. We had a couple who had played one year on the full field in the 12s, another handful who 
had played half field in the 10s, and a few more who were having their first run at soccer. The most impor-
tant thing, from day one they played as a team and had fun. Playing against far bigger and more experi-
enced teams, the girls gave as good as they got. Although they finished the season with only a handful of 
wins, the girls competed in every game and certainly gave all of the other teams hard competitive games. 
 
 The girls showed spirit and commitment and plenty for the parents to cheer about. 
 
Zoe – our Captain. Whether playing at left back, keeper or in the midfield, Zoe had an impact in every 
game. A real inspiration to the other girls, Zoe played every game hard and fair and walked off knowing she 
had given her all at fulltime. Her massive clearances were a feature of most games, helping turn the oppo-
sition around and putting Pendo on the attack. 
 
Alysha – Though initially starting the season in goals, Alysha turned into a rock solid sweeper who saved 
potential goals in most games. With great speed, Alysha was able to position herself brilliantly to intercept 
raid after raid. When in goals, Alysha’s hands were extremely dependable, as she pulled off many saves 
much more experienced keepers would be proud of. 
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Under 12 Division 1 (cont) 
 
Daniella – Dani was a rock in the centre of defence, standing up and making tackles whenever our midfield 

was beaten. Some of her one on ones against much larger girls were outstanding, and Dani always came 

out on top. In attack, Dani loved to push forward and her clearances from the back continually put our 

strikers on the front foot. 

Ashu – The quiet achiever, Ashu played every game with a big smile that was very deceiving. Ashu never 
pulled back from a challenge and whether on the wing or in the backs, she could be relied upon to go in 
hard for every ball. I think Ashu really found a home at right back, because she loved being able to chase 
down strikers that broke free. 
 
Eleora – For a girl playing her first year of soccer, Eleora proved to be a real handful for the opposition on 
the field. The first to turn up to training, Aleora would put into place everything we practised on game day. 
I was impressed every week with her ability to win the ball from midfielders when under pressure at the 
back. Eleora improved every game she played. 
 
Monique – For the first few games I didn’t know where to play Monique, but she soon discovered herself 
as a dogged defender. Even when playing in the mids, Monique would fall into a sweeping role to cover in 
defence and did so brilliantly. By the end of the season, Monique was performing so consistently she could 
have played anywhere on the park. 
 
Emma – after starting the season a little tentatively, Emma soon found her position at right back. She has 
the ability to push attackers wide, often winning the ball before it could be crossed. Usually marking a 
much taller opponent, Emma never gave an inch and was so consistent at the back, a lot of her work went 
unnoticed , but not by me. 
 
Elli – starting most games at centre midfield, Elli is one of the toughest kids I have coached. She has very 
good ball skills, but it is her willingness to challenge hard that won us a lot of ball. Elli set up a lot of our 
attack and always gave quality ball to our strikers. She was always ready to fall back and help with the de-
fensive duties which she did exceptionally well. 
 
Hayley – Hayley scored in our very first game which gave the girls a lot of confidence. Playing most games 
up front, Hayley has the ability to beat the first defender most times and showed in the Winston Hills game 
a turn of pace I didn’t realise she had.  When in the mids, Hayley always gave 100% and was a constant 
handful for the opposition. 
 
Jessica J – Though quiet at training and on the field, Jess would always give it her all and let her play speak 
for itself. Playing mostly on the wing, she was rarely beaten in defence and would chase every ball in at-
tack. Growing in confidence with each game, Jess really stood up against the larger girls and really seemed 
to enjoy marking close which intimidated the opponents. 
 
Louise – Though probably not her favourite position, Louise is a great keeper and saved a lot of hard shots 
this year. When playing in the field, Louise has a deadly right foot and used it to keep the ball in the opposi-
tion half. While she played every game with a big smile, Louise is very competitive and it is this competi-
tiveness that showed through in her defence. 
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Under 12 Division 1 (cont) 
 
Anya – playing her first year of soccer, Anya soon learned how to tackle and go in hard for challenges. 
Never afraid of physical contact, Anya turned into a fine defensive midfielder by the middle of the season. 
Unfortunately we lost Anya for the back half of the season, but hopefully she has now got a taste for soccer 
and will return next year. 
 
Kyara – whether at fullback, midfield or in goals Kyara turned into one of our most consistent players all 
year.  Her ability to pass wide and follow up in attack was only matched by the desire she showed in de-
fence. Kyara gave it everything in every game and became a real leader to the other girls as she would re-
fuse to give up regardless of the score. 
 
Abbey – After playing across most positions early in the year, Abbey found a home at striker. With a nice 
turn of pace and good footwork, Abbey was a handful for most fullbacks. When the opposition had the 
ball, Abbey had the speed to chase and would always try hard in defence. When in the mids, Abbey was 
always a handful when playing with the ball. 
 
Jessica U – Jess would try so hard on the field, on two occasions she was physically sick. A natural striker, 
Jess would chase all day and combined really well with whoever was partnering her.  Often being marked 
by two opponents, Jess was tough enough to win balls at the front even when being jostled. Jess’ speed is 
her greatest asset along with her never say die attitude on the field. 
 
It was a pleasure to coach these 15 young ladies who are all a credit to themselves. It is a pity they won’t all 
be together next year,  but I hope they all enjoyed this season and wish them all the best for next year . 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls Black 

This year our girls made it to within one game of the Grand Final before going out 4-2 in the Final. It was an 
unfortunate end to what was a very enjoyable season but as always our girls did themselves proud. 
 
At the start of the year we were able to keep 9 players together from last year and they were joined by five 
new players – Hayley (returning to play after 3 years off), Angelina, Tayla, Katherine and Guler. Whilst this 
meant we had a reasonably settled squad we were once again the youngest team in the competition. 
 
The year started slowly and the girls were beaten in each of their first three games. From then on however 
the girls appreciated how tough the competition was and how they would regularly need to play at their 
best. They began to do this from round four and went on a six game winning run which all but guaranteed 
them a place in the semi-finals. 
 
After finishing third the girls played the elimination semi final against Kellyville White. As with all three pre-
vious games against this team we struggled to score despite having numerous opportunities. After an even 
first half the girls were dominating the second until Kellyville scored to go 1-0 up. To the girls credit they 
continued to attack and with 3 minutes to go Krystal scored a very deserved equaliser. In Golden Goal extra 
time the girls continued to dominate but couldn’t score. With only 3 minutes to go before a penalty shoot-
out Tayla scored the winner giving the girls a very well deserved victory (completely due to the girls never 
give up attitude). 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls Black (cont) 
 
The following week in the final the girls played a very strong Kellyville Black team. After going a goal down 
early the girls fought hard the whole game but despite giving their all the final score was a 4-2 defeat. To 
the girls credit they were much closer than the score suggests against a very physical and skilled team. As 
always the girls were all smiles at the end and very appreciative of all the support from parents, family and 
friends. 
  
There were many highlights this year but some that should be shared include: 
 

 Winning six games in a row after losing our first three 
 Continual improvement against Baulkham Hills (last year’s Champion of Champion’s winners) 
 Three very competitive games against the other Division 1 team from  Pendle Hill 
 The 14 girls in the team getting along like they had played together for years 
 The continued improvement in the girls positional and passing game 

 

 
 

Whilst we could talk about the performances in many games this season the ones that stand out are: 
 

 The 2-1 golden goal win against Kellyville White in the semi-final – one of our best games of the 
season 

 The outstanding performance in totally dominating Kellyville Black in our 2-1 round 7 win 
 The 4-2 win over North Rocks after being 2-0 down at half time 
 The 2-1 loss to Baulkham Hills on a Thursday night where our team was clearly the better team. 

Not a bad result against a team that scored 100+ goals and only conceded 5 
 Not conceding a goal in three very tough games against the other Pendle Hill team in our division  

 
As with previous seasons we were once again pleased with the girls’ attitude and commitment. Their ability 
to bring a smile to our faces is as strong as ever and the way they support each other on the field shows 
they know what it means to be a team. 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls Black (cont) 
 
I know I speak for all involved with the team – players, coaches, parents, family members etc – when I state 
that it is very pleasing to be involved with this team. The players themselves have formed strong friend-
ships and I am sure they will last for many years to come. 
 
The team this year: 
 
Angelina – Angie put her hand up to be our goalkeeper at the start of the year and this was a great help 
with organising the team. Angie has very good hands and was very good at organising our backs. Angie cre-
ated many attacking opportunities with her large clearing kicks. 
 
Annie – Annie mostly played centre midfield this year and used her strong running with the ball and good 
passing skills to advantage. Annie regularly goes past opposition players with her dribbling skills and cre-
ates goal scoring opportunities. Annie was also able to score a couple of goals herself. 
 

 
 

Elissa – Elissa played as our sweeper all season and continued to build upon the experience she had from 
the second half of last year. Elissa’a ability to read the play, combined with her pace, enabled her to con-
tinually shut down opposition attacks. Elissa also provides great encouragement for the other backs in the 
team.  
  
Elizabeth – Elizabeth played most of the season in midfield but also filled in as a fullback from time to time. 
Elizabeth again showed how skilled she is with the ball at her feet as well as how strong she is in defence 
with her well timed challenges. Elizabeth also played well as keeper when required. 
 
Erin – Erin continues to match it with much larger opposition and surprises many with the strong physical 
side of her game. Never one to be pushed off the ball Erin regularly out manoeuvres her opponent with 
good use of her body. Erin’s ability to use both feet is also a real asset both in attack and defence.   
 
Guler – Guler had a very strong season in midfield this year and regularly created attacking opportunities 
for our team. Later in the season Guler played a number of games at fullback and her close marking style 
frustrated many opposition attackers. Guler also used her pace to good advantage in attack. 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls Black (cont) 
 
 

 
 

 

Hayley – Hayley played most of the season in the middle of our defence and regularly cut off opposition 
attacks by combining her strong reading of the play with her pace. Once in possession Hayley is very calm 
on the ball and rarely fails to find a teammate when passing the ball out of defence. 
 
Hollie – Hollie again played more positions than any other player in the team spending time in defence, 
midfield and attack. This versatility makes Hollie a very valuable player and has allowed her to develop all 
aspects of her game. Hollies strong tackling has become a real asset to the team. 
 
Jessica S – Jessica played almost exclusively at right back and had another very solid season. Jessica times 
her runs very effectively enabling her to shut down many attacks before they have the chance to start. 
When tackling Jessica has a real knack of winning the hard challenges. 
 
Katherine – Katherine mostly played in midfield but also played a number of games in attack. Katherine is 
very skilled with the ball at her feet and regularly beats the opposition. Katherine has a strong crossing and 
shooting game and scored eight very well taken goals. 
 
Krystal – Krystal had another very strong season in attack and was rewarded for her efforts with a remark-
able 14 goals. Krystal also played midfield against some of the stronger teams and created many attacking 
opportunities for others. Above all else however, Krystals leadership qualities again stood out.  
 
Mikayla – Mikayla played most of the season in midfield and defence which was a real change after 4 years 
in goals. Miakyla’s ability to win the ball in midfield with her determined challenges was only matched by 
her strong running with the ball. Played goalkeeper as required and was as strong as ever. 
 
Pavani – Pavani had an outstanding season and was regularly one of our better players. Whilst Pavani 
played some games in defence she mainly played centre midfield where she was able to use her skills and 
very good passing game to create many attacking opportunities. Was even able to score her first goal for 3 
years. 
 
Tayla – Tayla started the season playing wide midfield but was soon moved up front. Tayla’s pace and skill 
made her a very hard player for opposition defenders to stop and she regularly got in behind them to take 
a shot or pass for someone else to shoot. Tayla never stopped running and was able to score 5 goals.  
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls Black (cont) 
 

 
 

As with every other season there are many people involved with the team who deserve thanks. 
 
Firstly I would like to thank Rose, Tina and Julie. 
 
This is the second year Rose has coached the girls and she was well and truly in her element. With the 
nerves of last year gone Rose was very confident in challenging the girls each and every week with physical 
and technical drills. The attitude of Rose combined with her coaching was a big contributor to how well the 
girls played each and every week. 
 
Tina, with support from Julie, made sure that Team Sheets and other paper work did not require any atten-
tion from either Rose or me. This is very important to both of us are we are far too important and busy to 
deal with paperwork J  
Seriously however, all that they do for the team is very much appreciated. 
 
On behalf of Rose I would also like to thank all the parents of our girls. You are an enthusiastic group that 
turns up in good numbers for both training sessions and games. Your support of the girls is enjoyed by us 
and is very much appreciated by your daughters. We love the noise you make each and every week and we 
appreciate the privileged opportunity you allow us in coaching this team. 
 
In closing I would like to say that we all hope that the girls are as proud of their efforts as those of us 
watching them are. They always give their all and as always, appear to have more fun than any other team 
in the competition. 
 
On behalf of Rose and all the parents, I would like to thank all the girls for providing hours of entertain-
ment and for bringing a smile to all of our faces each and every week. 
 
Hope to see you all playing soccer again next year. 
 
Rose – Coach 
Stephen – Coach 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls White 

Season 2014 will go down as one of improvement and development. While results didn’t go our way, with-
out exception the coaches helping this team saw improvement in each and every player, some big and 
some more subtle. 
 
The team itself came together as a mix of players, some in their first year as a ‘Tiger’ and others that had 
been playing for a number of seasons but irrespective of their background and ability it was a joy to try and 
help them develop their football ability. While there may not have been silverware this year, if the girls 
continue to improve upon what they have done this year then trophies will surely come to them in the fu-
ture. 
 
Madeline Walsh (Maddie) – This was Maddie’s first year with the club and although she played a variety of 
positions on the field, her preferred spot was always in goal. As goalkeeper she continued to develop and 
by the end of the season she had pulled off some marvellous saves and was starting to believe in her own 
ability. Well done Maddie. 
 
Helen Kougious –The youngest player in the team, but to watch her play you would not have known it. 
Helen held a consistent position at right back and deservedly so. It was from this position that she helped 
support her team mates in defence and on occasion was able to intercept and clear the ball with a covering 
tackle. Awesome work Helen. 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls White (cont) 
 
Indigo Cook – A solid defender who was always determined to try and clear the ball whenever it came 
close to the goal.Indigo worked tirelessly for the team and always made opposing sides work for their op-
portunities. As the season progressed it was noticeable that her confidence with ball was growing and 
wherever possible tried to turn defensive positions in to attack. Great stuff Indigo. 
 
Lucy Douglas – Starting the season strongly and through hard work, Lucy earned the position of captain. 
Not always an easy role to fill but a role that Lucy grew into as the season progressed. Along with a number 
of other players, Lucy also showed her versatility this season, playing in almost every position on the field 
including a cameo as goalkeeper for one game. Well done Lucy 
 
Madison Conway–Madison played in a number of positions this year but always seemed more comfortable 
in defence and as the only left footed player in the side was naturally drawn to the left back position. With 
each game an increased confidence could be seen when closing down the opposition, dispossessing them 
and the running with the ball herself.A fantastic effort Madison. 
 
Georgia Nobbs – Going on attacking runs, holding the midfield or chasing down the opposition, for Geor-
gia, this season had all of them. The more opportunities to do any of these came, the more Georgia 
seemed to thrive and this enjoyment was always evident in the expressions on her face. Great work Geor-
gia. 
 
Monique Sciberras – Showing determination and tenacity, Monique always gave 100% whether it be forc-
ing through the oppositions defence or chasing back to defend our own goal.Showing signs of developing 
into a strong midfield player Monique would torment the opposing side with a mazy run or a lofted cross 
from a corner. Great effort Monique. 
 
Lara Dwyer – A highlight this season for Lara has to be her charging runs down the wing. Left or right wing 
didn’t make a difference to Lara, given the opportunity she would race down the sideline with a great de-
termination. As the games went by, so her confidenceincreased, as did her desire to play for her team 
mates. Well done Lara. 
 
Naomi Saba – Quick one two’s, short sharp passes were just a couple of examples of the play that we saw 
from Naomi this season. Complementing the other members of the midfield she could always be relied 
upon to try as hard as she could and she did it with a smile. Unfortunately the season was disrupted by in-
jury and illness but that aside Naomi showed promise for the seasons to come. Great stuff Naomi. 
 
Olivia Burgin – Another first timer to the ‘Tigers’, Olivia brought a great team spirit to the side, always re-
joicing when we scored, playing in positions that took her out of her comfort zone for the good of the team 
and even coming to cheer on the team when she was ill. Guaranteed to work as hard as she could and with 
strong determination, Olivia became a better player growing more confident as the season pro-
gressed.Brilliant effort Olivia. 
 
Alesha Chidgey – Flamboyant would be the best way to describe Alesha this season, regularly making crea-
tive opportunities when going forward and often giving the defence of opposing teams a headache. Over 
the course of the season Alesha started to develop her positional play and improve as an all-round player. 
Well done Alesha. 
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Under 14 Division 1 Girls White (cont) 
 
Samantha Cole (Sammi) –In defence, midfield or as a forward, Sammi could be relied upon to do her best 
at whatever she was asked to do.From strong marking in defence to keeping the ball under close control 
when breaking in attack,with each different position she played Sammi developed her all round playing 
ability. Great work Sammi. 
 
Molly Potts – This was Molly’s first season playing and although I think she would agree, the start was a 
little tentative, by the time we reached the final game, she was showing all the qualities of a ‘Tigers’ player. 
Quite often the smallest player on the field physically but not in stature, Molly would take on opposition 
much bigger than herself and even if she came of second best, she would pick herself up and do it all over 
again. Well done Molly. 
 
Alex Madeley – Always performing to the best of her ability, Alex was strong and determined irrespective 
of the field position. For most of the season Alex shared the goalkeeping responsibilities and in that capac-
ity she could be counted on to give constant encouragement to the team. Great work Alex. 
 
Nicole Angeles–Continuing on from last season, Nicole played in her favoured position of central defender 
for the majority of the games she played this year. However, as the season drew to a close she was encour-
aged to play in other positions which would help her develop her abilities and although this took her out of 
her comfort zone, to her credit she tried the best she could. Well done Nicole. 
 
Thanks, Steve Cole 
 
I had the privilege and honour of coaching this team for the 2nd half of the season.  It was a joy to turn up 
to training with all the girls ready and willing to learn each week.  Hopefully they all learnt something as I 
certainly learnt a few things from them.  Thank you to parents and players for your welcome into the team  
and support throughout the year and am  looking forward to next season. 
 
Vanessa Carrett 
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Under 16 Division 1 Girls  

This year was certainly an interesting one for the Girls, we took out the Wooden Spoon, at least we won 
something, LOL. 
  
With a squad of 17 Girls we had to sit one out each week,  however we were lucky in that we managed to 
go most of the year having someone not available each week, so we didn't have to "cut" anyone. Having 
such a big squad ment that we were always going to have to make a lot of changes to get everyone game 
time, this was very unsettling for the team. 
 
The Girls still managed to give their best each week even with the results not favouring us. They still 
showed up each week, especially in the later part of the year when we knew our fate didn't include the 
Semi's. With something like 5 draws, only 1 goal in each of those games would have seen us reverse our 
fortune and enjoy some success and possibly a finals berth, I should mention that during the normal season 
we were the only team to come close to beating the top team. 
 
As they say "there's always next year". I wish the Girls a great off season and hope they continue their 
Football next year. 
 
Coach Wayne 
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Under 21 Division 1 Girls  
 
There was a bit of a jump in the girls age division this year, with the girls coming from U/16’s last year to 
U/21’s this year. This was a bit of a disadvantage because that meant our girls were playing some teams 
that had 20 – 21 year old girls.  
 
Not to be deterred we started training hard with Joe. Our first few games didn’t produce the results we 
were after. The girls still had to become used to the way each other played and then gell as a team, plus we 
had 2 new players still finding their way.   
 
So we trained some more and the team was starting to come together. Our girls showed great determina-
tion when playing teams with older girls in them, but even though it didn’t go our way we were still proud 
of their effort. Even though we started winning games it wasn’t enough to get us up the competition ladder 
and into the finals. But wait, it was announced that the comp would be split into 19 y.o. and 21 y.o.for the 
finals. We still had a chance. A win against Kellyville meant we were in a face off against Castle Hill the fol-
lowing weekend for a spot in the Grand Final.  
 
Then the rain came down and it seemed like it would never stop. Luckily the grounds at Commercial Rd 
Kellyville were available and were quite dry considering the amount of rain we’d had. Our girls were feeling 
confident but as the game progressed it seemed that luck was with the opposition and our dream of being 
in the Grand Final wasn’t to be.  
 
Anyway, as Gurjot and Simi would say “good year boys!” Agreed. You can all be proud of a great effort 
throughout the year girls. Unfortunately some of the girls won’t be back next year due to study commit-
ments, so thank you for a good year and best of luck for the future, but….never say never. For the others, 
best of luck for you and your teams next year. 
 
A HUGE thank you to Joe for giving up his time to come and train the girls each week and giving encourage-
ment to the girls on the weekends. (as well as training the 35 ladies). It was a pleasure to be part of the 
team. 

 

 

U/21 Girls (some girls weren’t present 
at the time of the photo) 

 
Top – Abbey, Aparna, Nicola, Racheal, 

Lorri, Kristina 
Lower – Jess, Gurjot, Mikki, Nicole 
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Under 21 Division 1 Girls (cont) 
 
Meet the team. 
 
Belinda A; One of our more experienced players with a great kick, perfect for taking those corners. 
 
Belinda B; A quiet achiever who would be there just a the right time to tackle the opposition. 
 
Lorri; 

 
Would regularly use her speed and skill to put that ball into the opposing goal. 
 
Nicole; A good midfielder that rarely let the ball go past her. 
 
Ashleigh K; Performed well as a back with a good kick to clear the ball back to the oppositions half. 
 
Kristina; 

 
 

Used her ball skills to push through the defence to either score a goal or set one up for another forward. 
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Under 21 Division 1 Girls (cont) 
 

 
 
Mikki; (above) A great performer in the back and as sweeper using speed to get to those wayward opposi-
tion balls that made it that far. 
 
Simmy; A good mid fielder that always seemed to be having fun playing each game. 
 
Abbey; 

 
One of our new players who improved greatly throughout the year. I hope you can come back next year. 
 
Jess; A skilled forward regularly taking on the opposition and coming out on top. A valuable member of the 
team. 
 
Aparna; Another seasoned player having a good year in the mid field giving her best effort. 
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Under 21 Division 1 Girls (cont) 
 
Gurjot:  

 
Great speed and stamina, the team regularly relied on Gurjot to take the ball from the opposition as either 
mid field or forward and set up some goals. 
 
Racheal; Positioned as a back for most of the season using her strong kick to clear those balls away from 
danger. Moved to forward for the last few games to take advantage of that strong kick with a payoff 
against Castle Hill. 
 
Nicola; 

 
 
Our keeper for the year, putting in a great effort. 
 
Sorry girls, I didn’t have photos of all of you to include in our report 
 
Rob 
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All Age Ladies Division 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What an amazing season the team has had. We had about 5 new players, some that have never played 
before and it didn’t take long until we were steadily moulded as a solid working team. We were unde-
feated until one unlucky day late in the season where only 8 people could play; regardless of this we 

held our ground at the top of the table until the very end.   
 
 
Our team: 
 
Jaimie – Jaimie, Jaimie, Jaimie .. that little sneaky devils that chips the ball just perfectly when the keeper 
isn’t ready. Without a doubt Jaimie has progressed so much this year, mastering the idea of crossing and 
sneaky goals! 
 
Rachel – Rachels best trait is her enthusiasm, if anybody in the team was in doubt Rachel would just say 
“don’t worry girls we got this”, and everyones spirits would be  mostly uplifted. She walks on the field and 
gives it her all until the job gets done. 
 
Rachael – Rachael. Where do I begin, I don’t think anyone in their first year of soccer would be able to take 

on players that were bigger and stronger than us and have the final outcome of being able to score a goal. 

You have so much talent and so much potential and plenty of success in many years to come! 
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All Age Ladies Div 3 (cont) 
 
Monique – All that needs to be said is ‘Glider’. Monique has the unique ability to glide her way down the 
field before all the opponents even know what is going on.   
 
Bec – Bec spent most of her year carving it up in the midfield with her quick one, twos. Unfortunately she 
had some injuries, but whenever she was on field she had everyone on field stunned. 
 
Tayla – Tayla played centre mid this season, she had a great ability to read the game well to hold control 
over the centre of the field. Tayla also had an amazing attitude, always putting her hand up to play wher-
ever she can to improve the game. She always wants the best for the team and her dedication never strays. 
 
Genya – Genya played her first year with us this year, her dedication and enthusiasm was definitely her 
best trait. If she was on the sideline she spent half the time screaming motivational words and if she was 
on field you could tell she had the fire and want to win every game. 
 
Jemima – Jem, you’re bloody amazing! 
 
Dana – Dana has always been a good player, but this year something happened that just turned her into an 
amazing player. There were so many perfectly aimed crosses and shots that just proved she a force on the 
soccer field to be reckoned with. 
 
Jess – Jess had an unfortunate year having torn her ACL early in the season, but prior to this Jess always 
gave it her best, she was always taking out opponents with her amazing ball control skills to get the ball to 
where it needed to be. 
 
Emily – Emily was miss versatility, she could’ve played any position on the field and would smash it right 
out of the ballpark. She could outrun any player on the opposition team and is definitely an asset to the 
team, with or without glandular fever. 
 
Stacey – Stacey spent her time at AAL3s playing left back and no matter where Stacey was on our half the 
ball would always without a doubt be absolutely smashed straight through to our strikers. The strength and 
skill Stacey has is absolutely amazing and was a key part of our back defence line. 
 
Elise – Elise played centre back for the season (when she wasn’t making us all jealous of her European ad-
venture). She walked on for her first trial game saying, “Guys I hope you all know I’ve never played before, I 
hope you’re all prepared for the worst”… and by the end of that 90-minute game on a 30 degree day you’d 
think she was the biggest liar on the planet. She was always first to the ball and had a killer season. 
 
Elizabeth – Liz, you were not told enough how much you improved throughout the season. In the grand 
final liz’s dribbling and ball control skills were remarkable, it just showed how much she has developed into 
a great soccer player as a result of this season. 
 
Theresa – Tez is that little lean machine in the back line, she can take on a player double her height and still 
come out on top. She can beat the fastest of players and is a great team player, and she brings the best pre
-game Lebanese food haha. 
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All Age Ladies Div 3 (cont) 
 
 
Bonnie – Bonnie played the season in the position of sweeper. Diligence, commitment and leadership was 
shown yet again this season both on and off the field and she is a true asset to the success of the team. 
Bonnie put 100% into every game and never gave up, always showing consistency and strength within her 
position. 
 
Erin – Erins played goalkeeper for a good few years with the team now, and without her we would be abso-
lutely stuffed. Erin is one of the most incredible goalkeepers; she puts her body on the line to every ball 
that comes her way. Our goal difference at the end of the season would not be as good as it was without 
Erin standing in those nets. 
 
Special dedications go to the hard yards put in by our coaches Trent and Kurt, its not easy coaching a bunch 
of young female adults, but thank you for your spending your time on us (time you could spend on playing 
call of duty). As well massive thanks to all the supporters who shared the ups and downs of the season 
from the sideline. 
 
It was unfortunate that our grand final came down to penalty shoot outs after holding our game so well for 

110 minutes and not being able to follow through, but at the end of the day we ended up minor premiers 

and proved that we are a force to be reckoned with. I hope that everyone is so proud of their achieve-

ments and how far we have come and I hope to see you all in 2015 to prove that we can take it all the way! 
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Over 35 Division 1 Ladies  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I didn’t know what to expect this season after being moved up to division 1. With some new faces in the 
team and not having played together before, I thought it was going to be a tough season. My personal 
goals for the ladies this year were: 
 
Goal 1: Have more wins than losses. 
Goal 2: Make semi-finals. 
Goal 3: Win competition. 
 
So I can say that after finishing third after 18 rounds, it was a very successful season. Two out of three ain’t 
bad. 
 
The team suffered with lots of injuries this season and in four matches, played with only 9 players. The best 
thing for me was that they had fun “most of the time” and every player improved throughout the season, 
including new players to the sport.  I also coach a much younger girls team and am still undecided which of 
the two teams misbehaves the most at training. At the moment I’m leaning towards the old ladies because 
they don’t seem to hear me when I tell them to shut up and stop talking and listen to me. I’m assuming this 
is due to hearing loss as one ages. Maybe hearing aids instead of trophies next year, just a suggestion to 
committee. 
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Over 35 Division 1 Ladies (cont) 
 
Lisa- A new player to the team this season, but not new to the sport. Lisa is a very capable player and has 
no trouble finding the net. 
 
Julie- Another great season in defence. Julie has plenty of speed and won’t stop until she wins the ball. She 
does not take a backward step. 
 
Rose- Joined the team this season and also plays in an AAL team on Sundays. Knows the game well and is a 
very good midfielder, ‘when she is there’. Ha Ha. 
 
Vanessa- Whatever I say about Vanessa will never be enough. She always reminds me of this. This year 
Vanessa was team manager, forward, midfield on one occasion, defence and also had a few games filling in 
as keeper. I was worried about my safety though on a few occasions when I asked her to sub. “She doesn’t 
like this.” She is also the “Mrs Fix-it”, anything you need, you go to the Pendo Princess. 
 
Jan- I think Jan must be the smallest player in the entire competition, but in saying that, she has the biggest 
heart. She plays well above her weight and is always playing hard to the end. She suffered a few injuries, 
heart palpitations, and a broken hand, but never gave up. I have never coached a player that spends more 
time on the ground than on her feet. 
 
Roselee- The voice of the team. You can hear her yelling instructions to her team mates all game. She is a 
very good midfielder that covers more ground than any other player during a game. With her fun loving 
personality, she is also able to lift the team when needed. 
 
Najat- This was Najat’s first year with us and what a year she had! Very strong player in defence and made 
it very difficult for opponents to get past her. Massive contribution whenever she took the field. 
 
Steph- The queen of Zumba, the Leonardo da Vinci of spray tanning (this is not an ad for her business). A 
very good midfielder who unfortunately missed a lot of the season due to her leg injuries. She seems to 
never run out of energy. Maybe she can do the Duracell battery ads. When not injured, Steph played well 
and is a pleasure to have as part of our team as she brings a lot of energy with her great personality. 
 
Nicole- Another of our midfielders that works hard every week. She has had a very stressful year but is al-
ways at training and games putting in 100% effort every time she takes the field. Well done! 
 
Liz- This was Liz’s first year playing soccer. Throughout the season Liz has improved significantly and was 
always at training and games ready to go. She was always willing to learn and we all loved having her 
around. It’s always good to see new players joining the sport and we thank Roselee for encouraging her. 
Great effort Liz. 
 
Helen- With a few seasons under her belt now, Helen did a good job in midfield this season. Helen enjoys 
her soccer and I love the way she is dedicated to the team by coming to training and games straight from 
work on many occasions. Very handy when we were playing short. Well done Helen. 
 
Debi- I think she started playing soccer before I was even born. Well, maybe not that long. Deb is a very 
solid player and is very capable of finding the back of the net. Another good season. 
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Over 35 Division 1 Ladies (cont) 
 
Genevieve- This was my second year coaching her and I thought this year she played really well for us as 
goal keeper. This year she pulled off some really great saves and also started to use the whole of the box 
area. She kept us in quiet a few games this season. 
 
Marty- Another new signing this season. I don’t think Marty has played for around 10 years and we are 
glad she chose this year and our team for her comeback. A very good defender that didn’t mind going for a 
run upfield to put in a cross or have a shot at goal. I think she was our most consistent player this season. 
Fantastic effort. 
 
Jane- A very solid defender that never stops trying. Hates letting the team down and is a pleasure to coach. 
Plays well every single week. 
 
I would like to congratulate the ladies for a great season and it was a pleasure to coach you all. I would like 
to also thank the families and friends that came to our games to support us on very cold Friday nights.  
 
Thanks to Cain for helping out this year and special thanks to Vanessa for all her help this year with the 
team. 
 
Joe 

All Age Ladies Division 2 
 

Paula Aoun Rola Baalbaki Cristina Bacci 
Danielle Bosco Rose Capasso Rhea De Los Santos 
Simone Di Matteo Nicole Diab Sarah Isaac 
Najat Khoury Rita Krista Allison Mahlberg 
Shaden Mechreky Angela Pavlovic Zahia Ters 
Jessica Wehbe Mantoura Zaiden 

 
 

All Age Ladies Division 4 
 

Tara Alstadt Nicole Compton Jan Conway 
Katrina Devries Sally Honess Sarah Jennings 
Kiera McGowan Michelle Singh Louise Smith 
Sherryn Streeter Prudence Tierney Jean Vivelis 
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Ladies Premier League  
 

 
Well that was a season that exceeded all         
expectations! 
 
At the start of the season a couple of phone calls 
and discussions with Joe, Paul, Danny and myself 
we got together to put in our Clubs first ever La-
dies Premier League team to compete in the 
GDSFA PL competition in 2014.  We were not 
sure what to expect, the girls were a combina-
tion of our two successful U21 girls teams from 
previous years and to combine them we thought 
would be difficult as the teams had actually 
played off against each other in the previous 3 
seasons. 
 
We had no reason to worry, the girls got to-
gether and blended like they had played to-
gether for years.  We also were fortunate 
enough to add a few extra faces who hadn’t 
played with us before who were extremely tal-
ented as well.  Initially we thought being com-
petitive would be a good building year, with 
maybe a semi final appearance and something to 
build on for next year but these girls exceeded all 
expectations. 

 
Round 1 against last years Grand Final winners and we didn’t really know what to expect.  It was one thing 
to step up to PL but another to meet the winners from last year in round 1.  The girls stepped up though, 
won the game 4-1 and that’s when we thought, wow, we have the talent.  And from there the girls just 
rolled on. 
 
Throughout the whole season we were chasing the Minor Premiers position and eventually we just fell 
short and finished in second place after having 13 wins, 3 draws and 2 losses an outstanding achievement.  
Onto the semi final and the girls played the Leaders Castle Hill Utd and in a great first half went into half 
time 3-0 up and that’s how it stayed, the girls were now in the Grand Final. 
 
The team was also entered into the Presidents Cup which is a knockout competition for all of the Senior 
Girls teams in the Association.  We originally entered it as the girls tended to like getting to games more 
than training so it was really just some extra games that I believe really helped us at the back end of the 
season.  It was also an opportunity to try some younger girls from the Club into our team and our success 
in this tournament was with the assistance of Taylor Pepper and Lauren Easton from our U16 and U18 
teams respectively. After a tough penalty shootout semi final win the girls found themselves in the Grand 
Final of this Cup as well. 
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Ladies Premier League  
 
 
So Grand Final week was upon us and the girls had two Grand Finals to play, a Monday night Presidents 
Cup Grand Final which they easily won 6-0 against our club rivals Toongabbie to win Pendle Hill FC’s first 
ever President’s Cup and on the following Sunday despite the wet weather and the late start to the game 
(which was good actually as it meant they were all at the park on time for a change), we played Greystanes 
in the Premier League Grand Final at Melita Stadium. 
 
After a nervous start the girls started to get some passes to feet in the slippery conditions and that’s when 
they took control.  A couple of nice goals early on and then a cracker late in the half and we were at the 
halftime break 3-0 up.  The most impressive thing about this was at half time I didn’t need to say anything, 
the girls were all telling each other it wasn’t over and they needed to keep it going, I just sat back thinking 
these girls are incredible, they just turn it on when they need to and even in the second half when Grey-
stanes got one back I saw the girls kick into gear again and they scored another to run out eventual winners 
4-1.  Grand Champions. 
 
What a week, two firsts for our Club, wins in the Presidents Cup and also our Clubs first Ladies Premier 
League Grand Final winners, two Grand Final wins in one week. 
 
Just want to say thanks to all the girls and people who helped out during the season, to Joey for all your 
help and taking the girls for the Presidents Cup win, to Rodger for helping out, being the first one to calm 
Joey and I down as well as chase balls and ground official for us most weeks and also to Danny and Paul for 
all your help and support all season. 
 
It was a magic year with a good bunch of girls and we hope to do it all again next season in what we hope is 
the start of a dynasty for Pendle Hill in the LPL competition.  Next season we hope to enter the Football 
NSW State Tournaments as well, and represent the Club there and get the girls, team and Club more expo-
sure and hopefully more success. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ladies Premier League Team with 
additions of Lauren Easton and Tay-
lor Pepper take out the GDSFA 
Presidents Cup Trophy on the way 
to doing the GDSFA double. 
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Honour Roll 2014 
 

2014 Semi Finalists 

 
 Under 13 Div 1 Under 14 Div 1 

 Under 15 Div 2 Under 16 Div 2  

 Sen Men Div 6 Blk Sen Men Div 7 Blk 

 Sen Men Div 9 Blk Sen Men Div 9 Wht   

 Over 45 Div  1  Under 14 Div 1 Girls Blk 

 Over 35 Ladies Div 1 

  

2014 Grand Finalists 

 
 Under 12 Div 4 Under 16 Div 1  

 All Age Ladies Div 3   

 

 

2014 Minor Premiers 

 
 Under 15 Div 4 Under 16 Div 1  

 Under 16 Div 3 Sen Men Div 10 

 Over 35 Div 6 Blk All Age Ladies Div 3 

 

 

2014 Grand Champions 

 
 Ladies Premier League 1 Under 15 Div 4 

 Under 16 Div 3 Sen Men Div 10 

 Over 35 Div 6 Blk 
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Final Standings 2014 

 

 
  ***** 12 / 4 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United 18 13 4 1 65 16 49 43 

2 Pendle Hill 18 12 4 2 51 15 36 40 

3 Dundas United 18 12 1 5 60 22 38 37 

4 Winston Hills  18 8 8 2 53 19 34 32 

5 Kellyville (BLK) 18 10 1 7 38 21 17 31 

6 Auburn FC  18 7 3 8 40 38 2 24 

7 Wenty Waratah  18 5 7 6 31 30 1 22 

8 Rouse Hill 18 6 1 9 32 52 -20 19 

9 Kellyville (WHT) 18 1 1 16 4 91 -87 4 

10 Greystanes 18 1 0 17 5 75 -70 3 

                    

  ***** 13 / 1 *****                 

1 Auburn District 18 16 0 2 70 8 62 48 

2 Granville Rage 18 12 4 2 45 9 36 40 

3 Baulkham Hills 18 13 1 4 42 11 31 40 

4 Pendle Hill  18 11 5 2 46 10 36 38 

5 St Michaels Baulkham Hills  18 8 4 5 35 24 11 28 

6 Kellyville 18 5 6 7 25 14 11 21 

7 Wenty Waratah 18 6 1 11 26 59 -33 19 

8 Rydalmere FC 18 3 1 14 16 68 -52 10 

9 Castle Hill RSL  18 2 2 14 12 54 -42 8 

10 Greystanes  18 2 0 16 8 68 -60 6 

                    

  ***** 13 / 4 *****                 

1 Kellyville  18 16 0 2 75 10 65 48 

2 North Rocks 18 13 0 5 73 19 54 39 

3 Winston Hills  18 11 1 6 34 22 12 34 

4 Lidcombe Waratah 18 10 1 7 59 34 25 31 

5 Newington 18 7 1 10 29 51 -22 22 

6 Pendle Hill 18 6 0 12 34 61 -27 18 

7 Castle Hill United 18 4 1 13 33 77 -44 13 

8 Greystanes  18 3 2 15 23 94 -71 11 

                    

  ***** 13 / 5 *****                 

1 Dundas United  18 17 1 0 109 6 103 52 

2 Regents Park  18 14 1 3 90 27 63 43 

3 Winston Hills 18 10 3 5 37 32 5 33 

4 Rouse Hill  18 9 3 6 22 26 -4 30 

5 Baulkham Hills  18 5 3 10 17 48 -31 18 

6 Pendle Hill  18 5 2 11 20 55 -35 17 

7 Kellyville 18 3 2 13 10 58 -48 11 

8 North Rocks 18 2 2 13 8 65 -57 8 
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  ***** 14 / 1 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United (BLK) 18 18 0 0 78 10 68 54 

2 Auburn District 18 13 3 2 58 19 39 42 

3 Pendle Hill  18 11 3 4 36 23 13 36 

4 Granville Rage 18 7 6 5 36 37 -1 27 

5 Castle Hill United (WHT) 18 7 1 10 27 28 -1 22 

6 Kellyville  18 3 5 10 20 44 -24 14 

7 Baulkham Hills  18 1 4 13 13 57 -44 7 

8 Rouse Hill  18 1 0 17 10 60 -50 3 

                    

  ***** 14 / 2 *****                 

1 Merrylands SFC (BLK) 18 16 2 0 73 6 67 50 

2 Lidcombe Waratah 18 14 2 2 51 25 26 44 

3 Granville Waratah 18 13 1 4 48 21 27 40 

4 Guildford McCredie  18 8 3 7 35 30 5 27 

5 Pendle Hill 18 7 2 9 23 29 -6 23 

6 Regents Park 18 6 4 8 26 46 -20 22 

7 Castle Hill United 18 4 4 10 25 30 -5 15 

8 Greystanes 18 4 2 12 19 49 -30 13 

9 Rydalmere FC 18 4 1 13 17 51 -34 13 

10 Merrylands SFC (WHT) 18 1 5 12 20 50 -30 8 

                    

  ***** 14 / 3 *****                 

1 Auburn FC  18 16 2 0 77 18 59 50 

2 Lidcombe Churches  18 13 1 4 81 20 61 40 

3 Wenty Waratah  18 12 1 5 65 29 36 37 

4 Ermington United  18 11 3 4 34 21 13 36 

5 Castle Hill United  18 8 5 5 29 20 9 29 

6 Newington  18 8 2 8 24 35 -11 26 

7 Greystanes  18 4 3 11 15 51 -36 15 

8 Kellyville  18 3 1 14 18 50 -32 10 

9 Pendle Hill  18 3 1 13 14 58 -44 10 

10 Baulkham Hills  18 2 1 15 17 72 -55 7 

                    

  ***** 15 / 2 *****                 

1 Regents Park  18 14 0 4 43 18 25 42 

2 Kellyville 18 12 2 4 39 17 22 38 

3 Auburn FC 18 11 3 4 45 22 23 36 

4 Pendle Hill  18 10 5 3 65 20 45 35 

5 Wentworthville Uniting Church  18 10 1 7 48 38 10 31 

6 Castle Hill United (BLK) 18 8 4 6 50 31 19 28 

7 Baulkham Hills - 18 8 2 8 35 31 4 26 

8 Castle Hill United (WHT) 18 4 1 13 32 63 -31 13 

9 Ermington United 18 2 2 14 16 71 -55 8 

10 Rouse Hill  18 2 1 15 21 75 -54 7 
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  ***** 15 / 4 *****                 

1 Pendle Hill - 22154 18 14 2 2 69 18 51 44 

2 St Michaels Baulkham Hills  18 14 1 3 91 20 71 43 

3 Winston Hills  18 12 3 3 103 18 85 39 

4 Wenty Waratah  18 9 2 7 41 46 -5 29 

5 North Rocks (BLK) 18 7 1 10 54 59 -5 22 

6 Kellyville  18 5 2 11 34 84 -50 17 

7 Merrylands SFC  18 3 2 13 32 93 -61 11 

8 North Rocks (WHT) 18 1 1 16 11 97 -86 4 

                    

  ***** 16 / 1 *****                 

1 Pendle Hill - 22161 18 13 1 3 47 15 32 40 

2 Parramatta City 18 11 3 4 54 17 37 36 

3 Greystanes  18 11 3 4 46 19 27 36 

4 Castle Hill United  18 10 5 3 36 11 25 35 

5 Auburn District 18 9 3 6 41 33 8 30 

6 Baulkham Hills (BLK) 18 7 7 4 42 25 17 28 

7 Rouse Hill  18 7 4 7 28 27 1 25 

8 Baulkham Hills (WHT) 18 4 1 13 20 48 -28 13 

9 Toongabbie 18 1 3 14 14 57 -43 6 

10 Wenty Waratah  18 2 0 16 8 84 -76 6 

                    

  ***** 16 / 2 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United  18 13 2 3 52 20 32 41 

2 Regents Park  18 12 1 4 56 29 27 37 

3 Merrylands SFC  18 11 3 4 37 17 20 36 

4 Pendle Hill  18 10 5 3 38 20 18 35 

5 Greystanes  18 10 1 7 26 27 -1 31 

6 Granville Kewpie Ariana  18 8 1 9 29 39 -10 25 

7 Guildford County  18 5 3 10 28 33 -5 18 

8 Auburn District  18 6 0 11 28 44 -16 18 

9 Ermington United  18 3 4 11 22 38 -16 13 

10 Kellyville  18 1 2 15 19 68 -49 5 

                    

  ***** 16 / 3 *****                 

1 Pendle Hill  18 12 4 2 52 17 35 40 

2 Merrylands SFC  18 12 4 2 51 24 27 40 

3 Lidcombe Churches 18 11 3 4 62 16 46 36 

4 Castle Hill United 18 10 4 4 54 25 29 34 

5 Lidcombe Waratah  18 10 1 7 49 31 18 31 

6 Castle Hill RSL 18 8 1 9 36 43 -7 25 

7 Granville Waratah  18 6 6 6 42 30 12 23 

8 Guildford McCredie 18 6 2 10 22 31 -9 20 

9 Auburn FC  18 2 0 16 21 78 -57 6 

10 Winston Hills  18 0 1 17 5 99 -94 0 
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  ***** 18 / 1 *****                 

1 Holroyd Rangers  18 13 5 0 66 16 50 44 

2 Rydalmere FC  18 14 1 3 91 20 71 43 

3 Greystanes  18 8 5 5 77 37 40 29 

4 Ermington United  18 8 3 7 49 42 7 27 

5 Pendle Hill (BLK) 18 6 6 6 42 31 11 24 

6 Guildford County  18 7 0 9 28 42 -14 21 

7 Baulkham Hills  18 4 2 12 37 70 -33 14 

8 Pendle Hill (WHT) 18 1 0 16 13 145 -132 3 

                    

  ***** All Age Men / 6 *****                 

1 Newington  18 13 4 1 64 23 41 43 

2 Granville Waratah 18 10 4 4 32 17 15 34 

3 Pendle Hill (BLK) 18 9 4 5 37 23 14 31 

4 Norwest  18 9 4 5 40 29 11 31 

5 Granville Kewpie Ariana 18 9 4 5 39 31 8 31 

6 Winston Hills  18 9 1 8 27 34 -7 28 

7 Pendle Hill (WHT) 18 6 4 7 21 31 -10 22 

8 Guildford County  18 5 3 10 29 39 -10 18 

9 Regents Park  18 3 1 14 15 67 -52 10 

                    

  ***** All Age Men / 7 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United 18 16 1 1 52 13 39 49 

2 Auburn FC 18 15 2 1 58 19 39 47 

3 Granville Waratah  18 9 2 4 45 42 3 29 

4 Pendle Hill (BLK) 18 8 2 8 41 36 5 26 

5 Winston Hills (WHT) 18 4 5 6 29 40 -11 17 

6 St Michaels Baulkham Hills 18 3 5 10 19 41 -22 14 

7 Winston Hills (BLK) 18 3 3 12 24 43 -19 12 

8 Pendle Hill (WHT) 18 3 2 13 17 51 -34 11 

                    

  ***** All Age Men / 9 *****                 

1 Newington -  18 13 5 0 81 26 55 44 

2 Pendle Hill (BLK) 18 12 3 3 48 23 25 39 

3 Kellyville (BLK) 18 12 2 3 75 21 54 38 

4 Pendle Hill (WHT) 18 11 0 7 52 45 7 33 

5 Kellyville (WHT) 18 8 1 9 34 25 9 25 

6 Winston Hills (BLK) 18 7 1 9 40 43 -3 22 

7 Winston Hills (WHT) 17 7 1 9 34 44 -10 22 

8 Granville Waratah  17 6 3 8 38 36 2 21 

9 Lidcombe Waratah 18 4 0 14 22 64 -42 12 

10 Rydalmere FC 18 1 0 15 9 106 -97 3 

                    



Pa 

 

                    

  ***** All Age Men / 10 *****                 

1 Pendle Hill - 22AAM10 18 14 1 3 64 22 42 43 

2 Baulkham Hills  18 12 3 3 57 21 36 39 

3 Toongabbie 18 9 2 5 34 31 3 26 

4 Winston Hills 18 7 4 7 23 28 -5 25 

5 Norwest  18 5 4 8 33 48 -15 19 

6 Kellyville  18 6 1 7 21 56 -35 19 

7 Granville Waratah  18 4 4 9 31 48 -17 16 

8 Merrylands SFC  18 3 5 10 36 45 -9 14 

                    

  ***** All Age Men / 13 *****                 

1 Winston Hills 18 17 1 0 75 11 64 52 

2 Newington - 18 14 1 3 63 24 39 43 

3 North Rocks (WHT) 18 13 1 4 66 25 41 40 

4 Rouse Hill (BLK) 18 8 2 8 31 37 -6 26 

5 Baulkham Hills  18 8 1 9 46 36 10 25 

6 Norwest - 20AAM13 18 6 3 9 29 47 -18 21 

7 Rydalmere FC  18 5 5 8 16 37 -21 20 

8 Rouse Hill (WHT) 18 6 1 11 23 27 -4 19 

9 North Rocks (BLK) 18 3 1 14 19 71 -52 10 

10 Pendle Hill  18 2 0 16 22 75 -53 6 

                    

  ***** All Age Men / 14 *****                 

1 Winston Hills  18 12 5 1 58 16 42 41 

2 Baulkham Hills (BLK) 18 13 1 4 47 21 26 40 

3 North Rocks (RED) 18 12 2 4 44 26 18 38 

4 Lidcombe Waratah 18 11 3 4 30 19 11 36 

5 Castle Hill RSL  18 9 5 4 29 24 5 32 

6 North Rocks (WHT) 18 8 1 9 24 37 -13 25 

7 North Rocks (BLK) 18 6 4 7 20 29 -9 22 

8 Pendle Hill  18 3 3 11 23 56 -33 12 

9 Baulkham Hills (WHT) 18 4 0 14 10 57 -47 12 

                    

  ***** Over 35 / 2 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United 18 14 4 0 57 23 34 46 

2 Regents Park 18 13 2 2 52 28 24 41 

3 Baulkham Hills (BLK) 18 9 3 5 46 34 12 30 

4 Winston Hills  18 9 1 8 32 32 0 28 

5 Pendle Hill  18 6 4 8 31 29 2 22 

6 Lidcombe Waratah  18 4 2 12 30 46 -16 14 

7 Baulkham Hills (WHT) 18 3 4 10 34 57 -23 13 

8 Rouse Hill 18 3 2 13 28 61 -33 11 

                    

  ***** Over 35 / 4 *****                 

1 North Rocks  18 14 2 2 58 14 44 44 

2 Auburn FC 18 14 2 2 47 21 26 44 

3 Parramatta City  18 11 1 6 60 36 24 34 

4 Newington 18 11 1 6 34 25 9 34 

5 St Michael's Baulkham Hills  18 8 4 6 25 21 4 28 

6 Rouse Hill  18 5 3 9 36 34 2 18 

7 Pendle Hill  18 2 1 14 22 68 -46 7 
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  ***** Over 35 / 6 *****                 

1 Pendle Hill (BLK) 18 14 2 2 37 16 21 44 

2 Guildford County 18 14 0 4 66 27 39 42 

3 Baulkham Hills (BLK) 18 11 2 5 62 27 35 35 

4 Rouse Hill  18 11 1 6 32 26 6 34 

5 Baulkham Hills (WHT) 18 6 4 8 25 40 -15 22 

6 Ermington United  18 6 3 9 22 29 -7 21 

7 Winston Hills 18 4 6 8 18 38 -20 18 

8 Pendle Hill (WHT) 18 4 4 10 16 41 -25 16 

9 Newington 18 3 3 12 17 48 -31 12 

                    

  ***** Over 45 / 1 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United  18 15 1 2 46 9 37 46 

2 Kellyville (BLK) 18 11 3 3 39 19 20 36 

3 Baulkham Hills  18 7 5 5 20 18 2 26 

4 Pendle Hill  18 7 2 9 31 31 0 23 

5 Greystanes  18 3 6 9 12 30 -18 15 

6 Kellyville (WHT) 18 2 1 14 22 63 -41 7 

                    

  ***** SL First Grade / 1 *****                 

1 Merrylands SFC 18 15 2 1 45 25 20 47 

2 Rydalmere 18 14 1 3 43 19 24 43 

3 Granville Kewpie Ariana  18 13 1 4 38 21 17 40 

4 Greystanes   18 10 2 6 28 20 8 32 

5 Dundas United  18 9 2 7 26 22 4 29 

6 Wenty Waratah  18 8 0 10 35 36 -1 24 

7 Parramatta City 18 5 2 11 19 37 -18 17 

8 Baulkham Hills 18 5 2 11 19 39 -20 17 

9 Pendle Hill  18 4 2 12 13 47 -34 14 

                    

  ***** SL Reserves / Res *****                 

1 Granville Kewpie Ariana 18 14 1 3 45 13 32 43 

2 Merrylands SFC  18 14 0 4 61 24 37 42 

3 Dundas United  18 12 3 3 36 18 18 39 

4 Greystanes  18 10 2 6 36 30 6 32 

5 Pendle Hill  18 10 1 7 35 29 6 31 

6 Rydalmere 18 8 2 8 31 42 -11 26 

7 Wenty Waratah  18 5 5 8 31 44 -13 20 

8 Baulkham Hills  18 6 1 11 21 53 -32 19 

9 Parramatta City  18 3 1 14 20 63 -43 10 
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   ***** 12Girls / 1 *****                 

1 Greystanes 17 14 3 0 57 8 49 45 

2 Kellyville 17 13 2 2 56 4 52 41 

3 Rouse Hill 17 11 3 3 51 9 42 36 

4 Castle Hill United 17 8 5 4 31 17 14 29 

5 Winston Hills 17 6 4 7 30 22 8 22 

6 Wenty Waratah 17 4 1 12 18 59 -41 13 

7 Pendle Hill  17 3 0 13 7 61 -54 9 

8 Baulkham Hills 17 0 0 17 5 75 -70 0 

                    

  ***** 14Girls / 1 *****                 

1 Baulkham Hills  17 17 0 0 105 5 100 51 

2 Kellyville (BLK) 17 13 0 4 58 14 44 39 

3 Pendle Hill (BLK) 17 7 1 9 26 35 -9 22 

4 Kellyville (WHT) 17 6 2 9 14 46 -32 20 

5 Pendle Hill (WHT) 17 3 2 12 11 61 -50 11 

6 North Rocks 17 2 1 14 16 69 -53 7 

                    

  ***** 16Girls / 1 *****                 

1 Kellyville  17 17 0 0 53 12 41 51 

2 North Rocks  17 8 4 5 32 22 10 28 

3 Winston Hills 17 8 4 4 28 20 8 28 

4 Rouse Hill  17 8 2 7 31 27 4 26 

5 Wenty Waratah  17 6 3 8 21 23 -2 21 

6 Castle Hill United  17 5 4 8 27 25 2 19 

7 Baulkham Hills  17 2 5 10 8 36 -28 11 

8 Pendle Hill  17 1 4 12 16 51 -35 7 

                    

  ***** 21Girls / 1 *****                 

1 Winston Hills -  17 15 1 1 65 14 51 46 

2 Holroyd Rangers  17 13 1 3 43 20 23 40 

3 Castle Hill United  17 10 2 4 53 28 25 32 

4 Baulkham Hills (WHT) 17 9 0 8 28 18 10 27 

5 Castle Hill RSL  17 8 1 8 31 25 6 25 

6 Kellyville  17 5 1 11 24 49 -25 16 

7 Pendle Hill  17 4 0 13 31 60 -29 12 

8 Baulkham Hills (BLK) 17 1 0 16 6 67 -61 3 

                    

  ***** All Age Ladies / 2 *****                 

1 Merrylands SFC  17 16 0 1 64 14 50 48 

2 Dundas United  17 15 1 1 66 10 56 46 

3 North Rocks  17 11 0 6 35 24 11 33 

4 Castle Hill United  17 9 1 7 24 36 -12 28 

5 Holroyd Rangers  17 8 3 6 39 38 1 27 

6 Greystanes  17 6 1 10 23 29 -6 19 

7 Toongabbie  17 5 3 8 18 40 -22 18 

8 Pendle Hill  17 5 1 10 14 53 -39 16 

9 Winston Hills  17 4 2 11 8 47 -39 14 
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  ***** All Age Ladies / 3 *****                 

1 Pendle Hill  17 13 3 1 42 10 32 42 

2 Kellyville (WHT) 17 13 2 2 66 14 52 41 

3 Lidcombe Waratah  17 10 2 4 44 43 1 32 

4 Wenty Waratah (BLK) 17 8 6 3 26 15 11 30 

5 Rouse Hill 17 8 4 5 27 21 6 28 

6 Kellyville (BLK) 17 7 3 7 45 37 8 24 

7 Castle Hill RSL 17 6 3 8 29 25 4 21 

8 Rydalmere 17 3 4 10 10 48 -38 13 

9 Wenty Waratah (WHT) 17 3 1 13 9 85 -76 10 

                    

  ***** All Age Ladies / 4 *****                 

1 North Rocks  17 14 0 3 50 27 23 42 

2 Guildford McCredie 17 12 4 1 48 17 31 40 

3 Winston Hills 17 12 1 4 45 20 25 37 

4 Auburn FC 17 9 2 5 30 25 5 29 

5 Holroyd Rangers 17 8 2 7 28 27 1 26 

6 Wentworthville Uniting Church 17 7 4 6 26 26 0 25 

7 Pendle Hill  17 8 1 8 19 27 -8 25 

8 Ermington United 17 5 0 12 17 61 -44 15 

9 Kellyville  17 2 2 13 9 42 -33 8 

                    

  ***** Over 35L / 1 *****                 

1 Toongabbie  18 16 2 0 88 11 77 50 

2 Kellyville  18 13 2 3 48 14 34 41 

3 Pendle Hill  18 10 1 6 35 35 0 31 

4 Castle Hill United  18 6 4 8 22 37 -15 22 

5 Baulkham Hills (BLK) 18 7 1 10 22 46 -24 22 

6 Newington  18 4 2 9 18 47 -29 14 

7 Baulkham Hills (WHT) 18 3 4 11 19 45 -26 13 

8 Rouse Hill  18 2 6 10 16 33 -17 12 

                    

  ***** Ladies PL / 1 *****                 

1 Castle Hill United  17 14 1 2 78 23 55 43 

2 Pendle Hill  17 12 3 2 75 25 50 39 

3 Greystanes 17 11 2 3 41 26 15 35 

4 Castle Hill RSL (BLK) 17 6 0 10 39 58 -19 18 

5 Rydalmere FC  17 3 0 14 28 69 -41 9 

6 Castle Hill RSL (WHT) 17 2 0 15 16 76 -60 6 


